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In the recent decades, vehicle collisions with columns or bridge piers occur more frequently 
due to the urbanization with more vehicles on the more congested road leading to an increased 
number of accidents, as well as the increase of terrorist attacks targeting on the transportation 
infrastructure. These accidental and deliberated events raise concerns on protecting structures 
against vehicle collisions since a huge impact force from a collision event not only causes 
severe damage to columns, which might lead to collapse of entire bridge structure and paralysis 
of the transport systems, but also costs human lives. Despite the occurrence of such extreme 
events and their highly destructive consequences, the dynamic performances and impact-
resistant capacities of reinforced concrete (RC) columns under vehicle collisions are not well 
understood, hence bridge piers are not necessarily effectively designed to resist such impact 
loads. Currently, to estimate the impact force and design column structures against a collision 
event, an equivalent static force (ESF) is commonly adopted in design codes and provisions. 
Although this method is straightforward, it ignores the dynamic effects on structures under 
impact loads, i.e. inertia resistance, strength enhancement of materials, and structural 
vibrations. Thus, the ESF-based analysis may produce an un-conservative design of columns 
under vehicle collisions and does not have an ability to predict real behaviours of structures 
under impact loading conditions. Therefore, a comprehensive investigation on the dynamic 
behaviours of RC columns against impact loads is required while a simplified design 
procedure which reliably predicts the impact responses of the columns is also needed for 
effective design of bridge piers. 
Extensive research efforts have been conducted on the dynamic performances of precast 
concrete segmental columns (PCSCs) since this type of columns has been increasingly adopted 
in the construction industry in recent years owing to their many advantages as compared to the 
monolithic ones. These include significantly improving the construction quality, improving 
work-zone safety, decreasing on-site construction time and site interruption, and diminishing 
environmental impacts. However, most of the previous studies focused on the seismic 
performance and seismic-resistant capacity of PCSCs while understanding of the impact 
behaviours of the PCSCs, i.e. number of joint openings, relative shear slippage between 
segments, and column failure modes, is very limited. The dynamic analysis of PCSCs against 
impact loads is, therefore, crucial when designing new PCSCs. In the meantime, an effective 
strengthening method is also required to improve the performance of existing PCSCs. 
The primary objectives of this dissertation are to analyse the dynamic performances of 
monolithic and segmental bridge columns subjected to impact loads and to propose a practical 
design procedure for the columns against vehicle collisions. Pros and cons of these two types 
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of the columns in resisting the impact force from vehicle collisions are then investigated and 
discussed. Moreover, an effective strengthening method is suggested to enhance the impact-
resistant capacity of PCSCs. This dissertation, therefore, can be reasonably divided into two 
parts, with the first part focusing on the dynamic analysis and design of monolithic RC 
columns under vehicle collisions and the second part centring on the impact responses and 
analysis of PCSCs. Particularly, in Chapter 2, a numerical model of a monolithic bridge 
column subjected to truck impacts, which is simulated in the commercial software LS-DYNA 
and carefully validated by experimental results, is developed and presented. The variation of 
the column inertia resistance, bending moment, and shear force during the impact force phase 
is examined. Furthermore, the numerical results are utilised to explain different column failure 
modes observed in real collision events. The numerical model is also employed to develop the 
impact force profiles of a RC column induced by vehicle impacts and determine the dynamic 
shear model of the column under impact loads (Chapter 3). A comprehensive design procedure 
of a RC column against vehicle impacts with consideration of the dynamic effects of structures 
is proposed in Chapter 4. 
In the second part, a detailed simulation methodology of a PCSC subjected to impact loads, 
including modelling the prestressing, strain rate effects, and contact between segments is 
introduced in Chapter 5. The accuracy of the numerical model is carefully verified against 
experimental impact testing results. The effect of initial impact conditions and column 
properties, i.e. impact velocity, concrete strength, number of segments, and initial prestress 
load, on the column responses are also examined in this chapter. The advantages of the PCSC 
in absorbing the impact energy and mitigating the column damage from vehicle collisions as 
compared to the monolithic column are discussed in Chapter 6. Practical equations to 
determine the bending moment required to open the segment joint and estimate the maximum 
bending capacity of the PCSC at the joint are also proposed. Furthermore, steel tubes are 
utilised to cover concrete segments to protect the PCSC against impact loads (Chapter 7). The 
numerical results demonstrate that the proposed strengthening method with all concrete 
segments covered by steel tubes can effectively mitigate the damage of PCSCs under impact 
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CHAPTER 1  
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Preamble 
Recent development of transportation systems and increase in traffic volume in urban areas 
together with the increase of terrorism activities targeting on the transportation infrastructure 
raises concerns on protecting structures against vehicle collisions and impact loads since the 
number of accidental and deliberated impact events has been significantly increased in the past 
few decades. A collision from a medium truck or heavy truck associated with high impact 
velocity might cause severe damage and failure of an impacted structural component which 
could result in collapse of entire structure system, paralyse of transport network, and cost 
human lives. It was reported that collisions from vehicles and vessels are the third reason 
causing collapse of bridge structures in the United States in recent decades (Agrawal et al., 
2011). Several extreme collision events occurred in the US from 1965 to 2008 were 
documented by Buth et al. (2010) in which the failure of impacted bridge piers and the collapse 
of superstructures were observed, e.g. the accident in Corsicana, Texas in 2002 and in Canton, 
Texas in 2008. Moreover, truck collisions to column structures and their devastating 
consequences were also observed in developed and developing countries all around the world, 
e.g. in China, due to the significant increase of the transportation sector and the development 
of complex traffic systems. For example, death of two people and shutdown of the affected 
transport system for two months were reported in Hunan, China in 2009 when the heavy truck 
collided to a bridge pier (Chen & Xiao, 2012). In June 2018, another truck collision to a bridge 
pier also happened in Harbin-Dalian Expressway in China with the collapse of the impacted 
pier and the death of the driver (Chen, 2018). These serious repercussions not only show the 
vulnerability of bridge piers and columns under impact loads but also indicate the inadequacy 
of the current design codes and provisions in predicting the responses of structures under 
vehicle collisions. Apart from colliding by vehicles, during the service life, columns and bridge 
piers might experience impacts loads from various sources, e.g. falling rocks, ship and barge 
impacts, and flying debris impacts when the columns are constructed in mountain areas, rivers, 
or in disaster areas with the frequent occurrence of storms or tornados (Larsen, 1993; Volkwein 
et al., 2011). Therefore, it is crucial to understand and accurately predict the dynamic responses 
of column structures and bridge piers under vehicle collisions and impact loads. 
Currently, to design column structures against a collision event, the impact force is usually 
simplified as an equivalent static force (ESF) in design guides and provisions (AASHTO, 
2012; CEN, 2002, 2006; SA/SNZ, 2002). For instance, based on the collision tests on the rigid 
steel column from a heavy truck trailer (Buth et al., 2011; Buth et al., 2010) and the open 
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literature, AASHTO (2012) suggested to use the horizontal static force of 2,668 kN to apply 
on a column or a bridge pier at 1.5 m above the ground level when designing these structures 
against vehicle collisions. It is noted that this magnitude of the static force is constant 
irrespective of column properties and initial impact conditions. SA/SNZ (2002) and CEN 
(2002) provided a simplified equation to estimate the maximum equivalent static force from a 
vehicle collision on a structure by considering the initial kinetic energy of the vehicle and 
deformation of both the vehicle and the impacted structure. CEN (2006) classified collision 
events in two groups, i.e. soft impact and hard impact, depending on the relative stiffness 
between a vehicle and an impacted column. The maximum equivalent static force from a 
vehicle impact is then determined based on the total mass of the vehicle, impact velocity, and 
the equivalent elastic stiffness of the softer part of the vehicle and the impacted column in the 
impact event. Although this ESF method is straightforward to define the impact force and 
design structures against vehicle collisions, the effects of high loading rate of impact loads, 
i.e. inertia resistance, stress wave propagation, structure vibrations, and strain rate effects, on 
the structural responses have been ignored. This simplification thus may produce un-
conservative designs of structures subjected to vehicle impacts, as reported in previous studies 
(Do et al., 2018, 2019; El-Tawil et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2012). Moreover, the variation of 
column failures, e.g. global flexural response, shear crack at column top, and diagonal and 
punching shear failures at the impacted area, observed in real collision events (Buth et al., 
2011; Chen & Xiao, 2012; Chen, 2018), cannot be predicted and explained by using the 
provided ESF in the design guides. Owing to the limitations of the ESF method, experimental 
works and numerical simulations have been conducted in previous studies to investigate the 
dynamic responses of column structures under vehicle collisions (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 
2017; Chen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2015; El-Tawil et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2012). 
However, in general, these studies either focused on estimating only the peak impact force 
(PIF) on structures or defining the column failures under vehicle collisions while the structural 
response characteristics, i.e. axial force, bending moment, and shear force, were not well 
examined. The influences of inertia resistance and strain rate effects in resisting the impact 
force were not explicitly investigated either. In addition, previous numerical studies usually 
ignored damage of concrete at the impact point when predicting the impact force. These 
numerical simulations assumed concrete as either an elastic or a rigid structure. Since the local 
contact stiffness and the interaction of the impacted concrete and a car play an essential role 
in the impact force, these simplifications may lead to unreliable predictions. Therefore, a 
comprehensive numerical model which accurately predicts the dynamic responses of column 
structures under vehicle collisions is required. A design procedure which considers the 
dynamic effects of high loading rates of impact loads is also sought. 
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Furthermore, together with conventional monolithic reinforced concrete (RC) columns, 
precast concrete segmental columns (PCSCs) are also one of the most popular structures in the 
construction industry where a number of bridge structures or buildings using this type of 
column have been considerably increased in the recent years (Culmo, 2011; Ou, 2007). As 
compared to cast-in-place monolithic RC columns, PCSCs offer more advantages in both 
economic and structural aspects. The use of PCPCs which are commonly prepared off-site 
significantly reduces construction periods, improves constructability, diminishes 
environmental influences, and decreases on-site interruption (Dawood, 2010; Ou, 2007). Also, 
the casting and curing of column segments in a workshop provide a possible solution to 
introduce a new construction technique, i.e. strengthening methods, or apply advanced 
materials, i.e. geo-polymer concrete, and ultra-high performance concrete, which usually 
requires heat curing and/or careful mixing. Together with the economic benefits, the 
advantages of PCSCs in resisting the cyclic loads and seismic loads as compared to the 
monolithic columns have also been confirmed in previous studies (Bu et al., 2015; Marriott et 
al., 2009; Wang et al., 2014). However, the responses of PCSCs under impact loads have 
received insufficient attention with only a few studies on the impact performances of the PCSC 
(Chung et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016).  Therefore, more studies on the impact responses of 
the PCSC are also required to boost the application of this accelerated column in the 
construction industry. 
1.2. Research objectives 
From the above review, the primary goal of this research is to investigate the dynamic 
responses of both monolithic reinforced concrete (RC) columns and precast concrete 
segmental columns (PCSCs) under impact loads or vehicle collisions. The specific objectives 
of this dissertation are: 
1. To develop comprehensive numerical models to accurately predict the dynamic 
responses of both monolithic RC columns and PCSCs under impact loads or vehicle 
collisions. The variation of bending moment, shear force, axial force, and inertial force 
in the columns during the impact events will be investigated. 
2. To propose a vehicle impact force profile model for design purposes in which the 
effects of column parameters, impact conditions, and column failure are taken into 
consideration. 
3. To determine the dynamic capacity of a monolithic RC column under impact loads or 
vehicle collisions. 
4. To propose a comprehensive procedure to design a RC column under different impact 
conditions of vehicles. 
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5. To investigate the dynamic responses of precast concrete segmental columns under 
vehicle collisions. 
6. To study the advantages of PCSCs in resisting the impact loads as compared to the 
monolithic RC column. 
7. To propose an effective strengthening method and shear key design to enhance the 
impact resistance capacity of PCSCs. 
1.3. Research outlines 
This dissertation consists of eight chapters and classified into two parts, where part 1 is for 
monolithic RC columns and part 2 focuses on PCSCs. The contents of the 7 chapters are 
summarised as follows: 
Part 1: Monolithic RC columns 
A detailed 3-dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) model of a monolithic reinforced concrete 
(RC) column subjected to impact loads is firstly developed by using the FE code LS-DYNA 
in Chapter 2. The accuracy of the numerical model is validated against experimental results. 
The validated numerical model is then used to develop a full-scale bridge specimen under 
collisions by a truck model. Variation of the induced bending moment, shear force, axial force, 
and acceleration along the column height, as well as the column failure under various initial 
conditions of the vehicle model, is investigated. The numerical simulations are also used to 
reproduce and explain all failure modes of RC columns under vehicle collision as observed in 
real events. 
Following Chapter 2, the influences of parameters of monolithic columns, i.e. cross-section 
dimension, reinforcement ratios, slenderness, initial axial force, and initial conditions of a 
vehicle, i.e. vehicle mass, engine mass, and vehicle velocity, on the impact force time history 
and column responses are systematically investigated in Chapter 3. Based on the simulation 
results, the impact force profile model representing collisions from the heavy truck and 
medium truck on RC columns is then proposed. Moreover, from the shear mechanism of RC 
columns under impact loads, the maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column is also 
determined. A classification of column responses and failures under impact loads or vehicle 
collisions is also proposed. 
In Chapter 4, the maximum induced bending moment and shear force at critical sections in the 
monolithic columns, i.e. impact location, column base, column top, and an intermediate 
section, caused by vehicle impacts are determined. A complete procedure to design a RC 
column under vehicle collisions is then proposed in this chapter. Two design examples, which 
represent two different failure modes of RC columns under vehicle collisions, are presented. 
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Part 2: Precast concrete segmental columns 
To study the dynamic performances of precast concrete segmental columns (PCSCs) under 
impact loads, a detailed 3D FE model of a PCSC with an unbonded posttensioned tendon is 
developed in Chapter 5. The contact between column segments and prestress force in the 
unbonded tendon and concrete are carefully considered in the simulation. The numerical 
results are fully validated by experimental results. The effect of number of segments, concrete 
strength, initial prestress load, and impact velocity on the dynamic responses of the PCSC is 
studied. 
In Chapter 6, two full-scale bridge specimens using two types of columns, i.e. a monolithic 
RC column and a PCSC are developed. The advantages of the PCSC in resisting impact loads 
as compared to the monolithic RC column are investigated. Empirical equations to estimate 
the bending moment at the opening stage of segment joints and the ultimate bending moment 
of the PCSC are then proposed. 
From the failure mode of PCSCs under impact loads and vehicle collisions as reported in 
Chapters 5 and 6, steel tubes are then used to improve the performance of the PCSC. Two 
different confinement schemes, i.e. partial strengthening at two local impacted segments and 
fully strengthening at all concrete segments, are investigated in Chapter 7. The response of the 
two strengthened columns under different impact conditions is then compared. The effects of 
using steel shear keys at segment joints on reducing the lateral shear slippage between column 
segments and preventing the shear failure of posttensioned tendons are also examined. 
Chapter 8 summaries the findings, conclusions, and recommendations for future works. 
It is worth mentioning that this thesis is compiled by combining the technical papers prepared 
by the candidate during his PhD study. Each technical paper forms a chapter from Chapter 2 
to Chapter 7. The published technical papers in the chapters are formatted by the candidate 
according to the requirements from Curtin University. References cited by each technical 
paper are included at the end of each chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2  
DYNAMIC RESPONSES AND FAILURE MODES OF BRIDGE 
COLUMNS UNDER VEHICLE COLLISION 
ABSTRACT1 
The dynamic responses and failure modes of reinforced concrete bridge columns under vehicle 
collision have been numerically investigated in this study by using a numerical model verified 
against some experimental testing data. The numerical results show that the peak impact force 
(PIF) from the collision is governed by the vehicle engine and the vehicle velocity while the 
impulse of the impact force is influenced by the initial momentum of the total mass. It is, 
therefore, suggested that not only the total vehicle mass and the vehicle velocity but also the 
engine’s mass need to be considered to determine the impact force on structures under vehicle 
collision. The engine’s mass significantly affects the peak impact force, the moment, the shear 
force and thus the damage of the column. The lateral impact force considerably affects the 
column axial force and a relation between the PIF and the increase of the axial force is 
proposed for the design purpose. The numerical model is able to reproduce and provide an 
explanation of most of the common failure modes observed in real impact events including 
flexural failure, shear failure, and punching shear damage. In addition, the influences of four 
different methods of the superstructure modelling, i.e. uniformly distributed load, lumped 
mass, simplified beam model, and 3D detailed model on the behaviour of the bridge column 
under vehicle impact are also investigated. 
2.1. Introduction 
Due to the significant development of cities and transportation infrastructure as well as the 
increase of traffic in urban areas, vehicle collision with bridge structures or buildings occurs 
more often around the world (Agrawal et al., 2011; Buth et al., 2010). Heavy trucks collide to 
bridge structures may cause catastrophic consequences on human life and infrastructure 
systems. According to Federal Highway Administration, a vehicle or a vessel collision is the 
third leading reasons which cause a bridge collapse in the United States (US) (Agrawal et al., 
2011). Buth et al. (2010) reported 19 extreme cases of vehicle collision with bridge columns 
in the US. Among these accidents, some collisions led to the collapse of the superstructures, 
                                                     
1 This work was published in Engineering Structures with the full bibliographic citation as follows: 
Do, T. V., Pham, T. M., & Hao, H. (2018). Dynamic responses and failure modes of bridge columns 




such as the truck accident in Texarkana, 1984 or in Corsicana, 2002 as shown in Figure 2-1a. 
In the world, in April 2009, a heavy tank truck hit a bridge column in Beijing – Zhuhai 
Expressway in Hunan, which caused a severe damage to the column (see Figure 2-1b), the 
deaths of two passengers, and resulted in the closing down of the traffic systems for over two 
months (Chen & Xiao, 2012). Despite the occurrence of such accidents and their devastating 
consequences, the impact-resistant capacity of concrete columns under vehicle collision is still 
not well predicted and designed. The behaviours of the column during an impact event, i.e. the 
axial force, bending moment, shear force, and failure modes need to be investigated. 
       
          (a) Texas in 2003 (Buth et al., 2010)             (b) China in 2009 (Chen & Xiao, 2012) 
Figure 2-1 Truck collision with bridge columns. 
To design structures against vehicle impact, an equivalent static force (ESF) approach is 
provided in several design codes and reports (AASHTO, 2012; Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 
2016; Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2017; CEN, 2002).  Buth et al. (2011) used a tractor trailer 
to conduct a large-scale collision test on a steel column. A series of finite element models were 
also built based on the experimental results. Based on these results and the open literature, 
AASHTO (2012) recommended that an ESF of 2,668 kN acting on bridge columns or piers at 
a distance of 1.5 m above the ground level is used for the design purpose. BSI (CEN, 2002) 
recommended a simplified equation to determine the impact force on structures based on the 
energy conservation between the kinetic energy and the deformation of structures. From the 
vehicle’s kinetic energy, the vehicle’s deformation, and the column deformation, the ESF can 








                                                       (2-1) 
in which ESF is the impact force on structures (kN), m is the gross mass of the vehicle (kg), v 
is the vehicle’s velocity (m/s), c  is the deformation of the vehicle model, which is defined as 
the change in length between the centre of mass and vehicle nose (mm), and d  is the 
deformation of the barrier at the impact point (mm). 
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El-Tawil et al. (2005) conducted numerical simulations of two detailed bridge structures and 
vehicle models to study truck collisions on bridge columns. The peak impact force (PIF) and 
the ESF from the simulations were also reported. The ESF was defined as the static force 
required to generate the similar lateral displacement which is equal to that of displacement 
under dynamic load at the impact point. The results indicated that the current AASHTO-LRFD 
design provision could be un-conservative in some circumstances. Calibrated with El-Tawil et 
al. (2005) simulation results, Abdelkarim and ElGawady (2017) conducted a series of 
numerical simulations of reinforced concrete bridge columns under different vehicle impact 
conditions to evaluate the AASHTO-LRFD vehicle collision force provisions. The effects of 
13 column parameters on the impact force were also studied. The equation for estimating 
kinetic-energy based equivalent static force which is a function of the vehicle mass and the 
vehicle velocity was proposed without finite element analysis requirements as follows: 
233ESF mv                                                       (2-2) 
where ESF is the equivalent static load (kN), m is the mass of the vehicle (ton) and v is the 
vehicle velocity (m/s). 
It is worth mentioning that the dynamic behaviours of bridge columns such as vibration and 
dynamic capacity were not considered in these provisions and the proposed methods. Previous 
studies (Pham & Hao, 2016, 2017a) showed that the dynamic bending moment and shear force 
of a reinforced concrete (RC) beam against impact loading are significantly different from 
those under static loading. Because of the effects of the inertia force varied along the beams, 
both positive and negative bending moments were observed in the simply supported beam with 
the positive bending moment at the mid-span and the negative bending moment at the two 
ends. Besides, the maximum shear force was recorded at the mid-span of the beam (Pham & 
Hao, 2017a). These phenomena are unique for beams against impact force and it is difficult 
for the static equivalent method to capture these behaviours. Sharma et al. (2012) modelled 
the collision with some vehicle models with different velocities to examine the shear force of 
concrete columns. The numerical results indicated that the dynamic shear force of the 
reinforced concrete column under vehicle impact is not only greater than the static counterpart 
but also varying with different collision conditions. A proposed procedure to estimate the 
dynamic shear force demand based on the performance level of the column was also 
developed. These previous studies indicated that the impact response of a bridge column 
including bending moment, shear force, and axial force need to be taken into consideration, 
whereas the ESF method does not necessarily lead to accurate estimations. 
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In terms of the failure modes of bridge columns subjected to a collision, several types of failure 
modes, i.e. flexural cracks, shear failure, punching shear failure, and brutal damage were 
observed in real impact events and documented (Buth et al., 2010) as shown in Figure 2-2. It 
is very clear from the figure that the failure modes of the bridge columns are significantly 
different under various loading conditions. These failure modes could not be predicted by 
using the ESF method but can only be observed in real dynamic analyses. An experimental 
test of a scaled column under pendulum impact force by Zhang et al. (2016) showed severe 
flexural cracks occurred at the column mid-height while a diagonal shear failure was observed 
at the column base. Besides, the experimental tests by Demartino et al. (2017) showed that a 
brittle shear failure starting from the column base to the impact point and some flexural cracks 
at the column mid-height were observed on RC columns subjected to lateral impact. Moreover, 
bending moment variation along a column under impact loading was presented by 
Thilakarathna et al. (2010). The results showed that the impacted column generated the third 
order vibration mode under impact load resulting in high bending moment and shear force at 
the column top, which may lead to an excessive shear failure. These variations of the failure 
modes have not been thoroughly explained in the literature and require more studies to 
understand the mechanism behind. 
                        
  (a) Flexural cracks      (b) Shear failure at the column top  (c) Shear failure at the impact point 
                           
    (d) Punching shear failure            (e) Shear failure                      (f) Brutal damage 
Figure 2-2 Failure modes of bridge columns under vehicle collision (Buth et al., 2010). 
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Furthermore, to study bridge or building columns under dynamic loads, superstructures 
previously were simulated by a constant uniformly distributed load (Li et al., 2017), a lumped 
mass (Sha & Hao, 2013), or a simplified beam model (El-Tawil et al., 2005). It is well-known 
that the inertia force and the damping produced from the structural mass and stiffness, i.e. 
superstructure components are crucial to resist the dynamic loading. Different types of 
superstructure modelling may lead to different failures of the column due to its inertia force 
distribution. Therefore, the detailed 3D model should be developed and the effects of the 
superstructure modelling simplifications on the performance of the bridge column need be 
examined. 
In this paper, the impact responses and performances of bridge columns under vehicle collision 
are investigated with a detailed 3D model which is built with the commercial software LS-
DYNA (Hallquist, 2007). The accuracy of the numerical model is verified against the testing 
results of the pendulum impact tests on a conventional column by Zhang et al. (2016). The 
impact force, vibration, axial force, bending moment, shear force, and the failure modes of 
columns under different loading conditions, i.e. different vehicle mass and vehicle velocities 
are examined. The influences of the superstructure model on the performances of bridge 
column are also investigated. 
2.2. Numerical model calibration 
2.2.1. Experimental pendulum impact tests 
The experimental test of a scaled column under pendulum impact reported by Zhang et al. 
(2016) is simulated in this study to verify the numerical model. The testing data including the 
detailed design of the column, material properties, and the pendulum impact system is briefly 
described in this section. 
The overall dimension of the rectangular testing column was 800 mm in height, 100 mm in 
depth, and 100 mm in width, which was a quarter-scale column model, as shown in Figure 2-
3. A footing of 400 mm x 400 mm x 140 mm (L x W x H) was built to bolt the column onto 
the strong laboratory floor. The added mass (288 kg), which represents superstructure in 
reality, consisting of a single concrete block and 5 steel plates, was placed on top of the 
column. The single concrete block had the dimension of 400 mm x 400 mm x 450 mm (L x W 
x H, 173 kg) and the total weight of the 5 pieces of steel plates was 115 kg. The flexural tensile 
strength and compressive strength at 28 days of concrete were 5 MPa and 34 MPa, 
respectively. The column consisted of four 6 mm-diameter longitudinal bars (fy = 500 MPa) 
extended from the bottom footing to the top of the column and 4 mm-diameter stirrups (fy = 
300 MPa) at a spacing of 40 mm. The pendulum impact testing system consisting of a steel 
frame, 2.8 m long pendulum arm, an inclinometer, and a 300 kg steel impactor is shown in 
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Figure 2-3. The steel impactor could be lifted to a different angle in order to generate different 
initial impact energy. 
 
Figure 2-3 The schematic view and the bolt connection of the pendulum impact test [Data 
from (Zhang et al., 2016)]. 
2.2.2. Numerical model 
2.2.2.1 Finite element model 
 
Figure 2-4 Numerical model of the scaled column under pendulum impact test. 
A three dimensional (3D) nonlinear numerical model is built to simulate the experimental 
pendulum impact test reported by Zhang et al. (2016), as shown in Figure 2-4. A hexahedral 
element with 1 integration point (SOLID_64) is employed to represent the concrete elements, 
steel impactor, and steel plates while 3-nodes beam elements with 2x2 Gauss quadrature 
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integration (BEAM_161) are used for steel reinforcements. The results from the convergence 
test show that the simulation results converge when the mesh size of concrete elements is 5 
mm. Further decrease in the concrete element size shows a slight difference of the results but 
cost more computational time and may lead to computer memory overflow. To reduce the 
simulation cost, the maximum mesh size of the steel impactor and the added mass are 50 mm. 
The LS-DYNA contact algorithm named *Contact_Automatic_Surface_to_Surface is 
employed to simulate the contact between the steel impactor and the RC column. Besides, 
perfect bond between reinforcing steel reinforcement, stirrups, and surrounding concrete is 
assumed in this study. 
In the experimental tests, the footing was anchored to laboratory floor through four bolts (see 
Figure 2-3). No horizontal/vertical displacement or rotation at the joint connection between 
the footing and the floor were recorded during the experimental test (Zhang et al., 2016). 
Hence, all of the nodes on the bottom face of the footing are constrained at all degrees of 
freedom in the numerical model. 
2.2.2.2 Material model 
In the present study, the *Mat_Concrete_Damage_Rel3 (MAT_072R3) material model is 
selected for modelling the concrete where the plasticity, shear failure damage, and strain-rate 
effect are taken into account. The reliability of this material model in simulating and predicting 
the behaviour of concrete structures under extreme dynamic loads has been confirmed by 
previous studies (Chen et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2013; Li et al., 2017). In this study, the 
unconfined compressive strength of the concrete material is 34 MPa. An elastic-plastic 
material model named *Mat_Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity (MAT_24) is employed to model 
the steel reinforcements. The mass density and Young’s modulus are 7,800 kg/m3, and 200 
GPa, respectively. The yield strength of the longitudinal steel is 500 MPa while the 
corresponding value of the transverse reinforcement is 300 MPa. The strain rate curves of 
these steel materials are defined and given below. For the steel pendulum impactor and anchor 
plate, the LS-DYNA material model named *MAT_ELASTIC (MAT_001) is selected, in 
which the steel yield strength, mass density, and Young’s modulus are 300 MPa, 7,800 kg/m3, 
and 200 GPa, respectively. 
In addition, *MAT_ADD_EROSION function in LS-DYNA is employed to automatically 
remove concrete elements which no longer contribute to resisting the impact force. The erosion 
is a numerical tool to avoid great mesh distortions. This erosion feature has been commonly 
adopted in studying the impact and blast response (Li et al., 2017; Pham & Hao, 2017a, 2017b). 
In the present study, the value of 0.7 is used for the erosion criterion of concrete material after 
trials, which yields good agreement with the experimental results. 
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2.2.2.3 Strain rate effects 
Under high impact and blast loads, the mechanical properties of concrete and steel are 
recognised to be different from those under quasi-static condition where both the compressive 
and tensile strengths increase (Chen et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2013). The effect of strain rate on 
the behaviour of the material and hence on the numerical simulation has been reported by the 
previous study (Hao et al., 2013; Malvar & Crawford, 1998; Ngo, 2005; Pham & Hao, 2017a). 
To quantify the strength increment of the materials, the ratio of dynamic-to-static strength, i.e., 
dynamic increase factor (DIF) versus strain rate has been introduced. In this study, the DIF 
curves of concrete compressive and tensile strength given by Hao and Hao (2014) are adopted. 
It should be noted that the contribution to strength increment of the end friction confinement 
and lateral inertia confinement from the dynamic tests has been eliminated in the proposed 
equations. These DIF curves have also been experimentally verified by the split Hopkinson 
pressure bar tests (Hao & Hao, 2014; Hao et al., 2013). In addition, the DIF for steel 
reinforcements defined by Malvar and Crawford (1998) is used in this simulation. 
The compressive DIF of concrete at the strain rate d  is given by the following equation:  
1
2 1
0.0419(log ) 1.2165 ( 30 )













   (2-3) 
where CDIF is the DIF for the concrete in compression,
cdf  is the dynamic compressive 
strength at the strain rate d , and csf is the static compressive strength. 
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where TDIF is the DIF for the concrete in tension, 
tdf  is the dynamic tensile strength at the 
strain rate d , and tsf is the static tensile strength. 
The relationship between both the tensile and compressive strength DIF of steel and strain rate 
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where yf is the yield strength of steel in MPa. It should be noted that in this study DIF is held 
as constant when the strain rate is higher than 160 s-1 to prevent an overestimation of the DIF 
of the steel material at very high strain rates. 
2.2.2.4 Results and validation 
Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-6 show the comparisons of the response of the RC column under 
impact loading between the experimental test and the numerical simulation. The impact force 
time histories are presented in Figure 2-5a. The peak impact force and the impact duration in 
the test were about 22 kN and 30 ms, respectively, while the corresponding results in the 
simulation are 23.7 kN and 35 ms. The minor difference can be found in the PIF and the 
duration because the surface of the concrete column which affected the contact interaction 
between the impactor and the column was not perfectly flat and smooth in the test as compared 
to that of the numerical model. The local stiffness of the tested column was thus slightly 
smaller than the simulated column. As a result, the impact force in the test has a smaller PIF 
but longer duration compared to the simulation. In addition, the displacement time history at 
mid-height of the column from FE model also agrees well with the experimental test (see 
Figure 2-5b). The maximum and the residual lateral displacements of the column measured in 
the test were 7.5 mm and 1.5 mm, respectively. The corresponding values from the simulation 
are 7.6 mm and 1.8 mm, respectively. 
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 Experimental result 
         (Zhang et al., 2016)     
 Numerical result
 
              (a) Impact force time history                (b) Displacement at the centre of column 
Figure 2-5 Model verification – RC column under the impact with velocity 0.64 m/s. 
The plastic strain along the RC column is shown in Figure 2-6 to compare with the damage in 
the experimental test. Both flexural and shear cracks are observed in the numerical model and 
in the experimental test in which the flexural cracks happened at the impacted area while the 
shear cracks were at the column base. Concrete damage is also observed in the simulation at 
the column top as compared to the experimental result. In general, the dynamic behaviours of 
the column in the experimental test are well simulated in the numerical model. The verification 
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has shown that the FE model yields reliable predictions of the column responses to impact 
loading and it is able to capture the impact force, lateral displacement, plastic deformation and 
the failure modes of the RC column. 
                                                                        
                                Experimental test                       Numerical simulation 
Figure 2-6 Concrete damage versus plastic strain of the column. 
2.3. Numerical simulations of bridge column under vehicle collisions 
2.3.1. Bridge specimens 
The detailed 3-D finite element model of a typical bridge specimen is developed in this section 
with the same material models, modelling method and strain rate effect. It is previously 
indicated by Consolazio and Davidson (2008) that a bridge model consisting of one bridge 
column and two spans provides an accurate prediction of the dynamic responses of multi-span 
bridges. As such, in this study, the considered bridge model consists of one single column, 
footing, superstructures, and two abutment supporters as shown in Figure 2-7a and Table 2-1. 
The bridge column has a rectangular section which is 1,200 mm x 1,200 mm in cross-section 
and 9,600 mm in height. The concrete footing has dimensions of 5,200 mm x 5,200 mm x 
1,500 mm. A solid cap beam of trapezoidal shape is placed on top of the column to transmit 
the superstructure’s weight to the substructure. In this study, the section properties and 
dimensions of the superstructure which is the prototype single-cell box girder with 40 m length 
are obtained from the previous study by Megally et al. (2001), as shown in Figure 2-7b. The 








the column itself (331 kN) is about 4,600 (kN). The column, cap beam, superstructures and 
footing of these models are modelled by using hexahedral elements with 1 integration point 
(SOLID_64). 
 
(a) 3D –view of the bridge column with superstructures 
 
(b) Detailed section view of the superstructure 
Figure 2-7 FE model of the bridge specimen (all dimensions in mm). 
Typically, the bridge superstructures are connected to the column through rubber or bearing 
pads. However, the previous study by El-Tawil et al. (2005) showed that the influences of 
bearing pad stiffness are marginal to the impact behaviour of a bridge column. A normal 
concrete surface to surface contact between a superstructure and a bridge column was used in 
the experimental test by Sideris et al. (2014). Therefore, in the present simulation, the girder 
is assumed to rest on top of the cap beam without bearing pads to reduce the computational 
costs. The surface to surface contact between the superstructure and the cap beam is thus 
adopted in this study. The other end of the girder is designed to sit on a simplified solid block 
representing concrete abutment. The friction interface between girder and pier, and between 
girder and abutments are assumed in the model (see Figure 2-7a) with the coefficient of friction 
of 0.6 (ACI, 2008). 
2.3.2. Vehicle model 
The Ford reduced model (35,400 elements) single unit truck (SUT) is employed in this study 
to represent the vehicle collision on the bridge column (see Figure 2-8). The total mass of the 
Supporter 
Supporter 





Ford truck model is 8 ton with the engine’s weight of 0.64 ton and the added mass of 2.8 ton. 
In this model, both the engine and the cargo are simulated by an elastic material with the 
modulus 110 GPa and 2 GPa, respectively. It is highly appreciated to note that this vehicle 
model was shared by Abdelkarim and ElGawady (2016) and Sharma et al. (2012). An 
experimental test on this model was conducted to verify the accuracy of the numerical model 
by FHWA/NHTSA National Crash Analysis Centre at the George Washington University with 
a high correlation between numerical and experimental results. The mass of the vehicle model 
can be adjusted by changing the weight of the vehicle engine and the added cargo. In this 
study, the vehicle’s mass is in the range of 8 ton to 16 ton while the vehicle velocity varies 
from 40 km/h to 140 km/h. 
Table 2-1 Detailed dimensions of the bridge specimens. 
Parameters Bridge specimen 
Column height 9,600 mm 
Section width 1,200 mm 
Section depth 1,200 mm 
Superstructure span length 40,000 mm 
Longitudinal steel 24D30  
Lateral steel  D16a200  
Cap beam    
Width 7,600 mm 
Height 1,500 mm 
Depth 1,200 mm 
 
Figure 2-8 3D view of the vehicle model. 
2.4. Numerical simulation results and effects of the peak impact force 
Intensive numerical simulations are conducted in this study to investigate the behaviours of 
the bridge columns subjected to vehicle collisions. Different initial loading conditions 
including vehicle’s engine mass, total vehicle mass, and velocity together with different 
superstructure modelling techniques are employed as presented in Table 2-2. 
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kg kg km/h kN.s kN.s kN kN 
C1 3D Model 640 8,000 40 88.9 86.9 930 4,700 
C2 3D Model 640 8,000 60 133.3 130.2 1,870 5,000 
C3 3D Model 640 8,000 80 177.8 176.4 3,460 5,230 
C4 3D Model 640 8,000 90 200.0 199.8 4,596 6,070 
C5 3D Model 640 8,000 100 222.2 220.5 8,260 7,223 
C6 3D Model 640 8,000 120 266.7 266.1 12,000 9,800 
C7 3D Model 640 8,000 140 311.1 -- 16,400 12,400 
C8 3D Model 1,000 8,000 100 222.2 -- 11,400 8,970 
C9 3D Model 2,000 8,000 100 222.2 -- 18,500 13,500 
C10 3D Model 640 16,000 100 444.4 -- 9,010 7,660 
C11 3D Model 1,000 16,000 100 444.4 -- 11,900 9,310 
C12 3D Model 2,000 16,000 100 444.4 -- 18,400 13,700 
C13 3D Model 1,000 8,000 140 311.1 -- 20,150 14,610 
C14 3D Model 2,000 8,000 140 311.1 -- 30,000 21,000 
C15 UDL 640 8,000 90 200.0 195.5 4,250 ** 
C16 LMM 640 8,000 90 200.0 200.5 4,284 ** 
C17 Beam model 640 8,000 90 200.0 198.4 4,360 ** 
C18 UDL 640 8,000 120 266.7 -- 11,998 ** 
C19 LMM 640 8,000 120 266.7 -- 12,000 ** 
C20 Beam model 640 8,000 120 266.7 267.6 12,075 ** 
-- Simulation was terminated due to severe damage of the column and/or the vehicle model 
UDL: Uniformly distributed load; LMM: Lumped mass model; ** The value is not under consideration 
2.4.1. Impact force time histories 
The typical impact force time history of the bridge column subjected to the truck collision is 
presented in Figure 2-9a. It is noted that the time step is used at 0.5 ms in the simulation. Under 
the velocity of 100 km/h, the first peak force (about 2,950 kN) occurs when the vehicle’s 
bumper collides with the column while the second peak (about 8,260 kN) is produced by the 
vehicle’s engine impact. After dropping to about 1,000 kN, the impact force then slightly 
increases to about 2,000 kN due to the impacting of the vehicle’s cargo. The collision ends at 
about 180 ms when the vehicle finally separates from the column. It is noted that the bumper 
impact represents for the impact of all vehicle parts in front of the engine box. Figure 2-9b 
shows the impact force time histories with different impact velocities ranging from 60 km/h 
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to 140 km/h. It is very clear that the maximum peak impact force is generated when the 
vehicle’s engine collides with the column with very short duration from 5 ms to 10 ms while 
the added cargo mass yields smaller impact force with longer duration (about 120 ms). 
Moreover, increasing the vehicle velocity results in a significant increase of the peak impact 
force as shown in Figure 2-9. The maximum impact force due to the collision is about 1,870 
kN when the vehicle’s velocity is 60 km/h. The corresponding values increase to 3,460 kN, 
4,596 kN, 8,260 kN, 12,000 kN, and 16,400 kN with the vehicle velocity of 80 km/h, 90 km/h, 
100 km/h, 120 km/h, and 140 km/h, respectively. The impulse of these collisions is equal to 
the initial momentum (see Figure 2-10), which confirms the applicability of the momentum-
impulse theorem in this problem and the reliability of the numerical results. 



























































              (a) Vehicle velocity of 100 km/h                        (b) Different vehicle velocities  
Figure 2-9 Impact force time history under Ford truck model (8 ton) collision. 
































Figure 2-10 The impulse - initial momentum conservation. 
On the other hand, to examine the effect of the different vehicle parts on the impact force, the 
weight of the vehicle’s engine is varied between 0.64 ton and 2 ton while the cargo ranges 
from 2.8 ton to 10.8 ton. As shown in Figure 2-11, the engine’s weight has significant 
influences on the impact force when the column is subjected to the same vehicle velocity. By 
increasing the engine’s weight from 0.64 ton to 2 ton with the constant total mass, the PIF 
substantially increases from 8,260 kN to 18,500 kN. Under a certain vehicle velocity, similar 
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PIFs are observed when these columns are collided with the same vehicle engine’s mass even 
though different trucks with significantly different masses (8 ton and 16 ton) are used in the 
simulation. These results indicate the maximum impact force is governed by the vehicle’s 
engine instead of the total mass of the vehicle. 







Simulation was terminated due to 















 Engine's weight of 0.64 ton
 Engine's weight of 1.0 ton
 Engine's weight of 2.0 ton
Simulation was terminated 
due to vehicle model failure






















 Engine's weight of 0.64 ton
 Engine's weight of 1.0 ton
 Engine's weight of 2.0 ton
Simulation was terminated due to 
the collapse of the column
Simulation was terminated 
due to vehicle model failure
 
         (a)  Vehicle’s mass of 8 ton (100 km/h)          (b) Vehicle’s mass of 16 ton (100 km/h) 
Figure 2-11 Comparisons of the impact force time histories with different vehicle mass. 


























Figure 2-12 The PIF – initial kinetic energy relation. 
From the above observations, the PIF of the vehicle collision is significantly affected by the 
vehicle engine’s mass and the vehicle velocity while the impulse of the impact event depends 
on the initial momentum of the vehicle. Therefore, to determine the impact force of the column 
under vehicle collision, not only the total vehicle mass and the vehicle velocity but also the 
vehicle engine’s mass should be taken into consideration. The relation between PIF and initial 
kinetic energy of the vehicle engine is also shown in Figure 2-12. Based on the numerical 
results, the PIF of the vehicle collision can be determined by the following expression: 
2( ) 969.3 0.5 7345.9EPIF kN m v                                    (2-6) 
where mE is the engine’s mass (ton) (0.64 <= mE <=2 ton); v is the vehicle velocity (m/s) (22 
< v < 40) (10 < 20.5 Em v < 40). 
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2.4.2. Axial force 
In the static analysis, the lateral equivalent static force yields a bending moment and a shear 
force in the column but not the axial force. The influence of lateral impact force on the axial 
force of the column has not been reported yet in the literature. It is well-known that under high 
loading rate, the compression stress from an impact event propagates from the impact area to 
the two ends of structures (Fujikake et al., 2009). The resultant stress wave in the column 
forms a dynamic axial force in the column. However, the relation between the lateral impact 
force and axial force in the concrete column is still unknown. In this study, the LS_DYNA 
keyword named Database_Cross_Section_Set is used to evaluate the axial force, bending 
moment, and shear force at various sections in the concrete column (see Figure 2-13a). The 
cross section force is calculated by summing up element forces in a group set (Hallquist, 2007). 


















 Axial force at the Section 1
 Impact force
  
(a) Axial compression force during the impact force phase 


















































(b) Axial compression force along the column 
Figure 2-13 Axial compression force under vehicle impact with velocity 100 km/h. 
Figure 2-13 shows the axial compression force under the Ford truck impact with the velocity 
of 100 km/h. It should be noted that the positive value in the figure stands for the compression 
force in the cross section. When the impact force reaches the peak owing to the engine’s 
impact, the axial compression force also increases from about 4,600 kN (dead load) to nearly 
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6,400 kN (about 1.4 times) (see Figure 2-13a). As shown in the figure, the axial force fluctuates 
significantly within the impact duration associated with the impact force because of the stress 
wave propagation and reflection. After the force phase, the axial force returns back and 
vibrates around its initial level. The lowest level of the compression force is about 2,200 kN 
(about 50% of the dead load). The axial force along the column at the different locations are 
also compared in Figure 2-13b. Because of the similar distance from the impact point, the axial 
forces in Section 1 and Section 3 show a similar trend and they reach the maximum axial force 
at the same time while the axial force at Section 5 and Section 7 increases to its peak slower 
because of its longer distance to the impact point. These results indicate that the increase of 
the axial force in the column is caused by the stress wave propagation from the impact point 
to the column ends. After about 100 ms, the axial force at those sections then vibrates around 
the dead load level with a similar frequency. This vibration results from the vertical stress 
wave propagation in the column and the vertical vibration of the superstructure produced by 
the impact event. 







































Figure 2-14 Increase of the axial force versus peak impact force. 
To quantify the effect of the peak impact force on the axial compression force, the peak impact 
force versus the increase of the axial force is plotted in Figure 2-14. It should be mentioned 
that the increase of the axial force in Figure 2-14 is defined by subtracting the peak axial force 
(Table 2-2) to the constant dead load (4,600 kN). As can be seen from the figure, the increase 
of the axial force in the column is about 3.5 times of the total dead load when the PIF is 30,000 
kN. Therefore, it is crucial to consider the variation of the axial force in the column during the 
impact loading. Based on the simulation results, the increase in the axial compression force 










                                                  (2-7) 
in which AI is the increase in the axial force (kN), PIF is the peak impact force (kN). 
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2.4.3. Bending moment 
The time histories of the column bending moment resulted from the Ford truck collision at 100 
km/h are presented in Figure 2-15. Different from the static case, under the vehicle collision 
both positive and negative bending moment are observed in the column. The maximum 
positive bending moment occurs at the impact point (about 3,163 kNm) while the maximum 
negative bending moment at the column top and the column base are 3,251 kNm and 3,539 
kNm, respectively. It should be noted that bending moment is not zero at the column top 
because the friction between the pier top and the girder and the large inertia resistance owing 
to the bridge superstructure mass resist the free movement of the bridge column. 
    
          0 – 11.5 ms      11.5 – 22.5 ms       22.5 – 30 ms        30 – 36 ms       40 – 150 ms 
Figure 2-15 Bending moment diagrams of the bridge column during the force phase. 
To examine the bending moment during the peak impact force in detail, the inertia distribution 
and the bending moment diagram (from 25 ms to 34 ms) are plotted in Figure 2-16. As can be 
seen from Figure 2-16a that only a part of the column reacts to the impact at the peak impact 
force (25.5 ms). The acceleration at the impact point is about 564 m/s2 while the length of the 
active part is almost a half of the column. The compressive stress then propagates from the 
impact point to the column ends causing the vibration of the whole column. When the column 
top starts vibrating (around t = 29 ms), the distribution of the inertia force along the column 
significantly changes to a high order vibration mode. That variation of the inertia force together 
with the effect of the superstructure results in the change of the bending moment shape, as 
shown in Figure 2-16b. The results show that the assumption of the linear distribution of the 
inertia force under impact load is unreasonable after the stress from the impact point reaches 
the column top. With the effect of the superstructures, the bending moment at the top of the 
column reaches the maximum value of 3,251 kNm at t = 34 ms while the corresponding value 
at mid-height of the column is 2,858 kNm. These results also prove that the bending moment 
diagram of the column under impact loading cannot be accurately predicted by using the ESF 
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method. Moreover, the use of the single degree of freedom method (SDOF) in predicting the 
behaviour of the structures under impact loads might not yield reliable predictions because of 
the involvement of stress wave propagation and the column vibration at higher modes during 
the impact loading phase. 
 
(a) Acceleration along the column (m/s2) 
 
(b) Bending moment (kNm) 
Figure 2-16. Acceleration and bending moment variation along the column (25.5 ms-34 ms). 
Figure 2-17 describes the bending moment along the column resulted from different impact 
scenarios at a critical instant. The bending moments are examined at critical sections including 
at the impact point, the column base, the intermediate section, and the column top. It is noted 
that the intermediate section, which locates between the impact point and the column top, 
varies under different impact scenarios. The critical bending moments at the impact point and 
the column base occur at the instant of the maximum impact force while the critical bending 
moment at the intermediate section happens when the column top starts vibrating. As shown 
in Figure 2-17a, the maximum bending moment at the impact point and the column base shows 
an unique shape for different impact scenarios and its magnitude increases with the PIF. When 
the PIF increases from 3,460 kN (C3) to 30,000 kN (C14), the maximum positive bending 
moment at the impact area noticeably increases from 1,208 kNm to 6,629 kNm while the 
maximum negative bending moment at the column base rises from 2,227 kNm to 8,039 kNm. 
In addition, the shape of the bending moment diagram is changed due to the different 
distributions of the inertia force. At the instant when the column top starts vibrating, the 
maximum negative bending moment also occurs at the intermediate section. The column with 
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a larger PIF shows a higher negative bending moment at the intermediate section while the 
location of that section is closer to the impact point than the counterparts, as illustrated in 
Figure 2-17b. Moreover, when the PIF increases, the maximum negative bending moment at 
the column top and the positive bending moment at the two third of column show a major 
development (see Figure 2-17c). Except for the case of Column C14, a significant relative 
slippage between the superstructure and the column occurs due to the huge shear force at the 
column top, which dissipates a large amount of energy and reduces the connection constraints. 
As a result, the maximum bending moment at top of the Column C14 is smaller than those of 
the other columns (see Figure 2-17c). These changes of the bending moment at the different 
time and location under different impact loading conditions cause different column failure 
modes which will be clearly discussed in the later section. 
































































































                          (a)                                               (b)                                             (c)  
Figure 2-17 Bending moment diagrams under different loading conditions (kNm): (a) At the 
peak impact force; (b) When the column top starts vibrating; (c) When the bending moment 
at the top reaches the maximum value. 
In general, there are four critical sections that need to be considered under impact events. The 
position of the positive moment at the impact point and the negative moment at the column 
base is stable and their magnitudes are proportional to the PIF. Because of the restraint of 
superstructures, the negative bending moment at the column top may also cause failure. More 
interestingly, the bending moments at the intermediate sections which always happen at both 
sides of the column. The positive moment and negative moment may cause damage to the two 
different sides of the column. Quantitative analyses are crucial to identify whether damage 
would occur at one side or both sides of the column. 
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2.4.4. Shear force 

















 Shear force at the column base
 Shear force at the column top
 Impact force
 
(a) Shear force time histories at the column base and column top 
 
(b) Shear force variation along the column from 25.5 ms to 34 ms 
Figure 2-18 Shear force diagram under the Ford truck collision at velocity 100 km/h. 
The shear force time histories at the base and at the top of column compared to the impact 
force are shown in Figure 2-18a (C5). In the initial period of the impact force (before 20 ms) 
the shear force at the column base is approximately equal to the impact force while the shear 
force at the column top is very trivial. That is because of the insignificant contribution of the 
inertia force during that period. Thus, the impact force is primarily transferred to the column 
base. When the impact force suddenly increases to the peak value of 8,260 kN at 25.5 ms, the 
peak shear force at the column base increases to about 5,400 kN. It is worth mentioning that 
the shear force at the base of the column is smaller than the peak impact force because of the 
resistance of the inertia force which distributes along the part of the column as shown in Figure 
2-16a. Furthermore, the shear force at the column top reaches the maximum value of about 
2,770 kN at t = 34 ms, when the maximum bending moment at the column top is also observed. 
Similar to the variation of the bending moment, the dynamic shear force diagram varies 
considerably during the force phase, as presented in Figure 2-18b. The impact force together 
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with the inertia force distribution causes a significant variation of the peak dynamic shear force 
in terms of locations and time, which results in the dissimilar failure modes of the bridge 
column under impact loading. These results illustrate that the inertia force plays a crucial role 
in the shear force distribution of the bridge column under the vehicle collision and the shear 
force at the two ends of the column needs to be carefully considered. 
A significant variation of the shear force in the bridge column under different impact loading 
conditions is observed as shown in Figure 2-19. Doubling the PIF from 8,260 kN (C5) to 
16,400 kN (C7) increases the shear force twice, such as the maximum shear force at the base 
significantly increases from 5,400 kN to 10,300 kN while that the corresponding value at the 
column top rises from 2,770 kN (positive side) to 5,750 kN (negative side). However, the shear 
force at the column base of the Column C9 and C14 is almost similar to Column C7 while they 
have a huge difference in the PIF (18,500 kN versus 30,000 kN). That is because the shear 
forces in these cases exceed the shear capacity and cause an excessive local failure, i.e. 
diagonal shear failure (C9) and punching shear failure (C14). 
                
                      (a) C5                      (b) C7                        (c) C9                       (d) C14 
Figure 2-19. Comparison of the shear force diagrams under different impact loading 
conditions. 
2.5. Column failure modes 
Based on the bending moment and shear force from the above section, several failure modes 
of the bridge column under vehicle collision are shown in Figure 2-20. The numerical 
simulation in this study is able to reproduce the common failure modes observed in vehicle 
collision accidents shown in Figure 2-2. In the first case, the bridge column shows a minor 
concrete damage at the impact area when it is impacted by the Ford truck of velocity 80 km/h 
(Column C3) with the PIF of about 3,461 kN. When the impact velocity increases to 120 km/h 
(Column C6) producing a PIF of 12,000kN, flexural cracks are observed at the impact point 
and column mid–height by a positive bending moment and at the two ends by a negative 
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bending moment (Figure 2-20b). These flexural cracks are similar with the cracks observed in 
the real vehicle collision as presented in Figure 2-2a. Additionally, when the vehicle velocity 
increases to 140 km/h (Column C7) with the PIF of about 16,400 (kN), a large diagonal shear 
crack at the column top is observed on the negative side (see Figure 2-20c), which is caused 
by a combination of the huge flexural bending moment (see Figure 2-17b) and shear force (see 
Figure 2-19b) at the column top. That observation explains the crack at the column top under 
vehicle impact illustrated in Figure 2-2b. From these three columns, it is clear that the increase 
of the vehicle velocity from 80 km/h to 140 km/h with the engine’s mass 0.64 ton, the damage 
of the bridge column considerably varies from the minor local concrete damage at the impact 
area to the global responses of the column. On the other hand, the diagonal shear failure at the 
column base which was experienced under the vehicle collision in Texas in 2007 (see Figure 
2-2c) has been numerically obtained when the column is collided by the truck model with 
velocity100 km/h and the engine’s mass 2 ton (C9). In addition, the large peak impact force 
yields a huge negative bending moment near the impact area. That bending moment together 
with the large shear force results in another huge diagonal shear crack at the two third of the 
column (see Figure 2-20d). Furthermore, when the velocity increases to 140 km/h with 2-ton 
engine that generates the PIF of 30,000 kN (C14), a severe local punching failure is observed 
in the column at the impact area as shown in Figure 2-20e. The bridge column collapses as a 
result of that impact event. That failure mode of the bridge column was previously experienced 
in the vehicle collision in Texas in 2002, as shown in Figure 2-2d. 
From the above observations, the failure mode of the column significantly changes from the 
flexural cracks to punching shear failure with the increase of the vehicle velocity and the 
engine mass. It is important to note that these failure modes of the bridge column cannot be 
predicted by using a simplified ESF method. Therefore, dynamic analyses of the bridge 
column under vehicle collision are necessary in order to capture the true responses and failures. 
Moreover, as mentioned previously in Section 2.4.1, the engine‘s mass governs the PIF and 
thus affects the column response and failure even though the total vehicle mass remains 
unchanged. With the same total vehicle mass and vehicle velocity, the PIF increases with the 
engine’s mass as shown in Figure 2-11 and this increase leads to higher moment and shear 
force in the column. As a result, the damage mode and level of the column change with the 
engine’s mass when the total mass of the vehicle is 8 ton and the vehicle speed is 100 km/h as 
shown in Figure 2-21. Therefore, this observation again confirms that the engine’s mass needs 
be taken into consideration when designing the RC bridge columns to resist vehicle impact. 
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(a) Minor local damage (C3)  (b) Flexural cracks (C6)  (c) Shear cracks at the column top (C7) 
                                  
(d) Shear cracks at the two ends (C9) 
       
(e) Punching shear (C14) 





   
0.64-ton engine 1.0-ton engine 2.0-ton engine 
Figure 2-21 Different failure modes under varied engine’s mass (vehicle mass = 8 ton and v 
= 100 km/h). 
2.6. Effects of superstructure modelling techniques 
In literature different researchers have used different simplification approaches to model the 
bridge superstructure when studying the bridge column subjected to impact loads (El-Tawil et 
al., 2005; Li et al., 2017; Sha & Hao, 2013). In this study, three different types of simplified 
modelling of superstructure including the uniformly distributed load, the lumped mass model, 
and the simplified beam model are considered and the results are compared with those from 
the detailed 3D model to examine the influences of simplified modelling of superstructure on 
column responses (see Figure 2-22). The simulation results of the four methods including the 
impact force time histories, lateral displacement, and failure modes are presented in this 
section. Under the Ford SUT 8 ton collision, the impact force time histories of the four models 
are shown in Figure 2-23. It is very clear from the figure that the impact force time histories 
of the four models show only a slight difference. When the impact velocity is 90 km/h, the 
PIFs of the four model show a very small variation of 8%. The impact impulses of the four 
model are almost similar (about 200 kN.s) as shown in Table 2-2. Under the vehicle velocity 
of 120 km/h, the PIFs of the four models are approximately 12,000 kN and the corresponding 
impulses are 267.7 kN.s. A similar observation was reported in the study of bridge pier 
subjected to barge impact by Sha and Hao (2013). These results indicate that different 
modelling of the superstructure has an insignificant influences on the predicted impact force. 
This is because the impact force during the force phase is resulted from the similar impactor–
structure interaction and the initial momentum (Pham & Hao, 2016, 2017a) while the 
superstructure mass provides inertial resistance to the column top, but has little influence on 
the local vehicle-structure interaction although it affects the global response of the column. As 
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a result, the superstructure modelled by the four different techniques yields similar impact 
force time histories. 
Although the similar impact force time histories are recorded, the lateral displacement of the 
column in the four models is significantly different in terms of the maximum lateral 
displacement and the vibration duration, as illustrated in Figure 2-24. The maximum positive 
and negative lateral displacements of the bridge column with 3D superstructure modelling are 
about 4.26 mm and 0.82 mm, respectively. This unsymmetrical displacement is due to the 
slippage between the superstructure and the column and the viscous damping of the column. 
From Figure 2-24, the vibration period is estimated about 594 ms. It is important to note that 
the lateral displacement of the column under dynamic impact loading has two different phases, 
i.e. the force phase and the free vibration phase. 
 
Figure 2-22 Different superstructure modelling. 
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                               (a) 90 km/h                                                       (b) 120 km/h 
Figure 2-23 Impact force time histories of the four models under the Ford truck collision. 
When the superstructure is simplified by the uniformly distributed load on the column top, the 
maximum displacement is 17 mm. The vibration period of the column estimated from the 
simulation is about 400 ms. The natural vibration period of this model is shorter than the 3D 
model because it neglects the mass of the superstructures which results in a longer natural 
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vibration period. The natural vibration period of the column in the case of the uniformly 
distributed load can also be theoretically verified by the following equation: 
1
3






                                            (2-8) 
where m is the total mass of the column, 67,046 kg, k is the global stiffness of column under 
lateral static load, E is the Young’s modulus of concrete material, 4700 cf , fc is the 
compressive strength of concrete, i.e. 34 MPa in the present study; I is the moment of inertia, 
L is the length of the column. 
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T/2 = 550 ms
  
                     (c) Lumped mass model                            (d) Simplified beam model 
Figure 2-24 Lateral displacement of the bridge column under the collision of 90 km/h 
On the other hand, in the lumped mass model, a smaller maximum lateral displacement (7 
mm) but higher vibration period (1,620 ms) are observed as compared to those of the 3D model 
(see Figure 2-24b). Based on the weight of the lumped mass, the natural period of the column 


















                                         (2-9) 
where madd is the mass of the superstructures, 400,000 kg; HT is the height of the cap beam and 
the lumped block (3.4 m). 
The lumped mass model over predicts the actual vibration period of the column because it 
ignores the effect of the superstructure stiffness on the lateral stiffness of the column. 
Moreover, the mass of the superstructure, which distributes along the 40-m beam and results 
in the resistance of the superstructure, does not concentrate on top of the column. As a result, 
the contribution of the superstructure on the column vibration is different from the lumped 
mass model. The lateral displacement of the bridge column with the simplified beam model is 
presented in Figure 2-24c. The maximum lateral displacement is 5 mm and the column 
vibration duration is about 1,100 ms. The column, in this case, has more restraint than that of 
the 3D model since there is no slippage between superstructure and the column. Hence, the 
stiffness of the column in the simplified beam model is higher than that of the 3D model. 
Cracks of the four bridge columns under the vehicle impact with velocity 120 km/h are shown 
in Figure 2-25. Although the impact force time histories are similar, modelling the 
superstructure by different techniques shows different crack patterns. As illustrated in Figure 
2-25, modelling the superstructure by simplified beam model can yield similar cracks on the 
bridge column to those of the 3D model. The crack pattern in the uniformly distributed load 
model is more severe than that of the 3D model while the lumped mass model shows less 
column damages. 
               
       (a) 3D detail    (b) Uniformly distributed load    (c) Lumped mass        (d) Beam model 
Figure 2-25 Cracks of the bridge column under the velocity of 120 km/h. 
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From the above comparisons, it can be concluded that simplifying the superstructure by a 
simple model such as uniformly distributed load, lumped mass or beam model can well predict 
the impact force but not the lateral displacement and the failure modes. The uniformly 
distributed load model ignores the contribution of the superstructure mass and stiffness on the 
behaviour of the column while the lumped mass model neglects the lateral stiffness of the 
superstructure and overestimates the superstructure mass acting on the column top. The 
simplified beam model could not simulate the relative displacement between the column and 
the superstructure. These results indicate that a simplified model can be used to predict the 
impact force but not the lateral displacement and damage of the column. 
2.7. Conclusions 
This study numerically investigates the response and failure of bridge columns under vehicle 
collision. The numerical results are carefully calibrated against the pendulum impact testing 
results with very good match. The full bridge model is then built based on the validated model. 
Responses of the bridge column subjected to different vehicle impact conditions are simulated. 
The effects of the dynamic impact loading on the axial force, the bending moment, the shear 
force, and the failure modes of the bridge column have been examined. The findings in this 
study can be summarised as follows:  
1. The engine’s mass significantly affects the PIF, the moment, the shear force and thus the 
damage of the column but it has not been considered in the literature. 
2. The peak impact force on a bridge column can be predicted from vehicle engine’s mass 
and the vehicle impact velocity while the impulse from the collision can be estimated 
from the momentum-impulse conservation. 
3. The impact force causes a considerable increase of the axial force thus it should be 
considered in the design. This influence has not been reported in the literature yet. 
4. The acceleration along the column fluctuates significantly with different modes during 
the impact loading. Because of the stress wave propagation and column responding at 
high modes to vehicle impact, the assumption of the linear distribution of the inertia force 
along the column is un-conservative in some scenarios. The use of the SDOF in predicting 
the behaviour of the structures under impact loads might not yield reliable predictions 
either. 
5. The bending moments and shear forces vary significantly during an impact event and they 
highly relate to the inertial force distribution. The bending moment at the critical sections, 
i.e. the column base, the impact point, the intermediate section, and the column top needs 
careful dynamic analyses in the design stage for reliable predictions. 




7. Simplified modelling of the bridge superstructure in predicting the column responses to 
vehicle impact can yield good predictions of impact force, but not the overall column 
responses. 
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CHAPTER 3  
IMPACT FORCE PROFILE AND FAILURE CLASSIFICATION 
OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BRIDGE COLUMNS AGAINST 
VEHICLE IMPACT 
ABSTRACT2 
Numerical simulations are utilised in this study to define the impact force profile generated by 
vehicle collisions on reinforced concrete bridge columns (RCBCs) and classify the dynamic 
responses and failure of the columns under collision events. The results indicate that both the 
column properties (i.e. dimension of the cross-section and concrete strength) and initial 
conditions of vehicles (i.e. vehicle velocity, engine mass, and vehicle mass) play a crucial role 
in determining the impact force profile from the vehicle collision. A new vehicle impact force 
model is proposed for engineers to use in design of RCBCs under vehicle collisions in which 
the influence of shear failure of the column on impact force is considered. Based on the shear 
mechanism of RCBCs under impact events, the maximum dynamic shear capacity of a column 
is defined. Furthermore, the bending moment and shear force distributions, as well as the 
failure mode of RCBCs have been classified into two categories, i.e. flexural response and 
shear response governed failure with respect to the peak impact force (PIF) on the column. For 
the flexural response governed failure mode, flexural cracks at the intermediate sections are 
formed in the positive side of the column, while the diagonal shear or punching shear failure 
at the impact area together with negative flexural-shear cracks occur in the column if the shear 
failure mode dominant the column responses. 
3.1. Introduction 
Vehicle collisions on reinforced concrete bridge columns (RCBCs) from accidents or terrorist 
attacks occasionally occur. For better protection of bridge structures against vehicle impact a 
higher demand for the load-carrying capacity of the bridge columns is required. A collision 
from a heavy-duty vehicle may cause collapse of the whole bridge structure and cost human 
lives, such as in Texas, 2002 (Buth et al., 2010) or in Hunan, 2009 (Chen & Xiao, 2012). 
Moreover, a terrorist attack on a bridge column could paralyse the whole traffic system in 
urban vicinity areas. These accidents and attacks require more attention and understanding for 
                                                     
2 This work was published in Engineering Structures with the full bibliographic citation as follows: 
Do, T. V., Pham, T. M., & Hao, H. (2019). Impact force profile and failure classification of reinforced 




better designs of RCBCs to resist vehicle impacts. Researchers previously tackled this problem 
through either experimental tests (Buth et al., 2011), numerical simulations (Abdelkarim & 
ElGawady, 2017; Agrawal et al., 2013; Agrawal et al., 2011; Do et al., 2018a; Sharma et al., 
2012), or reduced modelling and analyses (Al-Thairy & Wang, 2013; Chen et al., 2016) to 
study the structural behaviours under impact loads. Among these approaches, the last two 
methods are more and more widely utilised as compared to the former because of not only 
high cost and safety concerns associated with the experimental tests but also the ability of 
achieving high accuracy in predicting the dynamic responses of structures with advanced 
numerical and analytical models. 
Previous researches gave suggestions and recommendations for design of structures to resist 
vehicle collisions (AASHTO, 2012; Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2017; CEN, 2002, 2006; Chen 
et al., 2016; Do et al., 2018a; Do et al., 2018c; El-Tawil et al., 2005; SA/SNZ, 2002). Current 
design codes and standards commonly adopt a simplified equivalent static force (ESF) to 
define the impact force from vehicle collision on structures. This approach is straightforward 
for engineers to estimate the collision force for design analysis of structures. For example, 
based on the experimental tests on the rigid steel column (Buth et al., 2011) and the open 
literature, AASHTO (2012) recommended a constant value of about 2,668 kN irrespective of 
the vehicle loading conditions for design of RCBC to resist vehicle impact. SA/SNZ (2002) 
and CEN (2002) suggested a simple equation to calculate the horizontal impact force in which 
the initial kinetic energy of the vehicle, vehicle deformation, and column displacement are 
taken into account. CEN (2006) distinguished between soft impact, in which the impacted 
structure absorbs a large amount of energy, and hard impact where the impact energy mostly 
dissipated by the vehicle, in estimating the equivalent impact force. The maximum impact 
force on structures is determined based on the elastic behavior of both the vehicle model and 
structures. However, the deficiencies of the current design guides in predicting the impact 
force and structural responses are recognised by previous studies (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 
2017; Do et al., 2018a; El-Tawil et al., 2005). A series of numerical simulations of RCBC 
subjected to vehicle impacts have been conducted by Abdelkarim and ElGawady (2017) to 
estimate the impact force on structures from collision events. Based on numerical simulation 
results, an equation to estimate the impact force from vehicle impact on RCBCs based on the 
kinetic energy of the vehicle model has been proposed. Full-scale models of medium and light 
truck models have also been used to investigate the impact force and response of steel bollards 
(Al-Thairy & Wang, 2013) and concrete-filled steel tubular bollards (Hu & Li, 2016) under 
vehicle collisions. From these studies, some simplified models to estimate the maximum 
vehicle impact force on steel structures and barriers have been proposed (Al-Thairy & Wang, 
2013; Hu & Li, 2016). However, those studies mainly concentrated on predicting the peak 
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impact force (PIF) on the structure while the impact force profile and duration, as well as the 
dynamic response of the structures and the parameters affecting the dynamic structural 
responses, i.e. strain rate effect, vibration characteristics, and inertia force effect are not 
considered. It is worth mentioning, as will also be demonstrated in this paper, that the peak 
impact force causes local damage including punching shear or diagonal shear while the global 
response of the column which may induce different failure modes at other critical sections, 
such as column top and intermediate sections as systematically presented in the previous study 
by Do et al. (2018a), is more correlated to the impact force impulse. Because the current design 
practice depends mainly on the equivalent static analysis, the reliability and applicability of 
those proposed models and recommendations based on PIF only are questionable. By 
presenting the dynamic bending moment, shear force, and acceleration of a RCBC during 
collision events, Do et al. (2018a) indicated that the use of the ESF is un-conservative in 
estimating the impact behaviour of the RCBC since the dynamic bending moment and shear 
force of the column might cause damage which could not be predicted by an equivalent static 
analysis. An equation to predict the PIF was then proposed in which the mass of the truck’s 
engine is used instead of the total mass of the truck model. The study also provided clear 
explanations of various observed failure modes of RCBCs in real vehicle accidents. 
Nevertheless, the latter study was based on a particular column, the influences of the column 
parameters, such as column height, cross-section dimension, axial force ratio, and steel 
reinforcements on the impact force profile and the dynamic capacity of the column were not 
considered in the study. Chen et al. (2016) conducted extensive parametric studies on the 
medium truck collisions on circular and rectangular bridge piers. By separating the impact of 
the vehicle engine and cargo, the vehicle model was simplified to an equivalent two-degree of 
freedom model. A coupled mass-spring-damper (CMSD) was developed and validated against 
numerical results. This study also considered the effects of pier parameters on the time 
histories of the impact force. However, the elastic material model was used for concrete in the 
study and the design of the column was almost rigid. Thus, the column could not yield large 
deformation and displacement by the first peak force caused by engine impact. Importantly, 
no concrete damage and column failure were considered in the study. Therefore, the numerical 
results do not necessarily reflect the actual impact behaviour of bridge piers. 
The present study aims to propose an impact force profile that would be induced by a vehicle 
impacting on RCBCs. The effects of column properties e.g. column height, cross-section 
dimension, axial force ratio, and steel reinforcements under different loading conditions are 
also considered. Furthermore, based on the shear mechanism of the RCBC under impact load, 
the maximum achievable impact force from the vehicle collision acting on the column is 
determined. The responses and failures of the RCBCs are then classified into two categories, 
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i.e. flexural response and shear response, which provide a valuable guidance for engineers in 
predicting the impact behaviours of the RCBCs. 
3.2. Numerical model development and its verification 
3.2.1. Experimental test and model description 

































(a) Experimental test 3D view and the column design of the experimental test 
                          
(b) Test set up (Zhang et al., 2016) and FE model of the RC column with the steel impactor 
Figure 3-1 Experimental test and FE model of the RC column under pendulum impact load. 
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In this study, a three dimensional (3D) finite element (FE) model of a bridge column is 
developed and verified based on the experimental impact test on a quarter scaled reinforced 
concrete (RC) column by Zhang et al. (2016). The schematic view, column design, and the 
pendulum impact test setup are shown in Figure 3-1a. To simulate the impact response of the 
tested column in the numerical model, the concrete column, steel impactor, footing and the 
added weight are modelled by hexahedral elements with 1 integration point while the 
longitudinal and transverse reinforcements are modelled by 3-nodes beam elements with 2 x 
2 Gauss quadrature integration. In the simulation, the contact between the reinforcement bars 
and the surrounding concrete is assumed as a perfectly bonded since no slippage between the 
reinforcements and concrete was observed in the experiments. In addition, the LS-DYNA 
contact algorithm named *Contact_Automatic_Surface_to_Surface is utilised to model the 
impacting contact between the steel impactor and the RC column. Since no displacements or 
rotation at the connection between the footing and the floor was observed during the test 
(Zhang et al., 2016), the column is fixed at the bottom face of the footing in the FE model. The 
numerical model of the pendulum impact test on the RC column is shown in Figure 3-1b. 
3.2.2. Material models and strain rate effects 
The material models of the simulation and their strain rate effects were presented in Sections 
2.2.2.2 and 2.2.2.3 so they are not presented in this section. 
3.2.3. Model verification and comparisons 
The comparison between the numerical results and experimental tests of the small-scaled 
monolithic RC column has been presented in Section 2.2.2.4.  
3.2.4. Verification of full-scale bridge column under vehicle collisions 
From the above comparisons, the numerical simulation has ability to simulate the impact force, 
lateral displacement, and failure modes of the scaled RC column under low impact velocity of 
the lab test. However, concerns about the responses of a large-scaled RC column under high 
impact velocity of collision accidents still remain. Thus, in this section, a full-scale bridge 
column under real vehicle accident on IH-30 near Mount Pleasant, Texas (Buth et al., 2010) 
is employed and simulated to verify the accuracy of the current simulation. In this accidental 
collision, the bridge column which had a circular cross-section of 762 mm was impacted by a 
heavy-truck-trailer with the total mass of 30 ton. The column was designed with eight-30-mm-
diameter longitudinal bars and 10-mm-diameter transverse bars at 150 mm spacing (Buth et 
al., 2010). By using the above material model, strain rate effects, and modelling techniques, a 
3D FE model of the mentioned column is built and impacted by the heavy-truck-trailer model 
as presented in Figure 3-2a. The properties of the reinforcements and concrete used in the 
numerical simulation are obtained from the design of the actual bridge material (Buth et al., 
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2010). It should be mentioned that the vehicle model was adopted in the previous study and 
shared by Sharma et al. (2012). The truck information will be presented in Section 3.3. Because 
no impact force and displacement of the column were reported from the collision, the failure 
mode of the column in the simulation is used to compare with the real accident as presented 
in Figure 3-2b. 
 
(a) Numerical model of the full-scale bridge column and heavy truck-trailer collision 
                  
                         Real accidident (Buth et al., 2010)        Simulation 
(b) Comparison of the column failure modes 
Figure 3-2 Numerical verification of the full-scale bridge model under heavy truck-trailer 
collision. 
The figure shows that the failure of the column i.e. diagonal shear at the base, flexural – shear 
failure at the column mid-height, and flexural crack at the column top from the real vehicle 
collision are well simulated in the numerical model. These verifications show the reliability 
and accuracy of the current simulation techniques in predicting the impact responses of the 
RC structures with different sizes under wide ranges of velocities. 
3.3. Simulation of bridge specimens and vehicle models 
The numerical model of a full-scale RC bridge is developed in this section based on the 
previously validated material models, strain rate effects, contact definitions, and modelling 
techniques. The RC bridge consists of one single RCBC, two hollow-section girders as 
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superstructures and two concrete abutments, as shown in Figure 3-3. Similar bridge model was 
also employed in previous studies to investigate the pier responses (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 
2016; El-Tawil et al., 2005) and the accuracy of this modelling approach in simulating and 
predicting the dynamic response of RC columns under impact loading has been confirmed 
(Consolazio & Davidson, 2008). The reference RCBC (C0) used in this study is 1,200 mm x 
1,200 mm (D x W) in cross-section and 9,600 mm in height (H) while the overall dimensions 
of the hollow beam are obtained from Megally et al. (2001) with the span length of 40 m. The 
weight of the superstructure which equals 10% of the vertical compressive capacity of the 
column is transmitted to the RC column through a cap beam placed on the column top (see 
Figure 3-3). The coefficient of friction between the superstructure and the cap beam or the 
concrete abutment is assumed to be 0.6 (Bakis et al., 2002; Do et al., 2018a). No bearing pad 
or rubber is included in the model due to its insignificant effect on the behaviours of the column 
under vehicle impact (El-Tawil et al., 2005). The column is reinforced with twenty-four 30-
mm-diameter longitudinal rebars extending from the footing to the cap beam and 14-mm-
diameter transverse bars at 200 mm spacing. In the numerical simulation, the footing, RCBC, 
cap beam, superstructure, and abutments are simulated by hexahedral elements with one 
integration point (constant stress solid elements) while the steel reinforcements were modelled 
by 3 nodes-beam elements. The convergence test is conducted to determine the optimal mesh 
size of the concrete and steel element based on a balance between simulation accuracy and 
computational efficiency. The numerical results converge when the mesh size of concrete is 
20 mm. Since the response of the column during the impact force phase is the primary concern 
in this study, the implicit simulation is terminated at about 300 - 500 ms (a half of natural 
period of the column). Therefore, the system damping is ignored in the present study. 
            
Figure 3-3 FE model of the RC bridge specimen. 
The heavy truck trailer as mentioned previously (see Figure 3-2) and a medium Ford truck 











medium truck model has been commonly used to analyse the impact behaviours of structures 
under vehicle collision (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2016; Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2017; 
Chen et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2015; Do et al., 2018a, 2019; El-Tawil et al., 2005; Sharma et 
al., 2012). The Ford truck model was modelled and validated by FHWA/NHTSA National 
Crash Analysis Centre at the George Washington University. The total mass and engine mass 
of the Ford truck model are 8 ton and 0.64 ton, respectively. In this study, the vehicle model 
is assumed to impact at 1.5 m above the top face of the footing as shown in Figure 3-3a. 
Without loss of generality, three loading cases of the medium truck are firstly considered in 
this study including (1) Load 1: the vehicle velocity of 100 km/h with the engine mass of 0.64 
ton, (2) Load 2: the vehicle velocity of 100 km/h with the engine mass of 2.0 ton, and (3) Load 
3: the vehicle velocity of 120 km/h with the engine mass of 2.0 ton. These loading conditions 
are chosen since they cause three different failure modes of the columns consisting of flexural 
cracks, local diagonal shear failure, and punching shear failure at the impact area (Do et al., 
2018a). It should be noted that the numerical results from different vehicle velocities from 60 
km/h to 140 km/h in the previous study (Do et al., 2018a) are utilised in this study to propose 
the impact force profile. The total mass of the medium truck ranging from 2.7 ton to 11.8 ton 
is used in these simulations as suggested by Sharma et al. (2012). The proposed impact force 
profile is applicable for both the medium truck and the heavy truck. The total mass and the 
engine mass of the heavy truck trailer are 12 ton and 1.5 ton, respectively. To investigate the 
impact force profile of the heavy truck collision under wide ranges of vehicle mass and 
velocity, the total mass of the heavy truck trailer varies from 17 ton to 37 ton while the vehicle 
velocity increases from 80 km/h to 110 km/h. It is worth mentioning that the light truck with 
the total mass smaller than 2.7 ton (Sharma et al., 2012) is not considered in this study because 
of its less significance on the column response (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2017; El-Tawil et 
al., 2005). In this study, the contact algorithm named the penalty method via the ASTS contact 
keywords is used to define the contact between the vehicle model and the RCBC. Four main 
parameters need to be defined in this contact algorithm including the penalty formulation 
(SOFT), the penalty scale factor (SLSFAC), and the scale factor for slave stiffness (SFS) and 
master stiffness (SFM). In the simulations, the standard penalty formulation (SOFT = 0) is 
employed while the default value of penalty scale factor (SLSFAC) at 0.1 is adopted. 
Moreover, the default value of SFS/SFM at 1.0/1.0 is used. The corresponding parameters in 
this study are adopted from the previous study (Pham et al., 2018). 
In the following sections, the RCBCs with different column heights, cross-section dimension, 
transverse reinforcements, axial load ratio, and longitudinal reinforcements under three 
different loading conditions are examined. These column parameters are chosen because of 
their significant contribution to the column global stiffness, shear capacity, and flexural 
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capacity of the column which govern the impact performances, crack patterns, and damage of 
the RCBC. Firstly, the column cross-section is kept constant at 1,200 mm x 1,200 mm while 
five different column heights, i.e. 4,800 mm, 6,000 mm, 7,200 mm, 9,600 mm, and 12,000 
mm are considered to investigate the influences of the slenderness ratio (H/D = 4, 5, 6, 8, and 
10) of the column on the impact force and failure modes of the column. Moreover, five cross-
section dimensions with D x W (depth x width) = 600 mm x 600 mm, 800 mm x 800 mm, 
1,200 mm x 1,200 mm, 1,500 mm x 1,500 mm, and 2,000 mm x 2,000 mm are considered 
while the slenderness ratio of these columns is kept at 8. Furthermore, three different 
transverse reinforcement ratios, i.e. 0.09% (d8s200), 0.26% (d14s200), and 0.53% (d14s100) 
are used to examine the effects of the transverse reinforcements in controlling the response of 
the column. The bending moment capacity of the column influenced by the initial axial load 
and the longitudinal reinforcement ratios is also taken into consideration. The initial axial force 
applied on the column is increased from 10% to 20%, 40%, and 60% of the column axial 
compressive capacity while the longitudinal reinforcements vary from 0.63% (24d22) to 
1.16% (24d30) and 1.70% (24d36), respectively. Table 3-1 summarises the considered column 
configurations and the corresponding numerical results. 
3.4. Vehicle impact force profile model 
3.4.1. Medium truck model (mass < 12 ton) 
The impact force time histories on the RCBC C0 from the first loading condition (Load 1) is 
presented in Figure 3-4. Based on the understanding from the previous studies (Chen et al., 
2016; Do et al., 2018b, 2019) and the numerical results in this study, the impact force time 
histories from a truck impact on the RCBC can be idealised in four stages as shown in Figure 
3-4. Firstly, the truck bumper collides on the RCBC generating the first impact force plateau 
P1 with duration tP1. The impact force then increases to the F1 due to the collision of the vehicle 
engine with duration tF1. After that, the impact force drops to P2 and keeps constant due to the 
impact of the truck rails and vehicle parts placed between the engine and the cargo with 
duration tP2. Finally, the impact of vehicle cargo causes the second peak, F2, on the column. 
The impact of the cargo increases the force from P2 to F2 in the period of tF2, and the impact 
force then decreases to zero at 165 ms. The above impact force and duration corresponding to 
various vehicle impact scenarios and bridge configurations are determined based on the 
numerical simulations in this study. It should be noted that the total impact force duration is 
taken as 165 ms in this study. The value is approximated based on many simulation cases 
carried out in the study. It is noted, however, the value is valid only for the medium truck 
model considered in the study. For other vehicle models and other impact scenarios, the total 
impact duration might be different. 
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Figure 3-4 A simplified model of the vehicle impact force time histories from the medium 
truck. 
It is well-known that the truck engine colliding on the column occurs only after the bumper 
totally deformed due to the collision. Thus, the duration of the first stage primarily depends on 
the gap between the bumper and the vehicle engine. Besides, the impact duration definitely 
relates to the impact interaction, impact velocity, and the relative stiffness between impactors 
and structures. By presenting the force-deformation curves of the bumper during the impact 
event, the previous studies (Chen et al., 2016; Hu & Li, 2016) indicated that stiffness of the 
bumper is marginal compared to that of a bridge pier. Therefore the duration of this phase is 
normally short compared to the total duration of a collision event (see Figure 3-4). From the 
numerical results, it is found that the velocity of the vehicle slightly reduces from V when 
impact starts to about 0.9V when the engine impacts on the column in which V is the initial 
vehicle velocity (m/s) upon collision. To represent the velocity during this period, the average 
velocity of 0.95V is assumed. The duration of the bumper impact phase can then be obtained 
from the gap between the bumper and the engine box, L1M (mm), and the velocity of the truck, 









                                                      (3-1) 
Generally, L1M is 660 mm (Hu & Li, 2016), 550 mm (Chen et al., 2016), and 500 mm (Chen 
et al., 2015), depending on the vehicle model. In this study, L1M is taken as 550 mm for the 
medium-duty truck model collided on the RC column. This number can be easily changed to 
fit a particular truck in real design. 
In each simulation, P1 can be determined by dividing the total impulse of the bumper’s impact 
to the impact duration tP1, (see Figure 3-5a) which is given in Table 3-1. As can be seen that 
P1 significantly depends on the column width and impact velocity of the truck while the 
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influence of the slenderness, initial axial force ratio, and steel reinforcements is marginal and 
can be negligible. P1 shows a proportional increase trend with the increase of the column 
width, as shown in Figure 3-5b. This is because the increase in the column width increases the 
contact area between the bumper and the column, resulting in a higher impact force. Besides, 
the relationship between the force P1 and the impact velocity which obtained from (Do et al., 
2018a) is also plotted in Figure 3-5c. 
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                          (a)                                           (b)                                                 (c) 
Figure 3-5 The first phase of the impact force time histories: (a) Model of P1 and tP1; (b) 
Column dimension versus P1 relationships; (c) Vehicle velocity versus P1 relationships. 
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                          (a)                                             (b)                                            (c) 
Figure 3-6 The second phase of the impact force time histories: (a) The impact force 
corresponding to different vehicle velocities; (b) The impact force of different columns; (c) 
Vehicle velocity versus tF1 relationships. 
Based on these numerical results, the force P1 can be generalised as follows: 








k                                                     (3-4) 
where k1 and k2 are the dimensionless coefficients describing the effects of the dimension and 
impact velocity on P1, respectively (see Figure 3-5b and c); W is the column width (mm); 















width of 1,200 mm and the impact velocity of 100 km/h. The column section of 1,200 mm x 
1,200 mm and velocity of 100 km/h are selected since these values are commonly used in the 
real application. 
The truck’s engine then impacts on the column through the vehicle bumper which has been 
deformed due to the truck’s frontal impact and currently placed between the engine box and 
the column. The impact force from the engine causes the deformation of the vehicle bumper 
which not only dissipates an amount of the impact energy but also affects the contact stiffness 
between the column and the engine box. The previous study by Pham et al. (2018) has 
indicated that a minor change of the contact stiffness between a structure and an impactor may 
cause a significant difference in the impact force. Thus, the impulse from the engine impact is 
complicated and might not be easily predicted from the theory of momentum – impulse 
conversion. Hence, the F1 and the impact duration of the engine impact in this study is 
estimated through the numerical results. The variation of the tF1 under different loading 
conditions are presented in Figure 3-6. According to the previous results from Chen et al. 
(2016) and Do et al. (2018a), the influences of the vehicle speed on the impact duration of the 
engine impact is also presented in Figure 3-6. It is clear that the increase in the impact velocity 
(from 16.67 m/s to 38.89 m/s) shows a substantial decrease in the impact duration (from 25 ms 
to 5.5 ms). Figure 3-6b shows that tF1 is almost unchanged even though the column width 
increases from 800 mm to 2,000 mm when these columns are under the same loading 
conditions. Moreover, by comparing Figure 3-6a and Figure 3-6b, with the same impact speed 
(27.78 m/s – Load 2) but different engine’s mass (0.64 ton compared to 2.0 ton), the duration 
of the engine impact is also similar (8.5 ms). These results demonstrate the relative 
independence of the duration tF1 on the engine’s mass and the column’s width but this duration 
is affected by the impact velocity. From the above observations, tF1 can be estimated from the 





                                                     (3-5) 
F1 highly depends on the cross-section dimension, impact velocity, and the engine mass while 
the influence of the other parameters is insignificant, as given in Table 3-1. Furthermore, the 
insignificant effect of structure span and concrete strength on the PIF, which is the same as F1 
defined in this study, have been previously reported (Do et al., 2018b; Pham & Hao, 2017; 
Zhao et al., 2017). F1 on the RCBC with different column cross-sections under three conditions 
is also plotted in Figure 3-7. It can be seen that F1 from the engine impact increases with the 
engine mass and vehicle velocity, but cannot be higher than the maximum dynamic shear 
capacity of the column, max
dynP
 (Columns C5 and C6) which will be determined and discussed 





dynP , it induces the punching shear cracks on the column, resulting in a slight 
movement of the shear plug. This relative displacement of the impacted area of the column 
affects the vehicle - column interaction and reduces the impact force on the column. Moreover, 
considering the equilibrium condition of vehicle impact, F1 cannot be larger than the total 
column resistance because the column would fail if it reaches the column resistance. Based on 
the above observations, F1 on the RCBC can be updated from the previous studies (Do et al., 
2018a) by considering the failure of the concrete column as: 
a
1
2 m x( ) 969.3 0.5 7,345.9e dynkN m V PF               (16.7 m/s < V < 40 m/s)      (3-6) 
where me is the mass of the engine (ton); 
max
dynP is the maximum dynamic shear capacity of the 
column. 
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Figure 3-7 The PIF of the RCBCs with different section dimensions under different loading 
conditions. 
In the third stage, the impact force drops to P2 and lasts until the vehicle cargo collides on the 
column. As presented in Figure 3-8a, the cargo gradually moves 1,600 mm before colliding 
on the frontal parts, e.g. the vehicle cabin and the bumper, and resulting in the second peak on 
the column (see Figure 3-8b). It should be noted that although the distance between the cargo 
and the cabin is about 480 mm, the cargo collides on the cabin after moving about 1,600 mm 
because of the densification of the frontal parts of the vehicle. The cargo stops impacting on 
the column at about 165 ms after shifting about 2,400 mm. As shown in Figure 3-8a, those 
values are independent of the vehicle velocity. A similar observation is also reported in the 
previous study by Chen et al. (2016) when the cargo stops colliding on the structure after 
moving about 2,500 mm. The displacement time history of the cargo is thus simplified as a bi-
linear curve as illustrated in Figure 3-8c. In the first part, the cargo displacement increases 
linearly with time, having a slope coefficient of 0.85V. The coefficient is 0.85 owing to the 
reduction of the vehicle velocity due to the collision and the effect of the frame stiffness. It is 
assumed that when the cargo moves about 2,400 mm, it will cause the second peak, F2 on the 
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column and the impact force time histories then decreases linearly to zero at 165 ms. Thus, the 
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                                                                             (c) 
Figure 3-8 The cargo’s impact on the RCBC: (a) The cargo displacement time histories; (b) 
Vehicle deformation when the cargo collides on the column; (c) Simplified model of the 
cargo displacement. 
Additionally, P2 is determined by dividing the total impulse of the third stage to the impact 
duration tP2. In each simulation, the impulse of the third impact is defined by integrating the 
impact force time histories from the numerical simulation. As given in Table 3-1, The P2 is 
almost identical in all the simulations. Thus, the influences of the column parameters and the 
initial conditions of the vehicle model on P2 is neglected. In this study, the P2 is taken as 1,290 
kN after averaging from all the numerical results. Eventually, the second peak, F2, from the 
cargo impact can be defined based on the initial momentum – impulse conversion as adopted 
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where m is the total mass of the vehicle model (ton). 
In case the diagonal shear failure or punching shear failure occurs on the RCBC resulting from 
the F1, the impact force time histories will last until the impact energy fully transfers to the 
column without the second peak from the cargo’s impact, as presented in Figures 3-9b, c, and 
e. This is because the failure of the column leads to the movement of the column together with 
the vehicle model in the impacted area resulting in the considerable reduction of the column 
resistance. It is worth mentioning that previous studies usually neglect vehicle-column 
interaction and local damage of column in predicting the impact force of the RCBC, which 
might not lead to accurate predictions as demonstrated above, but overpredict the impact force 















     
                       (3-10) 
where tP2b (ms) is the duration of the third stage when the column exhibits a shear failure due 
to F1. 
The comparisons of the proposed impact force profile and the numerical simulation for various 
loading conditions are presented in Figure 3-9. Moreover, to verify the reliability of the 
proposed model on predicting the impact force time histories of collision events with different 
vehicle mass, the total mass of the vehicle is increased from 8 ton to 11 ton by increasing the 
cargo mass from 3 ton to 6 ton while the mass of the engine is 0.64 ton. As presented in Figure 
3-10, the proposed model also provides a good estimation of the impact force time histories 
including the impact force peaks, duration, and impulse in the wide range of the vehicle mass. 
These comparisons and verification indicate that the proposed vehicle impact force profile 
model for medium truck reliably predicts the impact force of vehicle collisions on bridge piers 
with various vehicle’s mass, engine mass, vehicle velocity, and structural properties. It should 
be noted that the cargo, which has a higher mass than vehicle engine, impacts on the columns 
in these examples do not induce a large peak force F2 because the column has suffered 
substantial damage due to the engine impact. If the column is very stiff and does not suffer 
prominent damage due to engine impact, cargo impact would generate a large impact force F2, 
as observed in some previous studies that either assumed the column is rigid or linear elastic 
(Chen et al., 2016, 2017). 
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(a) Case C0 – Load 1 (b) Case C0 – Load 2 


















































(c) Case C0 – Load 3 (d) Case C6 – Load 1 
















































(e) Case C6 – Load 2 (f) Case C7 – Load 2 
Figure 3-9 The comparison between the proposed model and the numerical simulation 
(medium truck). 



























Figure 3-10 Comparisons between the proposed model and numerical simulation with the 





















































3.4.2. Heavy truck trailer 
To verify the accuracy of the proposed impact force profile on different vehicle models and 
velocities, the heavy trailer model is considered in this section. The vehicle velocity of the 
heavy trailer considered in the analysis increases from 80 km/h to 110 km/h (H1 – H3) and the 
total mass ranges from 17 ton to 37 ton (H4 – H5), as given in Table 3-2. The impact force 
time histories on the RCBC from the heavy trailer is shown in Figure 3-11. Similar to the 
medium truck model, the impact force time histories of the heavy truck also includes four 
stages in which the impact of bumper and truck rails create two plateau stages (P1 and P2) 
while the engine and cargo impact cause two peak impact forces (F1 and F2) during the whole 
impact process. As mentioned previously, each vehicle model has different length and 
characteristics leading to a different impact duration and its amplitude. The numerical results 
of the heavy truck impacted on the RCBC are given in Table 3-2. From the numerical 
simulation results and using the same analysis methods as in the previous section, the impact 
















                                                           (3-12) 
 2 2.1 12 5.6( )  Ft m ms                                                (3-13) 
where L1H (ms) is taken as 940 mm for the heavy truck model collided on the RC column. 
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 100 km/h (H2)
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 17 ton (H1)
 30 ton (H4)
 37 ton (H5)
 
          (a) Different vehicle velocities                               (b) Different vehicle mass 
Figure 3-11 Impact force time histories of the heavy truck model collided to the RCBC. 
It should be noted that as observed from the numerical simulations, the Eqs. (3-2), (3-5), and 
(3-6) to define P1, tF1, and F1, respectively, of the heavy truck are similar to these for the 
medium truck. Moreover, the second plateau P2 is suggested as 850 kN for the heavy truck 
trailer. As previously discussed, if a column survives from the engine impact, it then suffers 
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the impact from the cargo. In this study, the cargo mass of the heavy truck is increased from 5 
ton to 25 ton in the analyses, the peak impact force from the cargo impact, F2, is almost similar 
in these simulations as expected (see Figure 3-11b). Even though the columns in these 
simulations do not fail by the impact of the engine, it causes local damage to concrete at the 
impact area. As a result, the contact stiffness between the column and the truck model is 
significantly reduced when the cargo impacts the column. The reduction of the contact 
stiffness thus reduces the peak value of the cargo impact (Pham et al., 2018) as compared to 
the engine impact although the mass of the cargo is considerably larger than that of the engine. 
However, the impulse of the second peak impact force is greater than the first one, which 
reflects the huge kinetic energy carried by the cargo. It is worth mentioning that although the 
peak impact force of the cargo impact is approximately unchanged, the impulse from the cargo 
impact significantly increases when the mass and the velocity of the cargo increases, as shown 
in Figure 3-11. From the numerical results, the second peak impact force F2 is taken as 7,000 
kN in this study (see Table 3-2). The total impact duration, ttotal, from the heavy truck collision 
to the RCBC thus can be obtained in the following equation: 
1 2 2 2 ( )total P PIF P F F Rt t t t t t ms                                          (3-14a) 
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where tF2-R (ms) is the duration from the peak impact force, F2, to zero point. 
Table 3-2 Numerical results of vehicle impacts on the RCBC (Heavy truck trailer). 
No 























H1 17 1.5 80 46.5 1,623 11.5 11,904 40.0 750 38.0 6,000 
H2 17 1.5 100 35.0 1,834 9.5 17,648 34.0 985 39.5 6,250 
H3 17 1.5 110 31.0 1,848 8.0 19,025 30.5 960 34.0 6,610 
H4 30 1.5 80 46.5 1,682 11.5 12,252 39.5 808 50.0 7,071 
H5 37 1.5 80 46.5 1,651 11.5 11,867 39.5 768 60.0 6,926 
It is noted that the impact duration, tP2, is estimated by using Eq. (3-10) in both scenarios: (1) 
diagonal shear or punching shear failure occurred at the vicinity of the impacted area due to 
the first peak impact force F1 and (2) no added mass applied to the heavy truck model. The 
comparisons between the proposed impact force profile model for the heavy truck and the 
numerical simulation results are presented in Figure 3-12. The comparison shows that the 
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proposed impact force profile, the peak impact forces from the engine and the cargo impact, 
impact duration of each single impact phase, and the total impact duration can be well 
predicted. 









































































                        (a) H1                                       (b) H3                                   (c) H5 
Figure 3-12 The comparison between the proposed model and the numerical simulation 
(heavy truck trailer). 
There is a consensus that the change of vehicle model may slightly change the duration and 
the magnitude of impact force in each impact stage. Therefore, the use of two vehicle models 
in the simulation does not imply that these results are applicable for only these two particular 
vehicle models. The numerical results in this study demonstrate that even the vehicle models 
are different, the PIF caused by the vehicle engine and the impulse of the collision show a 
consistent trend. The variations of the column properties do not have a significant influence 
on the PIF either. It should be highlighted that the PIF and the impulse of the impact are the 
crucial parameters determining the response of RCBC under vehicle collision (Do et al., 
2018a, 2019). To design bridge columns against vehicle collisions, the input information for 
estimating impact loads includes vehicle speed, engine mass, total mass of the vehicle, the 
frontal design of the vehicle, and the gap between the engine mass and cargo mass. With these 
parameters, the proposed equations can be used to estimate the impact force time histories. 
The proposed impact force models also fit well with RC columns of rectangular or square 
sections with different sizes. However, the use of other column cross-section types, e.g. 
circular section and concrete-filled steel tube, may have a slight influence on the magnitude of 
the impact force since the contact stiffness between the vehicle model and column is changed. 
Therefore, studies on the effects of cross-section types on the impact force are required. The 
accuracy of the proposed method also needs to be carefully validated in future works. 
3.5. Shear mechanism of RC structures 
The shear mechanism of the concrete structures under impact loads has been experimentally 
and numerically investigated in previous studies (Pham & Hao, 2016; Saatci, 2007; Yi et al., 
2016; Zhao et al., 2017). In these studies, the punching shear failure is the most common 
failure scenario of the concrete beams under severe impact loading conditions. Likewise, the 
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example rectangular RC columns impacted by a vehicle model showed punching shear failure 
at the impact area when the PIF reaches 30,000kN, which is larger than the shear capacity of 
the column section, caused by the engine impact (Do et al., 2018a) (see Figure 3-13a). Based 
on the shear failure mode of the concrete structures under impact loads, with the crack patterns 
related to punching shear failure as shown in Figure 3-13b, the dynamic shear capacity of the 
column, 
max
dynP , can be written as 
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                                          (3-16) 
where DIFc and DIFs are the dynamic increase factors of the concrete and steel material 
strength in the diagonal section, respectively; Vc and Vs are the contribution of the concrete 
and the steel reinforcement to resist the shear force, respectively; m and a are the mass and 
acceleration of the shear plug, respectively; ft is the tensile strength of the concrete; is the 
inclined angle of the diagonal crack (45o). 

















At PIF   +2.0 ms post PIF   Punching shear 
(a) Column punching shear failure (b) Simplified punching shear model 
Figure 3-13 Shear mechanism of the RCBC under vehicle impact. 
In the previous studies, the contribution of transverse reinforcements and FRP wraps to the 
shear capacity of the concrete beams have been examined. Four different transverse 
reinforcement ratios, e.g. 0.0%, 0.1%, 0.2 %, and 0.4% were examined under drop-weight tests 
by Saatci (2007). The experimental tests showed that the increase of the shear reinforcement 
reduced the crack width of the concrete beams but all the tested beams experienced shear-plug 
cracks under the impact load. It is worth mentioning that although the shear strength of the 
concrete and transverse reinforcements of the tested beam exceeded the impact force, the 
diagonal shear cracks at two sides of the impact point, forming punching shear was observed 
for the beam even with the highest transverse reinforcement ratio of 0.4%. A similar 
observation was also obtained in the previous studies based on numerical simulations (Pham 
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et al., 2018; Yi et al., 2016) where the punching shear failure was formed in the concrete beams 
under impact loads even though the shear reinforcements were significantly increased. The 
use of FRP U- wraps improved the shear resistance of concrete beams under impact load by 
reducing the shear crack width and increasing the stability of the concrete beams as reported 
by Pham and Hao (2016). However, the punching shear cracks still occurred at the impact 
point when the impact force reaches its peak. These studies demonstrated that the use of the 
shear reinforcement or FRP wraps might reduce the crack width and increase the post-impact 
behaviour of the concrete structures but showed a minor contribution to resisting the punching 
shear failure of the reinforced concrete beams. To examine the performance of reinforced 
concrete columns under vehicle impact, the strain time histories of concrete and steel are 
plotted in Figure 3-14 (C0-Load 2). It is clear that when damage to concrete occurs due to the 
tensile failure at strain of 1.75e-4 at about 25.5 ms, the strain of transverse reinforcement (1.75e-
4) is about 7% of its yield strain (2.5e-3). It is assumed that the concrete and the steel 
reinforcement are perfectly bonded. Thus, when the column exhibits the punching shear 
cracks, the strain of the shear reinforcement equals the failure strain of the concrete, tc. Hence, 
the total tensile force, Vs, in the shear reinforcements can be estimated as follows: 







                                                           (3-18) 
where Es is the Young’s modulus of the steel reinforcements; As is the cross-section area of a 
single shear rebar; n is the number of steel legs in one side of the shear-plug;  is the shear 
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Normally, the shear reinforcement ratio, , in the previous studies ranged from 0.5% to 1%. 
Therefore, from Eq. (3-19) at the peak impact force, the contribution of the shear reinforcement 
to the total shear capacity of the column is minor compared to the concrete (2.5-5%). This is 
why the increase of the shear reinforcement from the previous studies showed a minor effect 
on the shear capacity in preventing the occurrence of the punching shear cracks in concrete 
structures. It should be highlighted that after the occurrence of punching shear cracks in 
concrete structures, the contribution of the shear reinforcement is then crucial in controlling 
the stability of the structures (see Figure 3-14b). In brief, the shear reinforcements significantly 
improve the shear resistance of RC structures but do not help to prevent cracks in concrete 
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from occurring. In dynamic response, once cracks occur, they allow relative movement 
between the shear plug and the vicinity parts. This slight relative movement has little effect on 
the shear resistance of the structures under static loads, however, it significantly reduces the 
inertia resistance since the vehicle and the shear plug can move together. This is the reason 
why once shear cracks happen in the columns under impact, the peak impact force cannot 
increase further. The dynamic shear capacity of the RCBC, neglecting the contribution of the 
shear reinforcements, can be estimated by the following equation: 
 max 2dyn c t c IP DIF f D W a D H D W                               (3-20) 
where HI is the height of the impact area caused by the engine box, as given in Figure 3-13b. 
                                 




























                                                (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 3-14 Strain of concrete and transverse steel under impact load. 
It should be mentioned that each concrete and steel element in the shear-plug area has a 
different DIF and different acceleration. It is very complicated and difficult to determine these 
values by solving the dynamic equilibrium equation. Adhikary et al. (2013) proposed an 
empirical equation to predict DIF of the maximum capacity of a RC deep beam under impact 
load based on the shear span ratio, loading rate, longitudinal and shear reinforcement ratio. 
However, the contribution of the inertia force was neglected in that study due to the loading 
rate was under 2 (m/s). In this study, the effect of the DIF and inertia force in the shear plug 
area is simplified by using a dimensionless coefficient, kT, as follows: 
 max 2 c Idyn c t T t
t
a D H
P DIF f D W k f D W
f
   
          
 
           (3-21) 
From the numerical results, the punching shear failure occurs on the column C5 and C6 when 
the PIFs reach 8,036 kN and 14,593 kN, respectively. Moreover, when the PIF is 30,000 kN, 
the punching shear failure also happen at the impact area on the reference column (C0) (Do et 
al., 2018a). From Eq. (3-21), the value of kT in these three cases are 6.56, 6.7, and 6.12, 
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shear capacity of the RCBC, which is also the largest peak impact force that could be generated 






P D W                                                   (3-22) 
where fc is the compressive strength of concrete. 
The maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column is defined based on the contribution of 
concrete, reinforcements, and inertia in two sides of the shear plug, as shown in Figure 3-13b. 
However, the diagonal shear crack on the two sides will not happen at the same time because 
of the boundary condition effects. The lower side of the shear plug is close to the footing and 
it is affected by the boundary condition while the top side of the shear plug does not connect 
to the boundary. For a RC column under vehicle collision, to form a punching shear failure on 
the column, a diagonal shear crack firstly occurs at the column base due to the influence of the 
boundary condition and then another diagonal shear crack occurs on the other side of the 
impact point on the column, as illustrated in Figure 3-13a. This phenomenon is observed 
consistently in the numerical simulations and can be physically explained based on the effect 
of the inertial resistance and the boundary effect. Therefore, when the PIF from collision 
events is larger than the dynamic shear capacity of the column, it will cause a diagonal shear 
failure. Because the shear resistance along the column is identical, the dynamic shear capacity 
of one side of the shear plug is 
max0.5 dynP . Based on the proposed equation, it can be concluded 
that when the PIF from a collision event is higher than
max0.5 dynP , the diagonal shear failure at the 
impact area will occur in the RC column at the column base. If the PIF is equal to
max
dynP , 
punching shear failure occurs. The comparison of the proposed equation with the numerical 
and experimental results are given in Table 3-3. Moreover, the numerical results also illustrate 
the significant contribution of the column properties, i.e. column dimension and concrete 
strength in determining the impact force profile from vehicle collisions. When the PIF on the 
column is larger than a half of the maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column, which 
depends on the column cross-section dimension and the tensile strength of concrete, either 
diagonal shear or punching shear failure occurs in the column, the second PIF from the cargo 
impact will not happen, leading to the change of the impact force profile. 
3.6. Column responses and failure classification 
Figure 3-15 shows the maximum bending moment and shear force in the RCBCs with different 
cross-section dimensions and column heights generated by vehicle impact. It should be noted 
that those curves are plotted by connecting the maximum value of the bending moment and 
shear force at multiple sections along the column. Those values at different sections occur at 
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a different time instant, but all occur during the impact of the vehicle engine. The variation of 
the bending moment and shear force was presented and explained in the previous study (Do et 
al., 2018a). The envelop curves are considered in this study while the time difference between 
the occurrence of these maximum values is not considered because the maximum values are 
the primary concerns in column design rather than the time instant when they occur. 





















































































Bending moment (kNm)  
                       Load 1                                       Load 2                                       Load 3 
(a) Maximum bending moment along the RCBC 



















































































Shear force (kN)  
                         Load 1                                    Load 2                                        Load 3 
(b) Maximum shear force along the RCBC 
Figure 3-15 Maximum bending moment and shear force of the RCBC under vehicle impact. 
As can be seen from the figure, the bending moment and shear force diagram of the column 
can be divided into two separate groups, i.e. flexural response in which the negative bending 
moment occurs at the base and the column top while the positive bending moment happens at 
the impact point and the intermediate section, e.g. Figure 3-15a - Load 1 (V = 100 km/h, me = 
0.64 ton) and shear response where the bending moment at the intermediate section occurs in 
the negative side of the column, e.g. Figure 3-15a - Load 2 (V = 100 km/h, me = 2.0 ton) and 
Load 3 (V = 120 km/h, me = 2.0 ton). As shown in Figure 3-15a, under Load 1, similar 
maximum bending moment curves are achieved in the Columns C0, C4, and C6-8 where the 
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flexural response is observed in these columns with no diagonal shear or punching shear 
failure. When the RCBCs are impacted by Load 2, the diagonal shear crack forms in the 
Columns C0 and C4 while the punching shear occurs in the column C6 (see Table 3-3) 
resulting in a significant change in the maximum bending moment curve. These three columns 
thus suffer shear failure with the maximum bending moment at the intermediate section 
shifting from the positive side to the negative side of the column. The bending moment shape 
of the columns C7 and C8 in Load 2 is almost unchanged compared to that under the first 
loading condition and no shear crack occurs at the column base after the PIF. The PIF increases 
to about 26,000 kN under Load 3, the Column C7 suffers a diagonal shear crack at the base 
which leads to the change of the bending moment curve from the flexural response to shear 
response (see Figure 3-15a – Load 3). Besides, the bending moment shape of the Columns C0, 
C4, and C6 is similar to that under the previous loading condition but the intermediate section 
suffering flexural damage moves downward towards the impact point while the bending 
moment shape of the Column C8 is similar to that under the first two loading conditions. The 
maximum shear force of those columns under the three loading conditions are also plotted in 
Figure 3-15b. It is very clear from the figure that when the column is under flexural response, 
the shear force at the base reaches the maximum value on the negative side while the shear 
force at the top occurs on the positive side (see Figure 3-15b - Load 1). However, when the 
shear cracks occur at the column base, the maximum shear force at the column top moves to 
the negative side (Column C0, C4, and C6 in Load 2-3; C7 in Load 3). 
The change of the bending moment and shear force when a shear crack occurs in the column 
at the base can be explained by the formation of a shear plastic hinge at the impact area, as 
shown in Figure 3-16. When impact does not induce shear failure in the vicinity of the collision 
point, with the large inertia resistance from superstructures and the short duration of the engine 
impact, the column responses to the impact force follow a column with fixed boundary 
conditions at the two ends (see Figure 3-16a) even though the rigidity of the two ends is 
different, implying the large mass on top of the column provides a large inertial resistance, 
making the top of the column similar to having a fixed boundary condition during the impact 
of the engine. However, when impact induces shear cracks in the column, i.e. diagonal shear 
and punching shear which form a shear plastic hinge at the impact point, the column reacts to 
the impact force as a fixed-fixed column with the hinge at the impact point, the bending 
moment and shear force distribution of the column change (see Figure 3-16b). Moreover, it is 
worth mentioning that although the PIF applied on the above columns is similar when these 
columns are under the same loading condition, the column with larger cross-section shows a 
larger maximum bending moment and shear force at critical sections (see Figure 3-15 – Load 
2-3). This is because according to the dynamic equilibrium equation when two columns with 
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different cross-sections are impacted with a similar impact force, the column with larger cross-
section will provide a higher elastic resistance because of the larger column stiffness, which 
leads to larger bending moment and shear force in the column. 















                   (a) No shear crack occurs         (b) When diagonal shear or punching shear occurs 
Figure 3-16 Simple response of the column under impact force. 
                      
 C6    C0      C4     C7       C8         C6    C0      C4    C7      C8          C6    C0      C4     C7      C8 
              (a) Load 1                                 (b) Load 2                                    (c) Load 3 
Figure 3-17 Crack patterns and failure modes of the RCBC under vehicle impacts. 
The crack patterns and failure of those columns impacted by the three impact loading 
conditions are also presented in Figure 3-17. As can be seen that when punching shear failure 
(C6) happens in the RCBC, negative flexural cracks occur in the vicinity of the impact point 
(1 – 2 m) in both Load 2 and Load 3. A similar observation was reported in the previous study 
by Zhao et al. (2017) in which the maximum bending in the negative side was formed at 1.5 
m away from the impact point when the beam experienced the punching shear failure. For the 
Columns C0 and C4, the flexural response is observed when these columns are under the 
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impact of Load 1. When a diagonal shear failure forms at the impact area, a flexural – shear 
crack happens in the negative side of the column in both Load 2 and Load 3 (see Figures 3-
17b and 3-17c). Furthermore, after yielding the diagonal shear crack at the base (see Figure 3-
17c), Column C7 exhibits another flexural – shear crack near the column top. No shear failure 
and flexural – shear crack in the negative side of the column is observed in the Column C8 in 
all of the loading conditions. 
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Figure 3-18 Column response and failure classification under different PIF. 
From the above observations and discussions, the column responses and failures are classified 
into two categories: flexural response and shear response as summarised in Figure 3-18. The 
column shows a flexural response when the PIF from the vehicle impact is smaller than 
max0.5 dynP  
and no diagonal shear crack forms in the column. Under this condition, the intermediate 
section and flexural cracks occur on the positive side of the column. When the PIF is higher 
than
max0.5 dynP , a diagonal shear crack appears at the column base leading to the formation of 
flexural cracks on the negative side of the column. The increase of PIF in this range will lead 
to the downward trend of the intermediate section with flexural cracks. When the PIF reaches 
the maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column, 
max
dynP , the punching shear failure occurs 
in the column with the intermediate section of flexural cracks being formed closer to the impact 

























































This study numerically investigates the impact behaviour of RCBCs under vehicle collision. 
A series of FE models of full-scale bridge columns under collision of a medium truck and a 
large trailer are built and simulated. The effects of column parameters on the impact force time 
histories and the column response under three different conditions have been examined. The 
findings of this study can be summarised as follows: 
1. An analytical model is proposed to predict the vehicle impact loading profile on 
rectangular RC columns corresponding to four continuous stages, i.e. bumper impact, 
engine impact, truck rail impact, and cargo impact. The results indicate that the vehicle 
impact force time histories depend on both the column parameters and initial conditions 
of the vehicle model. A good agreement between the proposed model and numerical 
simulations has been achieved. 
2. Owing to the damage of the column to vehicle engine impact, the cargo impacts of all the 
considered numerical cases do not generate a peak impact force larger than that from 
engine impact, but could generate a larger impulse depending on the impact conditions 
and cargo mass. The results imply that in most common cases of bridge columns, the peak 
impact force is associated with the vehicle engine impact while the maximum impulse 
could be associated with either engine impact or cargo impact. Assuming a rigid column 
or neglecting column damage in numerical simulations likely overestimate the impact 
force, especially the cargo impact force. 
3. The maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column has been defined in which the 
column cross-section dimension and concrete strength provide the most contribution to 
the shear capacity before cracking while the contribution of the steel reinforcement is 
significant only after concrete cracking. 
4. Based on the maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column and the PIF from the 
collision, the column failure mode can be classified into two separate groups, i.e. flexural 
failure  max0.5 dynPIF P and shear failure  max0.5 dynPIF P . In the design, the dynamic 
resistant capacity of column needs to be provided to resist the column global damage, i.e. 
flexural cracks at the base, impact area, intermediate section, and column top, as well as 
the local failures, i.e. diagonal shear failure and punching shear failure. 
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CHAPTER 4  
PROPOSED DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR REINFORCED 
CONCRETE BRIDGE COLUMNS AGAINST VEHICLE 
COLLISIONS 
ABTRACT3 
In this study, analytical investigation and numerical simulations are utilised to examine the 
responses of reinforced concrete bridge columns (RCBC) against vehicle collisions. Based on 
the numerical results, a simplified approach is developed for analysis and design of RCBCs to 
resist vehicle collisions. RCBCs impacted by a medium truck and a heavy truck trailer at 
different velocities are considered. Based on the numerical results, empirical equations to 
determine the maximum shear force and bending moment at column critical sections are 
proposed. A single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) system is employed to predict the dynamic 
response of the column. A procedure to design RCBCs under vehicle collision with either 
flexural bending or brittle shear failure governed response of the column is proposed. Two 
design examples of RCBC under medium truck impact and heavy truck impact are given in 
this study to demonstrate the proposed procedure. 
4.1. Introduction 
In recent decades, a number of vehicle collision accidents with bridge structures have been 
documented in the open literature and media (Agrawal et al., 2011; Buth et al., 2010). 
Collisions from heavy-duty trucks or high-velocity vehicles may cause failures of 
substructures, cost human life, and paralyse transportation systems in urban areas. Therefore, 
it is crucial to understand and consider the responses of reinforced concrete (RC) 
columns/bridge piers under vehicle collisions in the design stage. Studies on the performance 
and response of structures under impact loads and vehicle collisions have attracted a number 
of research interests and efforts. Currently, three methods including an equivalent static force 
(ESF) (AASHTO, 2012; Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2016; Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2017; 
CEN, 2002; El-Tawil et al., 2005; SA/SNZ, 2002), damage assessment of column structures 
(Sharma et al., 2012; Zhou & Li, 2018), and dynamic analysis (Chen et al., 2017; Chung et al., 
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2014; Do et al., 2018, 2019a; Fan et al., 2019; Fan et al., 2018; Jiříček & Foglar, 2016) have 
been utilised to examine the response of column structures under vehicle collisions. 
Among these three methods, the ESF is commonly used in design specifications and guides 
since it is straightforward for engineers to use in design analysis. For instance, AASHTO 
(2012) suggests the ESF of 2,668 kN applied to the column at 1.5 m above the ground level to 
design bridge columns under vehicle impacts. CEN (2006) recommends an equation to predict 
the maximum contact force from the vehicle collision based on the initial kinetic energy of the 
truck model and the stiffness of the softer one of the column structure and the vehicle model 
in a contact event. CEN (2002) and SA/SNZ (2002) estimate the maximum static force from 
collision events by considering the vehicle velocity, vehicle mass, and deformation of both 
column and vehicle model. However, many studies have indicated that these design approach 
based on ESF analysis could result in un-conservative designs since the influences of the 
dynamic responses of structures and high loading rate of the impact force have been 
completely neglected (Do et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2012). Moreover, the ESF method could 
not predict some of the failure modes of RCBCs as observed in real vehicle collisions and 
mentioned in the previous reports (Buth et al., 2010; Do et al., 2018), e.g. diagonal shear closes 
to the column top and combined flexural-shear damage at the column mid-height. In addition, 
the actual dynamic response of RCBCs is also completely different from a prediction by using 
the ESF method, especially during the impact force phase. Therefore, concerns are still 
persisted about the applicability of those design methods and recommendations. 
To overcome the limitations of the ESF, the damage assessment method has been proposed 
based on failures of reinforced concrete columns under various loading conditions (Sharma et 
al., 2012; Zhou & Li, 2018). Sharma et al. (2012) used four different vehicle models ranging 
from 8 ton to 50 ton together with various impact velocities between 65 km/h and 161 km/h 
to impact on the RCBCs. Based on the dynamic shear force from the collisions and the 
dynamic shear capacity of the column, the impact performance of the RCBC has been 
categorised in three groups, i.e. fully operational with no concrete damage, an operational 
structure with concrete damage, and total collapse of structures. However, the mentioned study 
mainly considered the failure at the column base whereas the flexural failure or shear failure 
at the top or the mid-height of the column as observed in some real accidents was not 
considered. Zhou and Li (2018) used the damage index, λ, which was defined by dividing the 
local ESF to static shear capacity of the column, to categorise the damage of the column in 
four groups, i.e. slight damage (0 ≤ λ ≤ 0.2), moderate damage (0.2 ≤ λ ≤ 0.6), severe damage 
(0.6 ≤ λ ≤ 1) and collapse (λ ≥ 1). It should be noted that the local ESF in the latter study is the 
averaged integration of the impact force time histories in 50 ms during the impact duration. 
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However, in that study, neither the behaviours of the RCBC under high impact velocity (higher 
than 80 km/h) nor the dynamic effects associated with the high-speed and high peak impact 
force (PIF) were considered. 
In the third approach, detailed finite element (FE) models were used and the time histories of 
the impact force and the dynamic response of the column such as shear force, bending moment, 
and inertia force have been predicted (Chen et al., 2017; Do et al., 2018, 2019b). Based on 
simulations of vehicle model impacted on a rigid column, response spectra for the PIFs from 
the engine and cargo were proposed by Chen et al. (2017). The time histories of the reaction 
force at the column base was then estimated. Since the column was assumed rigid in the 
simulation, the contribution of the vehicle-column interaction and inertia resistance which 
significantly affect the shear force and bending moment of the column were not considered in 
the study. The dynamic response of the column such as shear failure, shear cracks or flexural 
response was, therefore, not mentioned and discussed. Do et al. (2018) developed detailed FE 
models and carried out numerical simulations to investigate the dynamic behaviours and 
responses of the RCBC under vehicle collision. The study indicated that with different initial 
conditions, which causes a different PIF, the column could exhibit different failure modes from 
minor damage due to flexural response to diagonal shear failure or punching shear failure. 
Empirical relations of the PIF and the total impact impulse as a function of the initial velocity 
of the vehicle model, engine mass, and total vehicle mass were proposed based on intensive 
numerical simulation results. In a subsequent study, the equations to estimate the entire impact 
force profile including vehicle bumper’s impact, engine impact, vehicle trail’s impact, and 
cargo impact together with the column dynamic shear capacity have been proposed by Do et 
al. (2019a). Based on the PIF from a collision event and the dynamic shear capacity of RCBCs, 
the shape of the shear force and bending moment distributions along the column and the 
column failure mode have been divided into two separated groups, i.e. flexural responses and 
shear responses (Do et al., 2019a). Although the detailed FE model simulations were proven 
yielding accurate predictions of column responses (Do et al., 2018, 2019a), they are not 
straightforward to use in design analysis. Therefore, a straightforward procedure to reliably 
predict dynamic responses of RCBC under vehicle impact is still required for design analysis. 
This study aims to propose a design procedure of RCBC to resist vehicle collisions by taking 
into consideration the vehicle impact condition, vehicle-column interaction, and dynamic 
effects on column responses. By adopting the impact force time histories models from the 
truck impact and classifications of the column failure proposed by Do et al. (2019a), a 
procedure to estimate the column internal forces and predict the column failure mode is 
proposed in this study. The proposed procedure avoids detailed FE model simulations but 
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yields accurate estimations of the maximum shear force and bending moment at column 
critical sections and lateral displacement of the RCBC under vehicle impacts. Two design 
examples of RCBCs under vehicle collisions are presented in this study to demonstrate the 
proposed procedure for its use in design analysis. 
4.2. Simulation of vehicle collision of RCBC and its verification 
4.2.1. Numerical model of RCBC and vehicle model 
In this study, to develop the procedure for estimating the column responses and verifying its 
accuracy, a numerical simulation of a full-scale bridge structure is built in LS-DYNA 
(Hallquist, 2007). The bridge structure consists of a single RC column, two spans of 
superstructures, and concrete abutments (see Figure 4-1a). In numerical analyses, responses 
of five square columns with the size of 800 mm, 1,000 mm, 1,200 mm, 1,500 mm, and 2,000 
mm are considered under multiple impact conditions of two vehicle models as shown in Figure 
4-1b and Table 4-1. The cross-section dimensions of the superstructures are adopted from 
Megally et al. (2001) but its span length, Lspan, is varied with column cross-section dimensions 
to keep the total dead load from the superstructures to be 10% of the column compression 
capacity of each column model in the analysis. The slenderness of these columns keeps at 8, 
similar to that considered in the experimental studies by Zhang et al. (2016) and Pham et al. 
(2018). The column is buried under the ground level with a depth of 0.5 m (see Figure 4-1a). 
The superstructures are designed to sit on the top of the cap beam and concrete abutments, 
modelled with a surface to surface contact with a friction coefficient of 0.6 (ACI, 2008). In 
this study, the concrete is simulated by hexahedral elements with one integration point while 
the material named *Mat_072RL3 is employed to model the dynamic behaviours of the 
concrete with uniaxial compressive strength of 34 MPa. In addition, the dynamic increment 
factor (DIF) for concrete strength which was suggested by Hao and Hao (2014) is selected in 
the simulation to quantify the strength increment of the concrete under dynamic loads. 
Longitudinal and transverse reinforcements which have a nominal yield strength of 500 MPa, 
are modelled by 3-node beam-elements (Hughes-Liu with cross section integration). An 
elastic-plastic material model (Mat_024) is adopted to model the behaviour of these 
reinforcements while the DIF for steel reinforcements proposed by Malvar and Crawford 
(1998) is chosen. The superstructures, concrete abutments, and column footing are simulated 
by hexahedral elements with the elastic material model (Mat_001) being used. From Chapter 
3, based on the concrete strength and the cross-section dimension of the column, the column 
dynamic shear capacity can be estimated as 





P kN                                               (4-1) 
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where W and D are the column width and depth, respectively (mm), and ft is the concrete 
tensile strength (MPa). The dynamic shear capacity of the five columns is given in Table 4-1. 
Two different vehicle models, i.e. a medium truck model named Ford truck single unit (8 ton) 
and a heavy truck model (30 ton), as presented in Figure 4-2, are employed in this study to 
collide on the RCBCs. These vehicle models have been widely used in the open literature 
(Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2016; Chen et al., 2016; El-Tawil et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 2012) 
to examine the dynamic responses and failures of structures under vehicle collisions. The 
initial conditions of these vehicle models considered in this study are presented in Table 4-2. 
The contact keyword namely Automatic_Surface_to_Surface is used to simulate the vehicle – 
column interaction. It should be noted that this contact algorithm allows simulating the impact 










Side viewFront view  































(b) Column cross-section  
Figure 4-1 The RCBC specimen and column properties. 
                
              (a) Medium truck model                                      (b) Heavy truck model 
Figure 4-2 Two different FE vehicle models. 
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4.2.2. Model verification 
The verification of the numerical simulation has been presented previously in the Section 
2.2.2.4 and Section 3.2.3. Thus, they are not presented in this chapter. 













(H) Longitudinal Transverse 
1 C800 800 800 6,400 16d25 d10a200 14,144 
2 C1000 1,000 1,000 8,000 24d28 d12a200 22,100 
3 C1200 1,200 1,200 9,600 24d30 d12a200 31,824 
4 C1500 1,500 1,500 12,000 36d30 d14a200 49,725 
5 C2000 2,000 2,000 16,000 44d36 d16a200 88,400 
4.3. Impact force profile model and classification of column response 
The impact force profile models from medium truck and heavy truck trailer impacting on 
structures which were proposed in Section 3.4 will be adopted in this section to design the RC 
columns. From the classification of column response under impact load (Section 3.6), in the 
following sections, the column displacement and the maximum value of internal forces, i.e. 
shear force and bending moment at critical sections when its response is governed by the 
flexural response are estimated. It should be noted that when the failure is governed by the 
shear response mode, these values are not required since the column damage is directly caused 
by the shear failure at the base, i.e. diagonal shear and punching shear failure, because the PIF 
is greater than the column dynamic shear capacity. 
4.4. Internal forces and column responses of RCBC 
4.4.1. Maximum shear force 
4.4.1.1 Shear force at the base 
Without loss of generality, taking Case 20 (C20 in Table 4-2) as an example here, from the 
numerical results, the typical time histories of the impact force and shear force at the column 
base are shown in Figure 4-3a. It can be seen that the maximum value of the shear force is 
smaller than the PIF from the collision, and shear force oscillates quickly as compared to the 
impact force. This is because of the influence of the inertia force (AASHTO, 2012; Do et al., 
2018; Zhao et al., 2017). At the PIF, the loading acting on RCBC includes impact force, inertia 
force, and reaction force, as illustrated in Figure 4-3b. Therefore, at the PIF, the equilibrium 





base hPIF R m a h dh                                                (4-2) 
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hm a h dh  is the total 
inertia force distributed in a portion of the column, H1 (see Figure 4-3b); mh is the mass density 
per unit length of the column; a(h) is the acceleration of column particles in the impact force 
direction at the location h; h is the distance measured from the column base. It should be noted 
that this equation is valid because during this stage of vehicle impact, i.e., usually engine 
impact, the top part of the column is not activated yet to resist the impact force as observed in 
numerical simulations. The impact force is balanced by the base shear and the inertia resistance 
from the part of the column that has been activated to resist the vehicle impact. 
 


















 Shear force at the base 
 Impact force










                                        (a)                                                        (b) 
Figure 4-3 (a) Impact force and shear force time histories (C20); (b) Simplified illustration of 
the column free-body diagram at the PIF. 
From the numerical results, the relation between the PIF and the total inertia force distributed 
on the column is presented in Figure 4-4a. It should be mentioned that the total inertia force in 
the figure is defined by subtracting the maximum shear force at the base from the PIF given 
in Table 4-2. As can be seen in the figure, under the similar PIF, the column with larger 
dimension has a smaller contribution of the inertia force because of the larger contribution of 
the column resistance represented by Rbase in Eq. (4-2). From the numerical results (see Figure 
4-4a), the best-fitted relation for estimating the total inertia force along the column at the PIF 
is as follows: 
1
0
( ) tan 2,000 0
H
hm a h dh PIF                                             (4-3) 
0
0
28.5 ( 1,100 )
45 0.015 (1,100 3,000 )
D mm





                            (4-4) 
where α is the slope coefficient which represents the effects of the column stiffness, as 
presented in Figure 4-4b. 
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From Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3), the maximum reaction force at the column base corresponding to 
the PIF can be written as follows: 
1
0
( ) (1 tan ) 2,000
H
base hR PIF m a h dh PIF                        (4-5) 
It was previously observed that the maximum shear force at the base of the column is almost 
unchanged when the PIF causes the shear failure at the impact area (Do et al., 2018, 2019b) 
because the shear force has reached the column dynamic shear capacity. Therefore, when the 
PIF is larger than 
max0.5 dynP which results in the diagonal shear failure from the contact point to 
the column – footing connection, the shear force at the column base can be predicted by the 
following equation: 
max0.5 (1 tan ) 2,000base dynR P                                       (4-6) 
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 = 45 - 0.015 D
 
                                         (a)                                                                 (b) 
Figure 4-4 (a) Total inertia force – PIF relation; (b) Relation between the column dimension 
and α. 
4.4.1.2 Shear force at the top 
As presented in Figure 4-5a, after the shear force at the base of the column increases to the 
highest value within about 5-10 ms, the shear force at the top of the column also rises to its 
peak due to the stress wave propagation from the impact area to the column top. The shear 
force value at that section then oscillates around the zero level. The shear force at the top of 
the column in some cases is also considerably large and may cause damage as observed in 
previous studies (Do et al., 2018). Figure 4-5b shows the relation of the maximum shear force 
at the base and the top of the column. The figure illustrates that the maximum shear force at 
the column top, topR , can be estimated by the following best-fitted equation: 
 
1 1
(1 tan ) 2,000
2 2
top baseR R PIF                                  (4-7) 
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From Eqs. (4-5) and (4-7), and the PIF (see Eqs. (2-6) and (3-6)), the predicted shear force at 
the two ends of the columns are compared to the numerical results in Figure 4-6. The figure 
illustrates that the empirical equations can reliably predict the maximum shear force at the 
base and the top of the column as compared to the numerical simulation results. 
















(ton) Base Top Base 
Impact 
point 
C1 C800 70 8 0.64 2,616 Flexural  2,077 789 1,442 1,140 
C2 80 8 0.64 3,811 Flexural 3,394 1,271 2,510 1,980 
C3 90 8 0.64 4,803 Flexural 4,362 1,942 3,020 2,470 
C4 95 8 0.64 6,865 Flexural 4,862 2,709 3,350 3,030 
C5 C1000 80 8 0.64 3,429 Flexural 3,224 1,353 2,460 1,869 
C6 100 8 0.64 6,592 Flexural 4,982 2,892 3,307 3,529 
C7 120 8 0.64 9,364 Flexural 5,913 3,241 3,900 3,825 
C8 100 8 1.00 10,288 Flexural 7,082 3,489 4,772 4,799 
C9 C1200 60 8 0.64 1,870 Flexural 1,880 795 2,112 631 
C10 80 8 0.64 3,460 Flexural 3,325 1,396 2,885 1,410 
C11 90 8 0.64 4,596 Flexural 4,528 2,526 3,087 2,507 
C12 100 8 0.64 8,260 Flexural 5,398 2,772 4,145 3,118 
C13 110 8 0.64 9,660 Flexural 6,371 3,150 4,613 3,462 
C14 120 8 0.64 12,000 Flexural 7,386 3,796 5,582 4,359 
C15 140 8 0.64 16,400 Shear 10,267 5,751 7,402 5,358 
C16 100 8 1.00 11,400 Shear 7,332 3,734 5,391 4,089 
C17 100 8 2.00 18,500 Shear 10,769 4,818 7,882 6,239 
C18 140 8 1.00 20,150 Shear 11,483 6,506 8,531 6,379 
C19 140 8 2.00 30,000 Shear 10,866 6,893 9,550 6,940 
C20 100 11 0.64 8,079 Flexural 5,895 3,318 3,960 3,806 
C21 100 12 1.00 11,868 Shear 7,770 3,489 5,672 4,376 
C22 100 12 2.00 18,416 Shear 10,658 5,620 7,945 6,233 
C23 C1500 100 8 0.64 8,079 Flexural 7,155 5,151 5,105 4,818 
C24 100 8 2.00 19,522 Flexural 13,884 5,958 10,217 12,677 
C25 120 8 2.00 25,708 Flexural 17,689 7,129 12,552 13,998 
C26 120 8 1.00 17,159 Flexural 13,025 7,052 7,305 10,725 
C27 C2000 100 8 0.64 8,544 Flexural 8,282 4,095 7,397 4,809 
C28 100 8 2.00 21,611 Flexural 18,281 8,333 11,092 16,929 
C29 120 8 2.00 26,589 Flexural 21,560 10,994 11,524 21,120 
C30 120 8 1.00 16,890 Flexural 14,203 7,773 8,652 12,165 
Note: V is the vehicle velocities; m is the total mass of the vehicle; and me is the engine mass. 
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                                           (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 4-5 (a) Typical time histories of the shear force at the column ends (C20); (b) 
Relation between the maximum shear force at the base and the top. 
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Figure 4-6 Comparison between the predicted results and numerical results. 
4.4.2. Maximum bending moment 
Many previous studies observed that at the peak value of impact force, just a portion of 
structures responds to the impact force (Fujikake et al., 2009; Pham & Hao, 2017; Zhao et al., 
2017) and it causes the largest flexural bending moment at the local impact area. A similar 
observation was also seen in the RCBC under vehicle collisions when the impact force caused 
by the engine impact increased to the PIF, the bending moment at the impact area increased to 
the highest value (Do et al., 2019b) and the bending moment diagram is illustrated in Figure 
4-7a. After about 1 – 2 ms, the bending moment at the base of the column then increased to its 
peak as shown in the figure. After that, the bending moment distributed in the entire column 
and varied significantly with time due to the column vibration and the effect of the inertia 
force.  The envelope of the column bending moment in an impact event is illustrated in Figure 
4-7b. As illustrated in the figure, the negative bending moment at the column base is the 
highest value in the impacted side while the positive bending moment at the top portion of the 
column is almost similar to that at the impact point (see Figure 4-7b). It should be noted that 
when the flexural response governs the column response, the shape of the bending moment 
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envelope is consistent regardless of the different loading scenarios as observed in the previous 
study (Do et al., 2019b). Therefore, the maximum positive and negative bending moments at 

















Bending moment at PIF
Bending moment at 1 - 2 ms post PIF
 
                                       (a)                                                       (b) 
Figure 4-7 Simplified column bending moment: (a) at the PIF; (b) Envelop bending moment. 
Since the bending moment diagram in the column at the instant of the PIF is a triangle (see 
Figure 4-7a), it is reasonable to assume the boundary conditions of the column as simply 
supported. Thus, the maximum positive bending moment at the impact point, max







M k PIF kNm                                         (4-8) 
where kI is the coefficient representing the effects of the inertia force on the bending moment; 
Le is the effective length of the column at the PIF. In this study, the vehicle models impact on 
the RCBC at about 1.5 m above the footing, thus the effective length of the column at the PIF 
is assumed as 3 m. The relation between the maximum bending moment at the impact point 
 maxIPM  and the PIF from the numerical simulation is presented in Figure 4-8a. It should be 
noted that in the numerical simulation when the bending moment at the impact point reaches 
the bending moment capacity, [M], the maximum bending moment then keeps constant, 
although the PIF continues increasing (see Figure 4-8a). In Figure 4-8, [MC800], [MC1000], 
[MC1200], [MC1500], and [MC2000] are the bending moment capacities of the column C800, C1000, 
C1200, C1500, and C2000, respectively. From the numerical results, the envelope curve of the 
bending moment is about 0.6375PIF when the flexural crack does not happen. From Eq. (4-
8), the coefficient, kI, is 
0.6375 0.6375
0.85
/ 4 3 / 4eL
  . The maximum positive bending moment 
at the impact point is, therefore, expressed as 
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M PIF kNm                                            (4-9) 
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                                         (a)                                                                      (b) 
Figure 4-8 Maximum bending moment: (a) at the impact point; (b) at the column base. 
To estimate the maximum bending moment at the column base, the impact force and inertia 
forces are required. As observed in the experimental and numerical studies on concrete 
structures subjected to impact loading, the inertia forces oscillate with high frequencies (Pham 
& Hao, 2017; Zhao et al., 2017) so that it is difficult to estimate the maximum bending moment 
at the column base from an analytical solution. Thus, the maximum bending moment at the 
base of the column is predicted based on the numerical results, as given in Table 4-2. Figure 
4-8b shows the bending moment at the base of the column with respect to the PIF. From the 
numerical results, the maximum bending moment at the column base, max ,baseM  can be 
predicted by the following equation: 
max 0.45 800 ( )baseM PIF kNm                                     (4-10) 
4.4.3. SDOF model 
In the design of structures subjected to dynamic loads, the SDOF is commonly used to predict 
the dynamic response of structures (Hao & Wu, 2003; Ngo et al., 2007; Pham & Hao, 2018; 
Sha & Hao, 2014). For instance, the SDOF was employed to predict the impact response of 
RC beams (Pham & Hao, 2018). In this analytical method, the elastic stiffness, plastic stiffness, 
crack section, and residual displacement of the beam can be taken into account. The analytical 
result shows a good agreement with the numerical simulation and experimental test in terms 
of the global response of the beam under impact loads. Furthermore, Sha and Hao (2014) used 
a SDOF system to predict the response of bridge piers under barge impacts. The bridge pier 
was assumed as a nonlinear SDOF system in which both elastic and plastic response of the 
bridge piers were considered. This analytical method can give a reasonable prediction of the 
maximum lateral displacement of the pier. To estimate the displacement response of the RCBC 
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                         (a)                                                                             (b) 
Figure 4-9 (a) Simplified model of the column under impact force; (b) Equivalent SDOF 
system. 
Based on the proposed impact force profile and column properties, an equivalent SDOF model 
of the column under vehicle collision as illustrated in Figure 4-9 can be derived. The equation 
of motion of the SDOF system is written as follows: 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )e e e eM x t C x t K x t F t
 
                                  (4-11) 
where Me, Ce, and Ke are the equivalent mass, damping coefficient, and column stiffness of the 
SDOF system, respectively; Fe(t) is the equivalent load on the SDOF system; t is time and x is 
lateral displacement. The equivalent mass of the lumped-mass system, as given by Biggs 





e h addM m h dh m                                  (4-12) 
where mh is the mass density per unit length of the column; ( )h is the assumed deflection 
shape function with the displacement at the column top normalised to unit as shown in Figure 
4-10; madd is the added mass at the column top; h is the distance measured from the column 
base; and H is the column height. 
Because the displacement at the column top is considered, the equivalent column stiffness is 
the actual stiffness of the column. By assuming a free top end as shown in Figure 4-9a, the 
equivalent stiffness is 











                                          (4-13) 
where  '4700 cE f  is the Young’s modulus and
'
cf  the concrete compressive strength; I is 
the moment of inertia of the column; Hadd is the distance from the top of the column to the 
centroid point of the added weight. 
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Figure 4-10 The dimensionless mode shape function of the first mode of the column. 
In addition, the equivalent impact force on the SDOF system is estimated by: 
1




F t F t 

                                                (4-14) 
where Fj is the impact force at a location j; j is the value of the deflection shape function at 
the location j (Biggs, 1964). 
The above equivalent mass and concentrated impact force highly depend on the deflection 
shape function of the column which is determined from the column properties, i.e. cross-
section area, mass density, added weight, moment of inertia, Young’s modulus, and column 
height (Biggs, 1964; Dutta et al., 2011; Jou, 2014). To achieve the equivalent mass and 
concentrated force in the lumped-mass system, the deflection shape function was usually 
assumed by a simple linear function as discussed in previous studies (Biggs, 1964; Sha & Hao, 
2014). However, the linear function does not really reflect the actual shape of the structural 
response and thus does not provide good predictions (Sha & Hao, 2014). By varying the 
column height, cross-section, and the added weight at the column top, the dimensionless mode 
shapes of the column can be derived as presented in Figure 4-10. It should be noted that these 
deflection shape functions are extracted from the modal analysis (Bathe, 2006). From these 
curves, the best fitted normalised deflection shape function of the column is  
2





   
    
   
                                         (4-15) 
To solve the equation of motion of the SDOF system, the central difference algorithm is 














2t t t t tx x x x
t

   

                                        (4-17) 
The above equations can be solved with initial conditions of the column at the start time t = 0: 
0t tx   , 0x

 , and 0x

 . The first step of the solution starts to determine t tx   with the 
corresponding impact force obtained from the proposed impact force profile given in Section 
3.4. 
To verify the analytical method, the comparisons of the analytical result and simulation result 
are shown in Figure 4-11. In this case, the column which has a square section of 1,200 x 1,200 
mm2, is impacted by the medium truck model (8 ton) with the velocity of 80 km/h. The heights 
of the column and the cap beam are 9,600 mm and 1,500 mm, respectively. The added mass 
of 800 ton is placed on top of the cap beam with Hadd equals to 2,100 mm. Since the 
displacement at the top of the cap beam is of interest and the impact location is 1.5 m above 
the footing, the value of the deflection shape function at the impact point is 0.065 (Eq. 4-15). 
The equivalent mass, damping ratio, and column stiffness of the SDOF system are 800 ton, 
3.5 %, and 8,870 kN/m, respectively. The figure illustrates that the analytical model is able to 
estimate the maximum lateral displacement and the dynamic response of the column under 
vehicle collisions with a reliable prediction. It is worth mentioning that a slight difference in 
the lateral displacement of the column, as shown in Figure 4-11, is caused by the local 
deformation of the column at the contact area between the vehicle model and the column which 
cannot be predicted by the SDOF model. It should be noted that the column response predicted 
by using a linear assumption of shape function (Sha & Hao, 2014) is also presented in Figure 
4-11. The result shows that using the linear assumption of shape function over-estimates the 
response of the column under vehicle collision. 
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4.5. Design example 
4.5.1. Design procedure 
Based on the column properties i.e. cross-section width, W, cross-section depth, D, 
compressive strength of concrete, fc (MPa), tensile strength, ft (MPa), and reinforcement area 
As (mm2), yield stress fy (MPa), and vehicle parameters, i.e. total vehicle mass, m (ton), vehicle 
velocity, V (m/s), and engine mass, me (ton), the dynamic shear capacity,
max
dynP  (kN), shear 
force Rbase (kN) and Rtop (kN), bending moment MIP (kNm) and Mbase (kNm), and the maximum 
column displacement, max, can be estimated by the above equations, as summarised in Figure 
4-12. [V], [M], and [] are the shear capacity, bending moment capacity, and the maximum 
allowable lateral displacement of the column, respectively. To provide more details in the 
design procedure, the following sections present two examples corresponding to two different 
responses of RCBC against vehicle collisions. 
START
Column properties
D, W, f c, f t, As, f y
Vehicle model
m, me, V
+ Impact force profile            (Section 3.4)
+ PIF = max (F1, F2)
+ Dynamic shear capacity P
dyn








+ Rbase  (Eq. 4-5) and Rtop  (Eq. 4-7)
+ M IP   (Eq. 4-9) and Mbase (Eq. 4-10)
+ Column displacement   max  (Section 4.4.3)
R  <  [V ]
M <  [M]










Figure 4-12 Design procedure of RCBCs under vehicle collisions. 
Two RCBCs are designed to resist collisions from a medium truck and a heavy truck trailer 
associated with two different column responses, i.e. shear failure and flexural response. In the 
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first example, shear failure occurs in the impact area by the collision of the medium truck 
model. Three improvement methods of the column design are then proposed to resist the shear 
failure. In the second example, the column, which is impacted by the heavy truck trailer, has 
sufficient shear strength but is vulnerable to flexural failure. Longitudinal and lateral 
reinforcements are then designed based on the maximum shear force and bending moment 
estimated from the proposed equations. Numerical simulations are then conducted to verify 
the accuracy of the design analysis results. 
4.5.2. Example 1: Define the column response 
It is assumed that a passenger overpass bridge in a city which has a total length of 40 m is 
designed to cross over a busy street underneath. The continuous bridge is supported by three 
single RC columns which have a square section of 800 mm. Twenty-eight 30-mm-diameter 
straight longitudinal reinforcements and three-leg 12-mm-diameter stirrups at 100 mm spacing 
are used to reinforce the column. The compressive and tensile strength of the concrete is 30 
MPa and 3 MPa, respectively, while the yield strength of reinforcements is 420 MPa. Only 
medium and small trucks are assumed to be allowed in the street. 
Solution 
In the worst case scenario, the medium truck model with a total mass of 12 ton is considered 
in the design stage. Although the maximum allowance velocity in the city is usually under 70 
km/h, an accidental velocity of truck models in the design is considered as 100 km/h. Based 
on the total mass (12 ton), engine mass (0.64 ton), and velocity (100 km/h), the PIF (from 
engine impact) is: 
2
1 969.3 0.5 0.64 27.78 7,345.9 7,886( )F kN                          (4-18) 
Meanwhile, the maximum dynamic shear capacity of the column is:  
        max 6.5 800 800 3.0 12,480( )
1,000
    dynP kN                             (4-19) 
In this conditions, the PIF from the engine impact is higher than 0.5
max
dynP , thus the diagonal 
shear failure is expected to occur at the impact area. To verify the above statement, a numerical 
simulation of this case has been conducted. The numerical results show that the column 
exhibits diagonal shear failure at the impact area (see Figure 4-13). It is crucial to mention that 
this column would not fail if an ESF method is adopted for the design according to AASHTO 
(2012), i.e. the static shear capacity of the column is 2,816 kN (ACI, 2008), which is higher 
than the recommended impact force from AASHTO (2012) (2,668 kN). Thus, the diagonal 
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shear failure at the impact area should not happen if the ESF is utilised. This example confirms 
that simply using the ESF for the analysis may not result in a conservative/safe design.  
 
Figure 4-13 Crack patterns of the RCBCs under medium truck collision. 
Since the column fails by diagonal shear under the collision of the medium truck, 
improvements of the column are required to enhance the dynamic shear capacity of the 
column. In this case, three different improvement methods are introduced including: (SR1): 
increase the cross section to 1,000 mm  max0.5 9,750( )dynP kN ;(SR2): keep the column cross-
section at 800 mm but increase the tensile strength of concrete to 4.5 MPa (equivalent to 
concrete with 45 MPa compressive strength)  max0.5 9,360( )dynP kN ; (SR3): increase the size 
of column to 900 mm together with the tensile strength of concrete to 4.0 MPa
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 max0.5 9,213( )dynP kN . As shown in Figure 4-13, all the three designed columns survive the 
impacts from the truck collisions without diagonal shear cracks at the base. However, as shown 
in the figure, although the columns survive the diagonal shear failure, some intensive flexural 
cracks are observed (see Figure 4-13), indicating the column might experience flexural 
damage. Therefore designs of longitudinal and transverse reinforcements of these three 
columns are thus required to avoid flexural damage. From the above-proposed equations, the 
maximum shear force at the base and the top of the column are: 




   top baseR R kN                                   (4-21) 
Furthermore, from Eqs. (4-9) and (4-10), the maximum bending moment at the base and the 
impact point are: 
max 30.85 7,886 5,027( )
4
   IPM kNm                                    (4-22) 
max 0.45 7,886 800 4,349( )   baseM kNm                              (4-23) 
                                                                           
                                                    SR 1              SR 2              SR 3 
Figure 4-14 Plastic strain of the three designed columns. 
From the above-calculated shear force and bending moment, designs of transverse and 
longitudinal reinforcements of these three columns are derived and given in Table 4-3. The 
numerical results of these three columns with the new reinforcements are re-simulated. The 
plastic strain of these columns after design modification is shown in Figure 4-14. The 
simulation results show that the flexural cracks in the columns are greatly reduced. This 
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example demonstrates that the proposed approach can give reliable predictions of the capacity 
of RC columns to resist vehicle impact and provide feasible solutions to improve the column 
design. 




reinforcements At the base  At the top 
SR1 
four-leg 16-mm-
















4.5.3. Example 2: Column design under flexural response 
In the second example, a RC column which has a cross-section of 1,300 x 1,300 mm2 is 
designed to carry a deck and girder of a high-speed railway at an intersection with a highway. 
The total height of the column, cap-beam, and girder is assumed to be 9 m. The yield strength 
of steel, compressive strength and tensile strength of concrete are designed at 500 MPa, 50 
MPa, and 5 MPa, respectively. The total mass of the train, deck, and girder is assumed to 
generate 20% of the column compressive strength. 
Solution 
In the highway, the column is assumed to be collided by a heavy truck model (30 ton) with the 
impact velocity is considered at 120 km/h. By using the proposed equations as provided in 
Section 3.4, the impact force profile of the collision event is predicted and shown in Figure 4-
15a in which the engine mass is assumed to be 1.5 ton. Since the PIF from engine impact 
(20,635 kN) and cargo impact (7,000 kN) are smaller than a half of the dynamic shear capacity 
of the column  max0.5 27,463( )dynP kN , the column thus survives the direct vehicle impact. 
Therefore, only the flexural capacity is checked. 
From Eqs. (4-5) and (4-7), the maximum shear force at the column base and column top are: 
   20,635 1 tan 45 0.015 1,300 2,000 12,793( )      baseR kN            (4-24) 




 top baseR R kN                                          (4-25) 
Thus, four-leg 20-mm-diameter stirrups at 100 mm spacing with the yield strength of 500 MPa 
are used at the column base (1.5 m from the footing) while the diameter and spacing of the 
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stirrups at the remaining part of the column are 16 mm and 200 mm, respectively (see Figure 
4-15b). 







































          (a) Impact force time histories                        (b) Column cross-section design 
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Time (ms)  
         (c) Column interaction diagram            (d) Displacement time histories at the column top 
      
(e) Plastic strain of the column 
Figure 4-15 Design of RCBC under the heavy truck trailer collision. 
Based on Eqs. (4-9) and (4-10), the maximum bending moment at the base and the impact 
point are  
max 30.85 20,635 13,155( )
4
IPM kNm                                  (4-26) 
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       max 0.45 20,635 800 10,086( )   baseM kNm                           (4-27) 
To meet the bending moment demand, the column is thus reinforced by thirty-two 32-mm-
diameter longitudinal rebars with the maximum bending moment capacity of about 15,280 
kN.m. The design of the column cross-section is shown in Figure 4-15b. It needs to be 
mentioned that at time when lateral impact force reaches the maximum, i.e. PIF, the axial 
compression force in the column is increased due to the stress wave propagation from the 
contact area to the top and the base of the column (Do et al., 2018), as presented in Section 
2.4.2. Therefore, the maximum dynamic axial force, Adyn, in the column at the moment of PIF 
is (Do et al., 2018): 
         
2
60.2 1300 50 8 10 0.32 26,910( )
1,000
     dynA PIF PIF kN                (4-28) 
The interaction diagram of the column, as followed by ACI (2008), together with the internal 
forces caused by the heavy truck trailer collision at different instants with time step 0.5 ms 
during the impact are presented in Figure 4-15c. It shows the column flexural capacity is 
sufficient to resist the vehicle impact. To examine the reliability of the above design, the 
numerical model of the designed column is then built and impacted by the heavy truck trailer. 
The bending moment and axial force from the numerical simulation are also compared to the 
analytical solutions (see Figure 4-15c). The lateral displacement time histories at the column 
top from SDOF model and numerical simulation is also presented in Figure 4-15d in which 
the maximum lateral displacement and the natural period of the column are well predicted by 
the analytical solution. Meanwhile, the plastic strain of the designed column is also checked 
by using numerical simulation where no shear failure or flexural failure occurs, as shown in 
Figure 4-15e. The results show that the analytical method can provide a useful tool and feasible 
application to design the column under vehicle collision with good predictions as compared to 
numerical simulations. 
4.6. Conclusions 
This study analytically and numerically examines the dynamic performance of RCBCs under 
vehicle collisions. The numerical results has been compared and verified against the 
experimental results and the observed damage modes in real vehicle accidents. Based on 
numerical results, empirical relations are proposed to estimate the maximum shear force and 
bending moment in RC columns collided by vehicles. The findings in this study are 
summarised as follows: 
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1. Empirical equations to determine the maximum shear force and bending moment at the 
critical section are proposed for use in design analysis. The accuracies of these proposed 
analytical predictions are verified against high fidelity numerical simulations. 
2. The SDOF system of the column is also suggested to predict the dynamic response of the 
RCBC. 
3. A complete procedure to design the RCBC against vehicle collision with different initial 
conditions is recommended. 
Two design examples of RCBCs against the medium truck and heavy truck trailer impact are 
presented to demonstrate the proposed design analysis procedure. It is demonstrated that the 
proposed procedure avoids detailed FE modelling, but can yield accurate predictions of the 
column responses against truck collisions. The proposed procedure, therefore, can be used in 
design analysis for safe and economic designs of RC columns to resist vehicle impact. 
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CHAPTER 5  
NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF 
PRECAST CONCRETE SEGMENTAL COLUMNS SUBJECTED 
TO VEHICLE COLLISION 
ABSTRACT4 
This study numerically investigates the response of precast concrete segmental columns with 
unbonded prestress tendons subjected to vehicle collision. Numerical models are developed 
using LS-DYNA and validated against experimental tests. The validated model is then used to 
perform intensive numerical simulations to analyse the effectiveness of prestressing level, 
number of segments, concrete strength, and vehicle velocity on the behaviour of precast 
segmental concrete columns. The numerical results have shown that the effect of the initial 
prestressing level and the number of segments are marginal on the impact force time history 
but significant on the residual displacement and the damage of the column. Better self-centring 
capacity as well as smaller lateral displacement can be achieved on segmental columns by 
reducing the number of column segments and increasing the prestress level. In addition, the 
height-to-depth ratio of a concrete segment should be smaller than two in order to minimise 
an undesirable local damage at the rear side opposite the impact point. Varying concrete 
strength from 20 MPa to 80 MPa shows an unnoticeable change of the impact force but its 
effects on mitigating the damage of the columns are considerable. Last but not least, increasing 
the impact velocity does not always increase the peak impact force of a segmental column. It 
is recommended that both the peak impact force and impulse should be taken into 
consideration in the analysis and design of segmental columns against vehicle impact. 
5.1. Introduction 
Precast concrete segmental columns (PCSCs) have been more intensively studied in recent 
years owing to their many advantages compared to conventional cast-in-place concrete 
structures (ElGawady et al., 2010; Ou, 2007). These include significantly reducing the 
construction duration, enhancing on-site efficiency, diminishing environmental impacts, 
improving work-zone safety, and better construction quality control in a prefabrication 
workshop. Apart from the mentioned benefits, precast segmental elements prepared in the 
                                                     
4 This work was published in Engineering Structures with the full bibliographic citation as follows: 
Do, T. V., Pham, T. M., & Hao, H. (2018). Numerical investigation of the behavior of precast concrete 




factory also offer a feasible solution to applications of new materials such as ultra-high 
performance concrete, fiber reinforced concrete which usually requires temperature control or 
careful mixing. Although PCSCs have been widely used over the world, studies on their 
performance and behaviour under impact loading such as vehicle collision are very rare 
(Chung et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2016a, 2016b). With the rapid development of cities and 
highway networks around the world as well as the increase of traffic in urban areas, bridge 
columns and ground story columns of buildings are vulnerable to vehicle collision (Figure 5-
1). The knowledge on the behaviour of PCSCs under vehicle impact are, therefore, necessary 
and crucial for their applications in construction. 
  
                (a) Chatfield Road Bridge                          (b) Tancahua Street Bridge, Texas 
Figure 5-1 Truck accident (Buth et al., 2010). 
Recent knowledge on PCSCs under dynamic lateral loadings focuses mainly on their seismic 
capability. Many studies have reported the behaviour and failure modes of PCSCs under cyclic 
loading for their applications in high-seismicity regions (Bu et al., 2016; Chou et al., 2013; 
Dawood et al., 2014; Motaref et al., 2013; Ou, 2007; Sideris et al., 2014). Pros and cons of 
PCSCs in resisting seismic loading as compared to traditional monolithic columns have been 
therefore presented and possible design improvements were suggested. Comparing with many 
studies on PCSCs under seismic loading, studies on the impact-resistant capacity of PCSCs 
are very limited with only three studies can be found in the open literature (Chung et al., 2014; 
Hao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2016a, 2016b). Recently, the responses of PCSCs under vehicle 
collision are studied using numerical simulation by Chung et al. (2014). In that study, a 
numerical model of a PCSC which was 16.25 m in height and 2.3 m in diameter subjected to 
an 8-ton-vehicle impact was built. The dynamic performances of PCSCs were compared to a 
cast-in-place monolithic column. Resulting from the relatively smaller stiffness, the maximum 
displacement of the PCSC was higher than the conventional monolithic column. A relative 
lateral slip was also observed at the bottommost joint between the foundation and the first 
concrete segment which also contributed to the lateral displacement. The slip between the 
bottom segment and foundation raised a concern of using PCSCs in resisting impact forces. 
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However, in the latter numerical model, modelling of the prestress tendons was not mentioned 
in the study and thus the capability of prestress tendons in controlling the maximum and 
residual displacement of the column was probably ignored. The accuracy of the numerical 
model was not validated either. Since no severe damage or failure was observed due to the 
large size of the column modelled compared to the relatively small impact energy of the 
considered vehicle, the impact behaviour of the column with local concrete damage around 
the impacting point, as well as the large deformation and failure were not considered in the 
latter model. 
On the other hand, Zhang et al. (2016b) used a pendulum impact testing system and performed 
impact tests of scaled PCSCs. The PCSCs post-tensioned with unbonded prestress tendon were 
experimentally investigated under progressively increasing impact velocities and the results 
were then compared with a reference monolithic column. It was observed that under the same 
initial impact conditions, the segmental joints opened, i.e., rocking of segments, to dissipate 
energy while the monolithic column showed concrete tensile cracks. Therefore, the PCSCs 
showed better impact-resistant and self-centring capacity than those of the counterpart. The 
effectiveness of the segment number was also discussed in the latter experimental study. The 
more segments in PCSCs, the more columns’ flexibility was observed, resulted from joint 
openings. As a result, smaller peak impact force and more energy dissipation were observed. 
Zhang et al. (2016b) observed the similar problem reported in the previous numerical study 
that shear slips occurred between the impacted segment and its adjacent segments. To improve 
the shear resistance capability of PCSCs, unreinforced concrete tower shear keys were utilised 
in a subsequent study in segments of PCSCs to resist lateral impact forces by (Zhang et al., 
2016a). By introducing tower concrete shear keys, under the same loading condition, the 
column with concrete shear keys significantly reduced the relative displacement between 
segments by about 70% as compared to the columns without shear keys. However, it was also 
observed that large concrete shear keys led to increasing stress concentration within the 
segment and resulted in more severe damage observed in the concrete segment subjected to 
impact. Hao et al. (2017) carried out experimental tests on a new design of dome shear keys 
between the concrete segments in the latest pendulum impact test. The testing results indicated 
that although the tower-shear-key column and the dome-shear-key column observed a similar 
concrete damage under similar small impact loading, the latter managed to survive and carried 
the top structures while the former was totally destroyed at the highest impact load.  However, 
the dome-shear-key column showed a higher residual displacement at the column mid-height 
compared to the tower-shear-key column. Based on the impact performances of the segmental 
column with shear keys, it is found that the concrete shear keys significantly reduce the column 
lateral displacement, increase the column stability, and shear resistances of the segmental 
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columns but some limitations are still exist, i.e. stress concentration at the key corner (tower 
shear keys), easily slippage (dome shear keys). Therefore, further improvements on shear key 
design are needed and are under investigation by the authors. 
From the above review, it is clear that a calibrated numerical model that properly considers 
the influences of prestress level in the tendons on the responses, failure modes, and local 
damage of columns needs be developed to realistically predict the performance of segmental 
columns subjected to vehicle impact. The model can also be used to study the influences of 
the varied number of segments, concrete strength, and impact velocities on the responses of 
the segmental columns. 
In this study, a detailed 3D model is built with the commercial software LS-DYNA (Hallquist, 
2007). The accuracy of the numerical model is then verified against the available experimental 
impact testing results by Zhang et al. (2016b). The performances of segmental precast concrete 
columns under vehicle collision are then investigated. The main objectives of this study are as 
follows: (1) present an effective modelling method of the responses of PCSCs under impact 
forces; (2) numerically investigate the responses of PCSCs under vehicle collision; (3) carry 
out a parametric investigation of the effectiveness of different parameters including prestress 
level, number of segments, concrete strength on the behaviour of PCSCs to resist vehicle 
impact with different velocities. 
5.2. Numerical calibration 
5.2.1. Available impact test 
The experimental tests on PCSCs by  Zhang et al. (2016b) as illustrated in Figure 5-2 are used 
to calibrate the developed numerical model. The test results of the PCSC with five segments 
are presented and compared with the numerical results. The designs of the segmental column 
and the impact tests are briefly described in this section. Figure 5-2 shows the schematic view 
of the specimen and the experimental pendulum impact test setup. The overall dimensions of 
the testing column were 800 mm in height and 100 mm x 100 mm in cross-section area. The 
column consisted of five precast concrete segments with 160 mm in height of each segment. 
A 15 mm diameter hole was left at the centre of each segment for the prestress tendon when 
casting the segments. A footing of 140 mm deep and 400 mm x 400 mm in cross – section 
area was built to connect the segmental columns to the laboratory strong floor. A constant 
weight of 288 kg consisting of 400 mm x 400 mm x 450 mm (L x W x H) concrete block and 
5 pieces of 23 kg steel plates was firmly fixed to the top of the column. The compressive 
strength and flexural tensile strength of concrete material were 34 MPa and 5 MPa, 
respectively. Each segment was reinforced with four 6 mm diameter longitudinal bars (fy = 
500 MPa) which were discontinuous between the segments. Four 4 mm diameter ties (fy = 300 
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MPa) were utilised as shear reinforcements. The bottommost segment is connected to the 
footing by two 6 mm diameter starter bars. Seven–wire strands with 9.3 mm in diameter and 
of grade 1860 MPa were used as a prestress tendon with the barrel anchored inside the footing 
and the wedge placed on the top of steel plates. After finishing the installation of the column, 
a 30 kN force which was equivalent to 23.7% of the yielding capacity of the tendon was 
applied. 
The pendulum impact testing system consisted of a steel frame, a pendulum arm, and a steel 
impactor. Two pieces of solid steel impactor with a total mass of 300 kg were connected to 
strong steel frame through the 2.8 m long pendulum arm. The pendulum impactor was lifted 
to a designated angle and then released to impact the centre of column in each test. The impact 
velocity was progressively increased in the test by lifting the pendulum to a higher position 
until the collapse of the column specimen. The angles were 2.5 degrees, 7 degrees, and 15 
degrees which corresponded to the impact velocity of 0.23 m/s (Impact 1), 0.64 m/s (Impact 




























Figure 5-2 The pendulum impact test setup [Data from (Zhang et al., 2016b)]. 
5.2.2. Numerical simulation 
5.2.2.1 Method of pre-stressing load 
To apply the prestress load in a numerical model, many methods have been introduced in the 
literature. Li et al. (2017) modelled prestress on PCSCs subjected to blast load by applying a 
constant compressive load on concrete surface and a tensile force in the tendon. This pre-
loaded force is applied by using LS-DYNA keyword card *LOAD_SEGMENT_SET with the 
pre-stressing load being unchanged during the whole response duration. Although this 
approach is easy and straightforward, it neglects the effect of tendon deformation and the 
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associated change in the prestress level in concrete structures during the dynamic response. 
Under intensive dynamic loading, the tendon is expected to experience large elongation 
because of large deformation of columns, which leads to an increase in the compressive force 
on structures. The latter method is not able to model the prestress variation during the dynamic 
response of the structure.  Chen et al. (2015) modelled the response of prestressed concrete 
beam subjected to blast loading by using numerical simulation. The prestress on concrete beam 
was created by applying the initial hogging deformation at the mid-span of the beam. From 
the static analysis, the relationship between the prestress force and the initial hogging 
deflection of reinforced concrete (RC) beam is determined, which is applied to modify the 
beam initial geometry through the implicit analysis by using ANSYS. The response of the 
beam subjected to blast loading is then analysed using the explicit calculation in LS-DYNA. 
This method can solve the drawback of the former method reviewed above because the 
prestress variations are modelled with the beam deformation. However, the process of 
applying the initial hogging geometry to the beam model is tedious and time consuming. 
Moreover the initial deflection of RC beam is not straightforwardly calculated either if the 
prestress is not horizontal and uniform across the beam. 
To overcome these problems, a temperature-induced shrinkage in pre-stressing strand offers a 
feasible solution (Jiang & Chorzepa, 2015; Nakalswamy, 2010). In this approach, the 
*DYNAMIC RELAXATION (DR) option is used to create the stress initialization process. 
The DR feature allows implemention of an explicit analysis before transferring the results to 
an implicit simulation (Hallquist, 2007). The ratio of current-to-peak distortional kinetic 
energy from applied prestress load will be checked every 250 cycles. The DR phase will 
terminate when the distortional kinetic energy has sufficiently reduced and the convergence 
factor is smaller than the defined tolerance value. The DR results then automatically proceed 
to the transient analysis phase. To optimise the converged results, the convergence tolerance 
can be defined by users (default value: 10-3). The smaller value of the tolerance results in 
converged solution closer to the steady stage but it required longer computing time. In this 
study, the value of convergence tolerance is used at 10-5. It should be noted that a damping 
coefficient must be designated in the DR to achieve converge of the DR results (Hallquist, 
2007). For concrete structures, the damping coefficient normally ranges from 0.02 to 0.05 
(Hesam et al., 2016; Hesameddin et al., 2015; Papageorgiou & Gantes, 2008). As a result, the 
value of 0.05 is used for the damping coefficient to converge the DR results. 
The LS-DYNA material card *MAT_ELASTIC_PLASTIC_THERMAL (MAT_004) is used 
for defining the relation between material property of tendon and temperature. Following this 
material, *LOAD_THERMAL_LOAD_CURVE card is used for defining the time 
dependence of temperature through initial phase and explicit phase. LS-DYNA requires two 
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time-temperature curves for this option. The first curve is for dynamic relaxation phase 
(implicit analysis), where the temperature decreases suddenly from the reference temperature 
to the defined temperature and then levels off. The second time-temperature curve is kept 
constant for an explicit phase. An example of these two curves is shown in Figure 5-3. 






















 Curve 1 - dynamic relaxation analysis





Figure 5-3 Temperature versus time curves. 
To better understand this prestress method, a simple concrete block and a tendon located at the 
middle are employed as an example to illustrate the procedure. Figure 5-4a shows the un-
bonded tendon is placed inside the concrete block with the top anchor being connected to the 
tendon for creating the pre-stressing load. The contact algorithm named 
Automatic_surface_to_surface (ASTS) is used to define a contact between the anchor and the 
concrete block. With this feature when the tendon is shortened by the dropping of temperature, 
the tensile force is created in the tendon and the compressive force is generated simultaneously 
in the concrete block. The total deformation of concrete and tendon is equal to the deformation 
of the tendon when the temperature drops without any restraint, which is illustrated by Figure 
5-4b. 
The deformations of the concrete block and tendon can be equated as follows: 
                 C Te TL L L                                                       (5-1) 
where CL is the shortening of the concrete element, TeL is the elongation of tendon 
element, and TL is the shortening of the tendon when the temperature drops without contact 
force.  
The compatibility of strain between concrete and tendon is therefore written by Eq. (5-2a). 
c Te T                                                           (5-2a) 
Or                                             
c c s s
f f
T
A E A E
                                                   (5-2b) 
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where c is the strain of the concrete, Te  is the strain of the tendon when the temperature 
drops with anchor plate and concrete block, T  is the strain of the tendon when the temperature 
drops without any restraints, f is the pre-stressing force, As and Es are cross section area and 
elastic modulus of tendon, respectively, Ac and Ec stand for the corresponding measures of 
concrete, T  is the change of temperature, and α is the thermal expansion coefficient of 
tendons. 
 



























and concrete block  
(b) Deformation of tendon when temperature drops 
Figure 5-4 Illustration of the proposed method for application of un-bonded prestress in 
concrete structures. 
From the expected pre-stressing force, the change of temperature, , can be obtained by the 
following equation:  
1 1
c c s s
f
T
A E A E
 
   
 
                                            (5-3) 
T








5.2.2.2 Constitutive model of materials 
There are various types of material models available for modelling concrete material subjected 
to blast and impact loads in LS-DYNA such as *Mat_Winfrith_Concrete (MAT_084-085), 
*Mat_CSCM_Concrete (MAT_159), *Mat_Concrete_Damage (MAT_072), and 
*Mat_Concrete_Damage_rel3 (MAT_072R3), etc. In this study, the MAT_072R3 material 
model is selected for the simulation of concrete material where strain-rate effect, plasticity, 
and shear failure damage are taken into consideration. The accuracy of this model in simulating 
the performance of concrete structures under extreme dynamic loading has been verified in 
many previous studies, e.g. (Li et al., 2017; Pham & Hao, 2017a, 2017b). The unconfined 
compressive strength of concrete is an important input parameter of this material model when 
the remaining parameters can be generated automatically from that value. It is worth 
mentioning that the generated material parameters can also be modified by users. In this study, 
the unconfined compressive strength of concrete material is 34 MPa. 
For the steel reinforcements, an elastic-plastic material model named 
*Mat_Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity (MAT_24) is utilised, in which the failure based on the 
plastic strain, the stress – strain curve and the strain rate scaling effect on steel yield stress can 
be defined.  In the present study, the steel yield strength, mass density, Young’s modulus, 
strain rate curve and stress – strain curve are defined, which will be given below. 
*Mat_Elastic_Plastic_Thermal (MAT_004) is used to model the prestress tendon. The 
relationship between the material properties versus temperature needs to be defined. This 
material model requires a range of temperature input data larger than the expected change of 
temperature. It is defined by *Load_Thermal_Load_Curve card in LS-DYNA. Besides, the 
LS-DYNA material model named *Mat_Elastic (MAT_001) is employed to model the steel 
pendulum impactor. The input parameters of these materials are given in Table 5-1. 
The LS-DYNA keyword *Mat_Add_Erosion is utilised to eliminate the damaged concrete 
elements which are no longer contributing to resisting the impact force. The erosion feature in 
LS-DYNA is important in studying the impact and blast response of RC structures, and has 
been commonly adopted in the previous studies (Chen et al., 2015; Jiang & Chorzepa, 2015; 
Li & Hao, 2013, 2014). In the explicit simulation, the concrete elements will be automatically 
removed when the tensile stress reaches the defined erosion tensile strength or the erosion 
principal strain. It should be mentioned that if the erosion principal strain defined by users is 
too high, large deformation of concrete elements may cause computation overflow. If this 
value is too low, the conservation of energy and mass will not be maintained, the analysis 
results are therefore no longer trustworthy (Li & Hao, 2013). The value of 0.9 is used for the 
erosion criterion of concrete material in the present study after trials to yield fairly good 
agreement with the experimental results. Similarly, an effective plastic strain of steel 
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reinforcements is defined to erode excessively deformed reinforcement elements. In this study, 
when the plastic strain of steel material reaches 0.18, the element is eliminated from the 
analysis. 
Table 5-1 Material properties of numerical model. 
Element LS-DYNA model Input parameter Magnitude 
Concrete * Mat_072R3 Mass density   2400 kg/m3 
  Unconfined strength 34 MPa 
Tendon * Mat_Elastic_Plastic_Thermal Mass density   7800 kg/m3 
 
 Young’s Modulus 210 GPa 
 
 Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
   Yield stress 1860 MPa 
  Plastic hardening 
modulus 
1200 MPa 
  Thermal expansion 
coefficient 
10-4 
Rebar *Mat_Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity Mass density   7800 kg/m3 
  Young’s Modulus 210 GPa 
  Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
  Yield stress 500 MPa 
Stirrup *Mat_Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity Mass density   7800 kg/m3 
  Young’s Modulus 210 GPa 
  Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
  Yield stress 300 MPa 
Impactor *Mat_Elastic Mass density   7800 kg/m3 
  Young’s Modulus 210 MPa 
  Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
5.2.2.3 Strain rate effect 
Strain rate effects of material models have been given in the previous section, please refer to 
Section 2.2.2.3. 
5.2.2.4 Contact definition 
The commercial software LS-DYNA has introduced some contact algorithms for users to 
simulate the contact among the parts of numerical model such as kinematic constraint method 
and the penalty method (Hallquist, 2007). Among these contact algorithms, the penalty method 
employed via the contact keyword namely AUTOMATIC_SURFACE_TO_SURFACE 
(ASTS) becomes popular and it has proven yielding reliable results (Dogan et al., 2012; Sha 
& Hao, 2013). However, this method is complicated in term of evaluating the contact stiffness 
which is based on bulk modulus, the area of the contact zone, the volume of the contact 
elements, the penalty scale factor and the scale factor (Hallquist, 2007). LS-DYNA normally 
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suggests the default value for penalty scale factor of 0.1 and the scale factor 1.0. Nevertheless, 
if the stiffness of the two parts in the contact is significantly different, the stiffness of the softer 
part is taken as the contact stiffness as the default choice. The default may not yield reliable 
results due to an excessively small stiffness. The scale factor can be, therefore, manually 
defined by users to modify the stiffness of two parts to make them compatible. The scale factor 
and friction coefficient of the contact algorithm used in this study are given in Table 5-2. 
Besides, perfect bond between reinforcing steel reinforcement, stirrups, and surrounding 
concrete is assumed in this study. 
Table 5-2 Contact parameters. 
Contact components Keyword Input parameter Value 
Concrete segments ASTS Static coefficient of friction 0.60 
Scale factor of slave penalty stiffness 0.10 
Scale factor of master penalty stiffness 0.10 
Tendon and concrete 
segments 
ASTS Static coefficient of friction 0.00 
Scale factor of slave penalty stiffness 1.00 
Scale factor of master penalty stiffness 1.00 
5.2.2.5 Finite element analysis model 
A 3D non-linear finite element (FE) model of the scaled PCSC under pendulum impact test 
described in Section 5.2.1 is created in LS-DYNA, as illustrated in Figure 5-5. Both the 
concrete column and pendulum impactor are represented by hexahedral elements with one 
integration point. 3-nodes beam element with 2x2 Gauss quadrature integration is employed 
to model the longitudinal reinforcing steel bars and stirrups. A convergence test is also carried 
out to determine the optimal element size. The results indicate that the simulation converged 
when the mesh size of concrete element and reinforcement steel is 5 mm. Further decrease in 
the element size only has a slight variation of the numerical results but requires much longer 
computing time and may lead to computer memory overflow. The concrete segments, 
reinforcing steel bars and stirrups, therefore, have the mesh size of 5mm. The maximum mesh 
size for the impactor and top concrete block is 50 mm. In this study, the 3D FE model has 
126,407 elements consisting of 124,247 solid elements and 2,160 beam elements. To prevent 
the initial penetration between pendulum impactor and concrete segments, the initial distance 
between these parts is assigned to be 2.5 mm. 
According to the material properties of tendon element introduced in Section 5.2.2, the pre-
stressing force of 30 kN was applied in the test, which is modelled here with a temperature 
drop of 29.4oC with respect to the reference temperature of 0oC. The temperature of the tendon 
then remains unchanged throughout the explicit simulation phase of the response of column 




Figure 5-5 Numerical model of the PCSC with pendulum impactor. 
In the experimental tests, the column foundation was anchored to laboratory floor through four 
bolts. No vertical and horizontal displacement or rotation at the base was recorded during the 
test (Zhang et al., 2016b). To represent the actual boundary condition, all of the nodes on the 
bottom face of the footing are constrained in all directions in the numerical model. 
5.2.3. Model calibration and comparisons 
To validate the accuracy of the FE model in predicting the column responses to pendulum 
impact, the time histories of resultant impact force in the contact area, displacement at the 
centre of the column and damage to the column by pendulum impact are compared in this 
section. 
In the first impact test, the velocity of the pendulum impactor at the time in contact with 
column was 0.23 m/s (Impact 1). The comparison of impact force time histories between 
numerical simulation and experimental test is shown in Figure 5-6a. It can be seen from the 
figure that the numerical results agree reasonably well with the experimental test. The peak 
impact force and its duration in FE model are 8.29 kN and 28 ms compared to 7.30 kN and 40 
ms in the experimental test, respectively. The corresponding impulse from the FE simulation 
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and experimental tests are 117 Ns and 141 Ns, respectively. The relatively large difference 
between the loading duration from the FE simulation and experimental test is because only 
two peaks are simulated while three peaks were recorded in the test. The third peak recorded 
in the test was caused by a repeated impact from the impactor, i.e., the pendulum rebounded 
and impacted on the column again. Although the third impact force is relatively small, it led 
to a larger column response as shown in Figure 5-7. 




















































                         (a) Impact 1                                                         (b) Impact 2 
Figure 5-6 Model verification – simulation and experiment: Impact force time histories. 
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Figure 5-7 Model verification – Displacement at the centre of the column. 
To prevent this repeated impact, in the subsequent tests, a steel beam was used, which was 
quickly inserted into the steel frame when pendulum rebounded to stop it impacting the column 
specimen again. When the release angle was 7 degrees the impact velocity was 0.64 m/s 
(Impact 2), the impact force time history predicted by the FE model again compares well with 
the experimental result as shown in Figure 5-6b. The peak impact force, duration and impulse 
in the numerical model are 14.76 kN, 46 ms and 327.6 Ns while those in experimental test are 
13.44 kN, 48 ms and 300 Ns, respectively. Figure 5-7 compares the numerical simulated and 
recorded displacement time histories at the centre of column. As shown although the difference 
in the maximum displacement from Impact 1 is observed because of the repeated impact as 
explained above, the global trend of two curves is in good agreement. Comparison of the 
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displacement time histories of Impact 2 shows better agreement because the repeated impact 
as discussed above was prevented in the test. The maximum displacement obtained from 
numerical simulation agrees well with the recorded maximum displacement. Because the 
impact forces in these two tests are relatively small, no concrete damage is observed in both 
the experimental test and numerical simulation. 
When the impactor was released at 15 degrees in Impact 3, the impact velocity was 1.37 m/s, 
the FE analysis results and testing results are compared in Figure 5-8. It is very clear from 
Figure 5-8a that after the first peak impact force occurred owing to the interaction between the 
impactor and the column, another four peak impact forces were recorded in both numerical 
simulation and experimental test with the same period (about 20 ms). This observation can be 
attributed to the high-frequency concrete segment vibration. As shown in Figure 5-9, while 
the top of the column vibrates around its original position, the response of the five concrete 
segments consists of the segment-self vibration and the column vibration. The natural 
frequency of the concrete segment is considerably higher than that of the column with five 
segments. For example, the vibration period of a single segment was 40 ms while that of the 
column was more than 200 ms from the displacement response time history shown in Figure 
5-9a. It should be noted that the vibration period of concrete segment will be reduced when 
the impact energy increases because of the change of boundary condition caused by relative 
slippage between segments. When the impact velocity was 1.37 m/s, the slippage between the 
concrete segments occurred and it affected the stiffness of the concrete segments. As a result, 
during Impact 3, the vibration period of the segment is reduced to around 20 ms (see Figure 
5-9b). This vibration of the concrete segment in contact with the impactor resulted in the four 
peaks in the impact force time history at 20 ms, 42 ms, 63 ms, and 83 ms shown in Figure 5-
8a. During the impact event the impact force will increase if the impactor and the impacted 
segment tend to move towards each other and it will decrease if the two parts tend to move 
together in the same direction. Further investigation in Figure 5-9b shows that the segment-
self vibration has a period approximately of 20 ms which matches well with the period between 
the peaks in Figure 5-8a. It is noted that the instants of peak impact force shown in Figure 5-
8a and the peak displacement shown in Figure 5-9b coincide with each other. The peak impact 
force and impact duration in FE model are 20.70 kN and 93 ms, which compared well to 20.91 
kN and 93 ms in the experimental test (see Figure 5-8a). The impulse predicted from the 
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             (a) Impact force time history                     (b) Displacement at the centre of column 
Figure 5-8 Model verification – simulation and experiment: Impact 3. 










































































                            (a) Impact 2                                                     (b) Impact 3 
Figure 5-9 Displacement time histories by numerical simulation. 
In terms of the displacement time history at the centre of column, the maximum values from 
the two models agree very well with 32.75 mm from the numerical simulation and 32.80 mm 
from the experimental test (see Figure 5-8b). Although, a faster displacement response can be 
found in the numerical model compared to experimental test (about 18 ms) due to a faster peak 
impact force, the global trends of the displacement response histories from numerical 
simulation and experimental test are in good agreement. Figure 5-10 shows the comparison of 
numerical and experimental column deformation and damage corresponding to the impact 
velocity of 1.37 m/s at different time instants. As shown the damage at the top left corner of 
Segment 3, the relative shear slip and joint opening between Segments 3 and 4, and the joint 
opening at the base are well simulated in the numerical model. 
The above observations and comparisons indicate that the numerical model reliably predicts 
impact response of the PCSC. The current FE model also has the ability to capture the opening 





Figure 5-10 Progressive damage of the column under Impact 3. 
5.3. Numerical results and parametric study 
Using the same material models, strain rate relations of concrete and steel, prestressing 
method, and contact definitions, the above calibrated model is extended to create a full-scale 
model of a PCSC. The configuration of the column is presented in Figure 5-11. The dimensions 
of the column are 600 mm in depth, 600 mm in width, and 4800 mm in height. The top concrete 
block and steel plates in the test are replaced by a console beam placed on the top of the 
column. The size of the footing used in this model is 2600 mm x 2600 mm x 1000 mm. The 
design dead load is equal to 10% of the axial compressive capacity of the column (0.1f’cAg), 
where f’c is the concrete compressive strength, and Ag is the gross cross-section area of the 
column. Four post-tensioned tendons (25 mm in diameter) are employed in the full-scale 
model and placed at the four corners of the column. The total area of four tendons is 1974 mm2 
with the initial prestress load equal to 0.36fu, where fu is the tensile strength of the tendons. It 
is equal to 0.11f’cAg. The hole left for the tendon is 35 mm in diameter. The compressive 
strength of concrete as well as the tensile strength of the tendon and reinforcing steel bars are 
the same as those previously presented. According to the convergence test, the smallest mesh 
size of the solid elements used in the model is 20 mm. The maximum mesh size for the top 
Zhang et al. (2016b) 
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concrete beam is 100 mm. In this study, the 3D segmental bridge column model has 301,978 
elements consisting of 290,036 solid elements and 11,942 beam elements. 
 
Figure 5-11 The configuration of the PCSC (reference case – C0). 
The solid steel impactor is replaced by a 3D vehicle model with 216,400 elements and 220,499 
nodes, representing the 1129 kg 1998 Chevrolet S10 pickup (Figure 5-12). This vehicle model 
was downloaded from National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA). The 
accuracy of the vehicle model has been validated by FHWA/NHTS National Crash Analysis 
Centre at the George Washington University. According to the AASHTO (2012),  the impact 
point locates at 1.5 m above the top of the footing in the simulation (Figure 5-11). 
 
Figure 5-12 1998 Chevrolet S10 pickup FE model. 
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Under the impact of a Chevrolet S10 pickup at the velocity of 70 km/h, the calculated impact 
force time history on the PCSC is presented in Figure 5-13a. As shown, after gradually 
increasing to around 300 kN, the vehicle’s engine collides with the column at t = 30 ms (see 
Figure 5-13b and Figure 5-13c) and it generates the peak impact force of 1861.5 kN (t = 35.5 
ms). The impact force then significantly decreases to about 250 kN at t = 40 ms before reducing 
to zero at t = 160 ms. The impulse of the impact force is 22.96 kN.s. 




















Time (ms)  
(a) Time history of the impact force 
 
(b) Vehicle’s engine starts to collide the column (t = 30 ms) 
 
(c) After vehicle’s engine hits the column (t = 39.5 ms) 
Figure 5-13 Vehicle collision between the PCSC and Chevrolet S10 pickup. 
The progressive deformation, displacement and damage to the PCSC and the vehicle are 
shown in Figure 5-14. After the impact force has reached the peak, the relative lateral shear 
slips between the impacted segment and its adjacent segments are observed. As shown in 
Figure 5-14b, at t = 40 ms the relative lateral displacement between Segment 2 (impacted 
segment – S2) and S1, between S2 and S3 are 17.7 mm and 6.4 mm, respectively. The slip 
between S1 and footing is 5mm. The relative displacements between the other segments are 
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also observed, as illustrated in Figure 5-14b. It could be explained that under high rate impulse 
load, the local response or shear deformation governs the behaviour of the PCSC while the 
friction force between the segments resulted from the initial pre-stressing load and the self-
weight of the column is insufficient to resist the shear force. It leads to the lateral shear slips 
between the segments in the PCSC. Moreover, the relative displacement between the impacted 
segment and its adjacent segments is larger than the other segmental joints. The column then 
continues deforming to reach the maximum positive displacement at t = 221 ms and the 
maximum negative displacement at t = 491 ms. As can be seen in Figure 5-14c, when the base 
stops moving at the residual displacement of 9 mm, the other parts of column continues 
vibrating freely around the residual displacement of 25 mm. The 25 mm diameter tendon is 
placed inside the 35 mm posttensioning duct of the segments. There is, in general, a nominal 
gap of 5 mm between tendons and each side of the concrete segments. The total gap between 
tendon and concrete segment is 10 mm. Therefore after suddenly sliding 5 mm at 50 ms due 
to the impact force, the bottommost segment is in contact with the post-tensioned tendon. Both 
the concrete segment and tendon then slide with a continuous motion to the maximum value 
of 9 mm. For Segment 2, the contact force between concrete segments and the tendon is 
insufficient to resist the huge direct shear force from the vehicle collision. Hence, before 
ceasing the sliding of Segment 2 at 17.7 mm (35 ms), concrete damage is found in the duct of 
the segment. The relative displacement of Segment 2 with respect to the footing is about 27 
mm. After the loading phase (160 ms), the contact force from the tendon is inadequate to pull 
the segments back to the original position and thus the relative lateral displacement between 
the concrete segments is nearly unchanged (see Figure 5-14b). The column, as well as the 
concrete segments then vibrates freely around their residual position. With the effect of the 
large inertial resistance force and located at a distance from the impact point, the column top 
responds slower than the other parts in the first stage of impact event (Figures 5-14b and c). 
The pre-stressing force histories of the four tendons are shown in Figure 5-15. The prestress 
level in the tendons nearly remains stable (335.6 kN) before the vehicle’s engine impacts to 
the column. After that, due to the huge impact force from the collision, the opening at the 
second joint and the large shear slips between the segments appear. The prestress forces 
slightly increase in the two tendons on the tension-side (Tendons 3 and 4) and and those in the 
compression side (Tendons 1 and 2) decrease. The prestress force then vibrates around its 
initial stress level with a minor prestressing loss (1%) being recorded. At the time the column 
top reaches the maximum lateral displacement, the prestress force reaches the highest value of 
382.2 kN, about 14% higher than the initial stress level. It is worth mentioning that these 
changes in the tendon stresses cannot be monitored if the other methods reviewed above are 




(a) Progressive collision between Chevrolet S10 pickup and the PCSC 





























































                 (b) Column displacement                           (c) Time histories of displacement 
Figure 5-14 Response of the PCSC under 70 km/h vehicle collision. 
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  Initial level
Peak: 382.2(kN) 
 
Figure 5-15 The prestress load time history in four tendons. 
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To further investigate the impact response of the PCSCs, a series of simulations are carried 
out to study the effect of the vehicle energy and column parameters on the column responses. 
These include the initial pretress level, number of segments, reinforcing steel ratio, and impact 
energy. 
5.3.1. Effect of initial pre-stressing load 
The behaviour of PCSCs under vehicle collision with different initial prestress levels including 
0.089f’cAg (PL30), 0.11f’cAg (C0 and PL60_2), 0.15f’cAg (PL50), and 0.2f’cAg (PL60_1) is 
studied in this section. The description of these cases is given in Table 5-3. The initial 
compressive stress on concrete is varied from 9% to 18% of the column’s capacity as indicated 
in Table 5-3. 
Table 5-3 Input parameters of the PCSCs with different initial pre-stressing loads 
Column 
Tendon  Initial prestressing load 
Diameter Area 
Total 
areas %fu  
Load 
Total 
load  %fcAg  
mm mm2 mm2 kN kN 
C0 25 490.9 1963.5 36.6 334.2 1336.7 10.9 
PL30 25 490.9 1963.5 30.0 273.9 1095.6 9.0 
PL50 25 490.9 1963.5 50.0 456.5 1826.1 14.9 
PL60_1 25 490.9 1963.5 61.2 558.8 2235.1 18.3 
PL60_2 20 314.2 1256.6 61.6 360.0 1440.0 11.7 
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              (a) Impact force – time histories                        (b) Prestress load – time histories 
Figure 5-16 The time histories of the impact force and prestress force corresponding to the 
different initial prestress levels. 
As presented in Figure 5-16a, the impact force time histories of these columns show very small 
differences. The peak impact force of Column PL30 is 1842.6 kN, which is just about 1.5% 
and 1.8% smaller than that of Column PL60_1 (1860.4 kN) and Column PL60_2 (1877.5 kN), 
respectively. The impact duration of Column PL30 (167 ms) is slightly longer than that of 
Column PL60_1 (150 ms). Similar impulses are also recorded in the five columns 
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(approximately 23.0 kNs). This observation can be explained that under impact conditions, the 
impact force and impulse depend primarily on the initial impact energy and the concrete 
column – impactor interaction (Pham & Hao, 2017b) , which depends on the local stiffness at 
the beginning stage of the impact event (Fujikake et al., 2009). The change of the initial stress 
level enhances the strength and initial stiffness of PCSCs (Dawood et al., 2014), i.e., the global 
stiffness of the column, but has no effect on the local contact stiffness. As a result, the increase 
of prestress level does not have noticeable influences on the impact force of the PCSCs. The 
numerical results of these columns are presented in Table 5-4. Conversely, the initial prestress 
level is significantly important to the deformation of the PCSCs. Higher initial axial stress on 
the concrete column leads to enhancement of the friction force between the concrete segments 
and thus improves the shear strength of the column. As a result, the relative lateral 
displacement between the segments is reduced. As can be seen in Figure 5-17, the relative 
shear slip at the base is about 13 mm, and that between the impact point of Column PL30 and 
the footing is around 37 mm. The corresponding results of Column PL50 are only 6 mm and 
20 mm, respectively. Besides, the column with higher initial prestress force leads to smaller 
lateral displacement than the counterparts (see Figure 5-17). However, when the initial axial 
load on concrete increases to 0.183
'
c gf A (PL60_1), due to high compression stress from the 
initial axial load and the collision, severe concrete damage at the base of column is found at 
180 ms and leads to the column collapse. These results demonstrate that a balance of the 
prestress force level needs be carefully determined. A larger prestress level is generally 
desirable provided it does not cause premature failure of the column when acted together with 
the impact load. 
Interestingly, with different pretressing levels in the tendons but similar axial compression 
load on concrete, Columns C0 and PL60_2 show the same response to vehicle collision (Figure 
5-17). The detailed comparisons are presented in Table 5-4. This is because the tendons are 
still in its elastic range at these different prestressing levels. 
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Figure 5-17 Displacement time histories of the column with varied initial prestress levels. 
Figure 5-16b shows the prestressing force time histories in the tendons. With larger lateral 
displacement, the increase of prestressing force in the tendon of Column PL30 is, therefore, 
higher than the other columns. The peak prestressing force in the tendon of Column PL30 (332 
kN) is about 22% higher than the initial prestress load (273.9 kN). That result reduces to 12% 
in Column C0, 8% in Column PL50, and 6% in Column PL60_2. Because of the damage and 
failure of Column PL60_1 at t = 180 ms, the prestress load in the tendon then plummets. 
Table 5-4 Comparisons of the column responses with different initial prestress levels 
Parameter PL30 C0 PL50 PL60_1 PL60_2 
Impact force Peak  kN 1842.6 1861.5 1877.4 1860.4 1877.2 
Duration  ms 167.0 160.0 147.0 150.0 159.5 
Impulse kNs 22.8 23.0 22.9 23.0 22.8 
Shear slips Joint 1 mm 9.6 8.9 6.3 -- 8.9 
Joint 2 mm 23.8 17.0 11.4 -- 18.0 
Joint 3 mm 13.2 6.6 4.6 -- 6.1 
Maximum 
displacement 
Top (positive) mm 90.2 82.8 72.9 -- 91.5 
Top (negative) mm -40.5 -35.4 -17.7 -- -33.0 
Centre mm 54.0 44.4 32.7 -- 46.0 
Peak prestress load kN 332.0 382.2 504.9 -- 405 .0 
5.3.2. Effects of number of segments 
In this section, numerical simulations are conducted to study the effect of number of segments 
on the responses of PCSCs under vehicle collision. Four segmental columns of the same 
height, but with different number of segments are employed in the analysis. They are 
designated as NOS2 (2 segments), NOS4 (4 segments), C0 (5 segments), and NOS8 (8 
segments). The same 1998 Chevrolet s10 pickup with velocity of 70 km/h is considered in the 
analysis. As shown in Figure 5-18, although the column with more segments has smaller peak 
impact force and longer impact duration because it is more flexible, the differences in the 
impact force are marginal and the impulses are almost identical (see Table 5-5). This is 
because, as discussed in the previous section, the impact force highly depends on the contact 
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stiffness between the impactor and the concrete segment. Changing the number of segments 
mainly changes the global stiffness of the columns (Zhang et al., 2016b) but does not affect 
the contact stiffness. Moreover, as can be seen in Figure 5-19a, the column has not experienced 
large displacement response during the impact force phase. Therefore, the global stiffness of 
the column has only a minor effect on the impact force between vehicle and column. As a 
result, the effect of the number of segment on the impact force is insignificant. 





























Figure 5-18 Impact force time histories with varied number of segments. 
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(b) Impact point  
Figure 5-19 Lateral displacement of PCSC with varied number of segments. 
On the other hand, the lateral and residual displacements of the PCSC have a close relation 
with the number of concrete segments. Due to the relatively smaller stiffness, the PCSC with 
more segment joints experiences higher lateral displacement at the column top. Moreover, 
under lateral impact force, the column with more concrete segments shows more joint shear 
slips. Thus, the self-centring capacity of segmental column increases when the number of 
segments decreases (see Figure 5-19b and Table 5-5). The same observation was presented in 
the experimental tests (Zhang et al., 2016b). As shown in Figure 5-19, the maximum lateral 
displacement of Column NOS8 (90.3 mm) is nearly 1.7 times larger than that of Column NOS2 
(53.0 mm). Besides, the residual displacement of Column NOS8 is about 40 mm while those 
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Figure 5-20 Plastic strain of the impacted segment with varied number of segments. 
The damage of the impacted concrete segments of these four columns are presented and 
compared in Figure 5-20. The failure mode of the PCSCs is obviously affected by the number 
of segments. Severer damage of concrete material around the impact area is observed on the 
columns with more segments (Columns C0 and NOS8) while Column NOS2 exhibits more 
concrete cracks at the rear sides opposite the impact point. The length of concrete cracked area 
of Column NOS2 is approximately two times of the section depth as shown in Figure 5-20. 
This phenomenon is very similar to the monolithic column under impact test with concrete 
cracks observed at the rear concrete surface at the impact point (Zhang et al., 2016b). It could 
be explained that when the height of concrete segment is relatively large compared to the 
section depth, compressive stress wave propagates from the impact point and reaches the 
opposite side of the impacted segment before reaching the joints as illustrated in Figure 5-21. 
As a result, the mid-span of the segment deforms. The segment bends to cause flexural cracks 
on the large segment. To reduce the flexural cracks of the impacted segment, the compressive 
stress wave from impact event should reach the segment joints before reaching the opposite 
side of the concrete segment. Then slips and opening between the concrete segments might be 
induced to dissipate the energy and mitigate the flexural response of the segment. For this 
reason, the height-to-depth ratio of concrete segment, thus, should be smaller than two to 
inhibit an undesirable local damage at the rear concrete surface. 
On the other hand, columns with more segments suffer severer local damage than those with 
less number of segments (see Figure 5-20). This can be attributed to the strong reflected stress 
wave from the segment joints. These different damage mechanisms need be carefully 
considered when designing the segmental columns to resist impact forces. Based on the 
numerical results, the crack patterns and damage of concrete under impact force are illustrated 














































Figure 5-21 The crack patterns and damage of concrete with different segment height. 
Table 5-5 Comparisons of the column responses with different number of segments 
Parameter NOS2 NOS4 C0 NOS8 
Segment height mm 2400 1200 960 600 
Impact force Peak kN 1936 1893 1862 1794 
Duration ms 150 155 160 169 
Impulse kN.s 23.1 22.9 22.9 22.8 
Maximum displacement (top) mm 53.0 60.2 82.9 90.3 
Residual displacement (impact point) mm 6.3 26.0 27.0 40.0 
5.3.3. Effect of concrete strength 
To investigate the influences of concrete strength on the impact response of PCSCs, the 
compressive strength is varied from 20 MPa to 80 MPa, resulting in an increase by 2 times in 
the concrete modulus of elasticity. Four columns with four concrete strengths including CS20 
(20 MPa), C0 (34 MPa), CS60 (60 MPa), and CS80 (80 MPa) are considered. All the other 
conditions including vehicle velocity remain unchanged as described above for Column C0. 
As shown in Figure 5-22a, the impact force increases with the concrete strength but the change 
is minor (about 8%) with the concrete strength varying from 34 MPa to 80 MPa. Except for 
Column CS20, the peak impact force is 1504 kN, around 25% smaller than that of the other 
columns. Column CS20 exhibits severe damage on the concrete surface after the vehicle’s 
frontal collides with the column. The stiffness of the contact area is, therefore, reduced before 
the vehicle’s engine hits the column, which results in the significant decrease of the peak 
impact force compared to the other considered columns. The damage to concrete surface of 
Columns C0, CS60, and CS80 is almost similar, therefore leading to the similar peak impact 
force and impact duration. The impulses of the impact force of these columns are almost 
identical (approximately 23 kNs) with the difference less than 3% (see Figure 5-22a). The 
same observation was reported in the impact behaviour of reinforced concrete beams with 
different concrete strengths by Pham and Hao (2017b). The increase of concrete strength 
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reduces the lateral displacement and residual displacement of PCSCs, but the change is 
marginal when the strength of concrete is higher than 60 MPa, shown in Figure 5-22b. As 
previously discussed, due to the high contact force between segments and tendons, concrete 
damage is observed inside the concrete hole. Thus, increasing the strength of concrete material 
tends to reduce the concrete damage leading to diminishing the residual displacement of the 
PCSCs. 
The concrete strength has a noticeable effect on the failure mode of PCSC as shown in Figure 
5-23. After reaching the maximum displacement at 260 ms, Column CS20 collapses because 
of severe concrete damage at the base while the PCSCs with concrete strength from 34 MPa 
to 80 MPa experience local concrete damage and minor damage at the base. 
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                   (a) Impact force time histories                (b) Top displacement time histories 
Figure 5-22 Impact responses of PCSCs with varied concrete strength. 
 




5.3.4. Effect of impact energy 
In this section, responses of column C0 subjected to impact from the same vehicle model at 
four different velocities, namely VL50 (50 km/h), VL60 (60 km/h), C0 (70 km/h), and VL80 
(80 km/h), are compared to investigate the effect of impact energy on the column’s 
performance. It can be seen from Figure 5-24 that the impulse increases with the impact 
velocity but the change of the peak impact force does not follow a clear trend. The peak impact 
force significantly increases from 314.5 kN (VL50) to 1861.5kN (C0) and the impulse rises 
by approximately 40% from 16.58 kNs (VL50) to 22.93 kNs (C0). Interestingly, although the 
impulse still grows to 25.94 kNs in Column VL80, the peak impact force suddenly drops to 
1687.8 kN. This is caused by the local damage of concrete after the frontal of vehicle collides 
on the column with a relatively high velocity. Thus, the contact stiffness between vehicle’s 
engine and concrete column reduces leading to the decrease of the peak impact force. The 
impact force curve, therefore, shows a longer duration. This observation again proves that the 
impact force profile is highly dependent on the concrete column – vehicle interaction. Damage 
to concrete surface during the collision of the column with vehicle bumper before the collision 
with the solid vehicle engine significantly affects the peak force and duration of impact events. 
Moreover, increasing the vehicle velocity or impact energy does not always increase the peak 
impact force on concrete structures. Thus, to design concrete structures under vehicle collision, 
both peak impact force and impulse should be taken into account. 
 























































                (a) Impact force time histories                               (b) Impulse versus velocity  
Figure 5-24 Impact force time history of PCSC subjected to vehicle impact with four 
different velocities. 
Figures 5-25 and 5-26a respectively present the plastic strain contours of impacted segment 
and lateral displacement at the top of column under different impact velocities. More local 
concrete damage and higher residual displacement are observed in the columns impacted by 
vehicle with higher impact energy. The column freely vibrates around its original position with 
very small concrete damage at the impact area when the velocity is 50 km/h (VL50) (see Figure 
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5-26) while Column VL80 exhibits severe local concrete damage and very high residual 
displacement (about 55 mm). The prestress load time histories of tendons under varied impact 
velocities are shown in Figure 5-26b. The column impacted with higher velocity shows larger 
increase in the prestress force. The increment in prestress force of column corresponding to 
the 50 km/h impact is 6.5% compared to the initial prestress force and they are about 10.5%, 
14.0%, and 22.5% respectively for the impact velocities of 60 km/h, 70 km/h and 80 km/h. 
               
                       VL50                     VL60                      C0                          VL80 
Figure 5-25 Plastic strain of impacted segments with varied impact velocities. 
































































             (a) Top displacement time histories                (b) Prestress load time histories 
Figure 5-26 Column response to vehicle impact with different impact energies. 
5.4. Conclusions 
In this study, the dynamic responses of PCSCs with un-bonded tendons subjected to vehicle 
collision have been numerically investigated. The accuracy of the numerical model was 
verified by the experimental testing results.  The influences of different parameters on the 
performances of PCSCs are examined. The findings are summarised as follows: 
1. The relative shear slips between the concrete segments and the lateral displacement of the 
whole column significantly decrease when the prestress force on segmental columns 
increases, but its effect on the impact force is negligible. On the other hand, combined 
with the impact force, large prestress could lead to crush damage of the base segment. 
Therefore the prestress level needs be determined through careful analysis. 
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2. The stress increase of a tendon during an impact event needs to be taken into consideration 
to maintain the safe working condition. An increase of the prestress force in the tendon 
by more than 20% was observed when the column is impacted by the vehicle with velocity 
of 80 km/h. 
3. The columns with fewer concrete segments show better self – centring capability and 
smaller lateral displacement. However, the number of segments in a column has minimum 
influence on the impact force, but affects the damage mode to the concrete segment and 
the column. The height-to-depth ratio of a concrete segment should be smaller than 2 to 
mitigate the bending damage of the impacted segment. 
4. The change of concrete strength shows unnoticeable effects on the residual displacement 
of the PCSCs but it considerably affects the failure modes of the segmental column. It 
may also affect the impact force if the concrete strength is so low such that excessive 
damage to concrete occurs upon collision of the vehicle bumper before the collision of 
vehicle engine with the column. 
Due to the shear slippage between the plain concrete segments in the present study, the use of 
shear keys on segmental columns under vehicle collision is recommended to mitigate the 
residual displacement of the columns and increase the serviceability of the columns. The 
application of tower concrete shear keys with reinforcements or steel tube shear keys at the 
critical sections, i.e. the column base and the segment joint which closes to an impact point is 
suggested in order to minimise the compression damage of the concrete material. Moreover, 
the use of steel tubes or PVC tubes between tendons and concrete segments are recommended 
to avoid the damage of the concrete under high vehicle impact load. 
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CHAPTER 6  
IMPACT RESPONSE AND CAPACITY OF PRECAST 
CONCRETE SEGMENTAL VERSUS MONOLITHIC BRIDGE 
COLUMNS 
ABSTRACT5 
In this study, the performance of precast concrete segmental bridge columns (PCSC) against 
truck impacts is numerically investigated and compared to a corresponding monolithic 
reinforced concrete bridge column (RCBC). The numerical results have shown that although 
the impact force time histories of the two columns are quite similar under the same loading 
conditions, the PCSC shows a better performance in terms of the induced bending moment 
and shear force by high impact force due to shear slippage and joint rocking between concrete 
segments. Besides, the damage and failure of PCSC are localised at the two bottommost 
segments due to compression damage and/or combined flexural and shear failure of concrete 
segment while failure of the RCBC distributes widely with flexural cracks, shear cracks, and 
punching shear at multiple sections. Furthermore, the base segment which is found to be able 
to absorb about 80% of the total absorbed energy of the PCSC plays a crucial role in controlling 
the failure of the PCSC. An analytical method to estimate the bending moment required to 
open the segment joint and the ultimate bending moment is also developed with consideration 
of the dynamic increase factor and the increase in axial force associated with stress wave 
propagation in the column induced by impact load. 
6.1. Introduction 
The demands on Accelerated Bridge Construction (ABC) have been considerably increased 
during the last few decades due to its many benefits compared to the traditional cast-in-place 
construction. The ABC not only provides a feasible solution to increase site constructability 
and construction quality, improve work-zone safety for workers and traveling public, and 
minimise traffic disruption during the construction period, but also offers practical and 
economical methods to those of the traditional technology (Culmo, 2011). Among the ABC 
technology, a PCSC which is commonly used in the bridge construction can meet all the 
                                                     
5 This work was published in Journal of Bridge Engineering with the full bibliographic citation as 
follows: 
Do, T. V., Pham, T. M., & Hao, H. (2019). Impact response and capacity of precast concrete segmental 




objectives of the ABC. Many projects using PCSC have already been implemented (ElGawady 
et al., 2010; Ou, 2007). A PCSC has to be designed to withstand hazardous loads during its 
service life such as seismic load, impact load, and blast load, etc. However, due to the lack of 
understanding of its dynamic behaviours under seismic and impact loads, PCSCs have been 
limited mainly in areas of low seismicity and low traffic flow. To overcome these difficulties, 
the performance and capacities of PCSCs under cyclic loading and seismic loading have been 
experimentally (Billington & Yoon, 2004; Hewes & Priestley, 2002; C. Li, H. Hao, X. Zhang, 
et al., 2017; Ou, 2007), numerically (Dawood et al., 2014; Hung et al., 2017; C. Li, H. Hao, & 
K. Bi, 2017) and analytically (Chou et al., 2013; Ou, 2007) investigated. It was found that 
PCSCs have many structural advantages, e.g. higher ductility, greater self-centring capacity, 
and less column damage compared to the reference RCBC. 
However, studies of the behaviours of PCSCs under other extreme loading conditions such as 
truck impacts or blast loads are very limited with very few reports that can be found in the 
open literature (Chung et al., 2014; Do et al., 2018a, 2018b; Hao et al., 2017; J. Li et al., 2017; 
Zhang et al., 2016a, 2016b). An experimental study on PCSCs under pendulum impact by 
Zhang et al. (2016b) indicated that the PCSCs experienced a flexural response when an 
impactor hit the centre of the column. Compressive damage at the segment corner was 
observed on the impacted segment and the base segment due to the rocking and rotation of the 
concrete segment leading to the column failure. In the latest experiment study by Hao et al. 
(2017), a combined flexural and shear failure was observed on a PCSC which was impacted 
at a joint between the base segment and the second-base segment. The flexural compressive 
damage of concrete together with the diagonal shear failure of the base segment led to collapse 
of the PCSC. Besides, when the impactor smashed into the centre of the base segment, the 
column slipped away without flexural deformation and then collapsed owing to excessive 
damage of the concrete segment. These experimental studies showed that under different 
loading conditions, the PCSC showed various types of failure modes, i.e. flexural failure, 
combined shear and flexural damage, and shear failure. In order to control the impact response 
of PCSCs subjected to vehicle collisions, effects of critical parameters on their impact 
performance were numerically examined by Do et al. (2018b). By increasing the initial 
prestress level and reducing the number of segments, smaller lateral/residual displacement was 
resulted in the PCSCs. The height-to-depth ratio of the concrete segment was also suggested 
to be smaller than 2 in order to reduce flexural cracks and failure of the column. 
6.2. Research significance 
Though the previous studies provide an overall impact performance and response of the PCSC, 
the characteristics of axial force, bending moment, shear force, and failure modes induced by 
vehicle impact have not been well investigated. For safe and economic designs of PCSCs to 
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resist vehicle impact, it is important to understand these response characteristics. This study 
attempts to investigate the induced bending moment, shear force, and failure modes of PCSCs 
under truck impact. An analytical approach to estimate the bending moment capacities 
including the moment that results in the opening of the segment joint and the ultimate bending 
moment is also proposed. 
6.3. Numerical validation 
In this study, the impact responses of a monolithic RC column (RCBC) and a precast concrete 
segmental column (PCSC) are investigated and compared. The numerical simulations of these 
two column were introduced and presented in Section 2.2 and Section 5.2. Therefore, the 
previous simulation techniques, i.e. material models, strain rate effects, and contact 
mechanisms, will be used in this Chapter to develop the numerical simulations of the two 
columns under vehicle collisions. 
6.4. Numerical models of bridge columns under truck impacts 
6.4.1. Bridge and truck model 
Based on the validated models, FE models of two bridge models with PCSC and RCBC 
respectively are developed in this section. The previous study by Consolazio and Davidson 
(2008) indicated that the dynamic behaviours of multi-span bridge structures could be 
accurately predicted by an analysis model which consists of one bridge column and two 
superstructure spans. This simulation approach was also used in previous studies (Abdelkarim 
& ElGawady, 2017; El-Tawil et al., 2005). As such, each bridge model consisting of one single 
column, two superstructure beams, footing, and two concrete abutments is considered in this 
study, as presented in Figure 6-1a. The overall dimensions and properties of superstructures 
are obtained from the study by Megally et al. (2001), and the span length is assumed to be 40 
m. The superstructure’s mass is transmitted to the column through a trapezoidal cap beam 
which a placed on top of the column. It should be noted that no rubber or bearing pad is used 
to connect the superstructures and the cap beam in this study because of its insignificant effect 
on the impact behaviours of a bridge column (El-Tawil et al., 2005). In these simulations, the 
superstructures are assumed to rest on top of the cap beam with the coefficient of friction 
between concrete and concrete surface 0.6 (ACI, 2008). The other end of the superstructure is 
designed to rest on a simplified solid block which represents the abutments (see Figure 6-1a). 
The total dead load consisting of the superstructures and the substructures is about 4,600 kN 
which equalled 10% of the axial capacity of each column. The detailed dimensions of the two 
bridge specimens are presented in Figure 6-1b and Table 6-1. The bridge column, cap beam, 
tendons, superstructures, concrete abutments, and footing of these models are modelled by 
using solid elements (constant stress solid elements) while steel reinforcements are simulated 
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by beam elements (Hughes-Liu with cross section integration) (see Figure 6-1c). It should be 
noted that the longitudinal bars were discontinuous at segment joints and no ED bars is utilised 
in the PCSC. 
 









































































(b) Column design and dimensions 
 
(c) Numerical model of the PCSC and RCBC 
Figure 6-1 Design and simulation of the PCSC and RCBC. 
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A medium-duty truck, Ford truck (35,400 elements) model, is employed to simulate the 
collision on the bridge columns. This model was friendly shared by Sharma et al. (2012) and 
Abdelkarim and ElGawady (2016). The model has been used to examine the dynamic 
behaviour of structures subjected to vehicle collisions in previous studies (Abdelkarim & 
ElGawady, 2016; Agrawal et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; El-Tawil et al., 2005; Sharma et al., 
2012). The accuracy of the model was verified by FHWA/NHTSA National Crash Analysis 
Centre at the George Washington University. The previous study by Do et al. (2018a) showed 
that the PIF noticeably depends on the kinetic energy of the truck’s engine. Thus, to investigate 
the performances of the columns under different PIFs, the truck velocity and truck engine’s 
mass are varied in this study. The engine’s mass is varied from 0.64 ton to 2 ton and 3 ton by 
changing the mass density of the material model. By increasing the mass of the engine, the 
cargo mass is reduced from 3 ton to 0.64 ton to keep the total vehicle mass of 8 ton unchanged. 
The purpose of this analyses is to investigate the influence of the engine mass on the response 
of the columns which was usually neglected in previous studies and design guides. The total 
vehicle mass of 8 ton is kept the same in this study so that the influence of engine mass can be 
clearly observed. Moreover, the vehicle velocity is also varied from 60 km/h to 140 km/h in 
the simulations. In this study, the top of the footing is assumed to be placed under the ground 
level of 0.5 m. 
Table 6-1 Detailed dimensions of the two bridge specimens 
Parameters PCSC RCBC 
Column height (mm) 9,600 9,600 
Number of segment 5 -- 
Segment height (mm) 1,920 -- 
Section width (mm) 1,200 1,200 
Section depth (mm) 1,200 1,200 




Lateral steel D14a200 D14a200 
Tendon diameter (mm) 50 -- 
Number of tendons 4 -- 
6.4.2. Modelling procedure 
To apply an initial prestressing force in the tendon, a temperature-induced shrinkage option is 
employed, which was used in previous studies (Do et al., 2018b; Jiang & Chorzepa, 2015). In 
this method, the *DYNAMIC RELAXATION (DR) function is utilised to calculate the initial 
stress on concrete structures and tendons before transferring those results as an input data to 
an explicit analysis (Hallquist, 2007). An example to illustrate the procedure of this method 
was reported in the previous study by Do et al. (2018b). In this study, the prestress force in 
each tendon of the PCSC is 1,500 kN which equalled 40% of the yielding capacity of the 
tendons. As a result, the four tendons yield a total resultant force of 6,000 kN on the PCSC 
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which is equal to 13% of the axial compressive strength of the PCSC. In the explicit 
simulation, the gravity load of the structures is applied by gradually increasing the gravity 
acceleration in both the PCSC and the RCBC. It is worth mentioning that the abrupt application 
of the gravity acceleration (9.81 m/s2) will lead to an undesirable dynamic responses of the 
structures, i.e. the vertical vibration of the superstructures (Consolazio et al., 2009). Therefore, 
the gravity acceleration should be applied for a relatively long duration, for example, this study 
used the duration of 150 ms before the vehicle model collides with the bridge column to 
mitigate the unexpected variation of the gravity load. In the following sections, the time is set 
to zero when the vehicle starts to collide on the bridge column. The simulation process of the 
study is presented in Figure 6-2. 

















Figure 6-2 Modelling procedure. 
6.5. Numerical results 
To examine the performance and capacity of the PCSC against truck impacts, a series of 
numerical simulations are carried out and the numerical results are presented in Table 6-2. The 
numerical results of the PCSC are also compared to the corresponding results of the RCBC in 
terms of impact force time histories, bending moment, shear force, and failure modes. 
6.5.1. Impact force time histories 
For concrete bridge columns, the impact force time history under truck impact normally 
includes two different peaks caused by the truck’s engine and cargo (Abdelkarim & 
ElGawady, 2016; Do et al., 2018a) in which the peak impact force could be associated with 
either the engine the cargo impact depending on the vehicle and column properties and 
interaction between vehicle and cargo. Cargo impact occurs after engine impact, therefore 
cargo impact could generate a larger impact force than engine impact only if the column 
survives the engine impact without experiencing significant damage. If engine impact causes 
significant damage to the column, which softens the column, the subsequent cargo impact is 
likely to generate a long duration impact but not necessarily large impact force. For example, 
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the numerical studies by (Chen et al., 2016, 2017) showed that the second peak impact force 
from the cargo collision was larger than the first peak impact force caused by the engine 
collision because the column was assumed to be rigid. Therefore, no concrete damage and 
column failure were modelled. When the cargo starts to collide on the column, the contact 
stiffness between the vehicle model and the column is similar to the initial contact stiffness of 
the column. With very high kinetic energy from the cargo due to the cargo’s mass, the second 
peak is thus larger compared to the first peak. In the present study, damage of the concrete 
column and column deformation by the bumper and engine impact are simulated, leading to a 
significant reduction of the contact stiffness of the column. As a result, the second impact force 
from cargo collision, which depends on the interaction between vehicle and column, is smaller 
than the first impact force although the kinetic energy was larger. The results indicate the 
assumption of the rigid column does not reflect the actual interaction between the vehicle and 
column. Hence, the term PIF stands for the first peak of the impact force in this study. It should 
be noted that the peak impact force caused by the vehicle bumper is usually small compared 
to the engine and cargo impact, therefore is not explicitly discussed. It should also be noted 
that if stronger columns are considered and they survive the engine impact without suffering 
large damage, the peak impact force could correspond to the cargo impact. However, since the 
primary objective of the present study is to compare the performances of RCBC and PCSC 
subjected to vehicle impact, modelling stronger columns to get the larger impact force from 
cargo impact is not carried out. Instead, the impact force due to engine impact is discussed in 
detail because it is usually neglected in many previous studies and not covered in the current 
design guides. 
The impact force time histories of the PCSC and the RCBC against truck impacts are presented 
in Figure 6-3. It is interesting to note that although these two columns have different lateral 
stiffness due to the dissimilar initial axial force and the discontinuous of concrete segments of 
the PCSC, the impact force time histories are almost identical for PIF, duration, and impulse 
when they are subjected to the same loading condition (see Table 6-2 and Figure 6-3). These 
results indicate the influence of the global stiffness of the bridge column on the PIF is 
insignificant. Similar observations were also reported in previous studies on concrete beams 
that the impact force was found to be dependent primarily on the local stiffness only (Pham & 
Hao, 2017a). The marginal effect of the global column stiffness on the PIF when concrete 
structures were subjected to vehicle or ship impacts has also been previously reported (Do et 
al., 2018b; Sha & Hao, 2013). 
Meanwhile, an increase in the vehicle velocity corresponds to a substantial increase in the PIF 
on the PCSC as shown in Figures 6-3a-g. The PIF increases significantly from around 1,981 
kN to 16,400 kN when the velocity rises from 60 km/h to 140 km/h. Interestingly, with the 
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same vehicle mass and vehicle velocity, the contribution of the engine’s mass on the PIF is 
also noteworthy. Consider the velocity of 100 km/h and the total mass of 8 ton, increasing the 
engine’s mass from 0.64 ton to 3 ton, the PIF increases proportionally from 7,891 kN to 24,476 
kN, as shown in Figures 6-3d, h, and i. In general, in all the cases the PIFs of the two columns 
are almost identical. However, if the impact force is not intensive and fast enough to cause 
slippage or local damage, the impact force time history, affected by the interaction between 
the global/local stiffness of the column and the impact energy, is only slightly different. 
Otherwise, under intensive impact where only the local stiffness governs the impact force, the 
impact force time histories of the two columns are almost identical. The comparisons of the 
PIF and impulse of the two columns are also presented in Figure 6-4. The numerical results in 
this study also show a good agreement with the empirical equations which have been proposed 
by the authors (Do et al., 2018a) in the previous study. 
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Figure 6-3 Impact force time histories with different initial conditions. 
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Figure 6-4 (a) The PIF - initial kinetic energy of the engine relation; (b) Vehicle momentum 
– impulse conversion. 
Table 6-2 PCSC and RCBC under different initial loading conditions. 
Case 























C1 8.0 0.64 60 133.3 1111.1 1,981 143.4 1,868 130.2 
C2 8.0 0.64 80 177.8 1975.3 3,182 179.0 3,460 176.4 
C3 8.0 0.64 90 200.0 2500.0 4,848 203.2 4,596 199.8 
C4 8.0 0.64 100 222.2 3086.4 7,891 225.3 8,260 220.5 
C5 8.0 0.64 110 244.4 3734.6 9,680 245.4 9,660 249.6 
C6 8.0 0.64 120 266.7 4444.4 12,149 274.1 12,000 266.1 
C7 8.0 0.64 140 311.1 6049.4 16,086 --
1 16,400 --1 
C8 8.0 2.00 100 222.2 3086.4 19,326 223.0 18,500 223.5 
C9 8.0 3.00 100 222.2 3086.4 24,476 --
2 23,333 --2 
Note:--Simulation is terminated due to severe damage of the vehicle model1 and/or the column2 
6.5.2. Column shear force 
Figure 6-5 shows the typical shear force time histories of the PCSC and the RCBC under truck 
impact (C6). When the impact force reaches a peak at 12,149 kN, the shear force at the column 
base of the two columns also increases to the highest value of about 7,500 kN (see Figure 6-
5a). It should be highlighted that the shear force at the column base is substantially smaller 
than the PIF because of the contribution of the inertia force to resist the impact as discussed in 
(Do et al., 2018a), implying directly applying PIF in equivalent static analysis without 
considering the distribution of the inertia force would significantly overestimate the shear 
force in the column. The stress wave propagates from the impact area to the column top 
causing the maximum value of the shear force at about 3,800 kN (see Figure 6-5b). The time 
lag between the PIF and the maximum shear force at the column top is about 10 ms. When the 
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impact force drops to about 2,500 kN after 30 ms, with the contribution of the inertia force, 
the shear force time histories at the column base fluctuates around the impact force values 
while those at the column top oscillates around the zero level. It is clear from the figure that 
the shear force time histories of the PCSC at the column base fluctuates with large amplitude 
and high frequency while those of the RCBC is almost equal to the impact force. This is 
because the PCSC experiences the high-frequency vibration of the concrete segment during 
impact loading (Do et al., 2018b), which causes the variation of the inertia force distributed 
along the segment. Since the PCSC is discontinuous at the segment joints, the stiffness of the 
column is smaller than the RCBC. The high-frequency vibration of the shear force with larger 
amplitude compared to the corresponding RCBC is therefore mainly associated with the 
vibrations of the individual segment instead of the segmental column. 











































                      (a) At the column base                                        (b) At the column top 
Figure 6-5 Shear force time histories of the two columns under truck impact (C6). 
The maximum value of the shear force at the column ends of the PCSC and RCBC are 
compared in Figure 6-6. It is clear that minor differences at the two ends can be found between 
the PCSC and the RCBC when the PIF is smaller than 12,149 kN (C1-C6). The reason is that 
no shear damage or slippage at the impact area (between segment 1 and segment 2) is observed 
during the force phase in these columns (see Figure 6-7a) which leads to the similar impact 
energy from the collision transferred to the PCSC and the RCBC, and similar responses of the 
two columns. As a result, the induced shear forces in the two columns has a trivial difference 
(see Figure 6-6). Besides, no shear crack or shear failure is observed in these columns when 
the shear force at the base is less than 7,500 kN (PIF = 12,149 kN). However, considerable 
differences in the maximum shear force at the column ends are observed when these columns 
are subjected to more intensive impact loading (C7 – C9), as presented in Figure 6-6. When 
the PIF increased from 12,149 kN (C7) to 24,476 kN (C9), the shear force at the column base 
of the PCSC is nearly steady at 7,700 kN while that of the RCBC continues increasing to about 
10,500 kN before levelling off (see Figure 6-6a). This is because the shear force (7,700 kN) 
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reaches the anti-slip capacity of the PCSC causing the slippage between the base segment and 
the footing (Figure 6-7a). Moreover, an excessive local failure occurs at the base segment, 
evident by diagonal shear failure in the PCSC. Meanwhile, a diagonal shear failure and 
punching shear failure are observed in the RCBC when the shear force reaches the column’s 
shear capacity at about 10,500 kN. Furthermore, due to the slippages, segment vibrations, and 
the large deformation of the base segment which dissipates a large amount of the impact 
energy, the shear force at the column top of the PCSC is thus smaller than that of the RCBC. 
Envelopes of the shear force diagram of the PCSC and the RCBC in the last three loading 
conditions are also compared and presented in Figure 6-6c. These results showed that both 
columns react similarly to truck impact when no slippage between the segments occurs in the 
PCSC. However, under high impact force, the slippage between the segments reduces the shear 
force at the column ends of the PCSC resulting in less shear damage of the column as will be 
presented in the subsequent section. 



































































(c) Envelopes of the shear force 
Figure 6-6 Comparisons of the shear force between the PCSC and RCBC. 
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                         (a) Joint sliding                                                (b) Joint opening 
Figure 6-7 Joint sliding and joint opening of the PCSC under truck impacts. 
6.5.3. Column bending moment 
Due to the variation of the inertia force which distributed along the column, the bending 
moment shape of the PCSC and the RCBC varies considerably, as presented and compared in 
Figure 6-8a (C6). When the impact force increases to the highest value of 12,149 kN at t = 
20.5 ms, the bending moment at the second joint (between segment 1 and segment 2) reaches 
the maximum positive value at 4,171 kNm. After about 0.5 ms, the bending moment of the 
PCSC at the base also increases to the maximum negative value at 4,533 kNm. The 
compression stress also spread to the column top leading to the vibration of the whole column. 
When the bending moment at the column top appears (t ≈ 25.5 ms), the bending moment at 
the intermediate section reaches its maximum negative value. It is worth mentioning that the 
negative bending moment, occurs on the top part of the column, is caused by the inertia force 
which distributed along the column after the PIF and the inertia resistance of the 
superstructures (Do et al., 2018a). Moreover, the intermediate section, which happens when 
the column top starts vibrating and locates between the column top and the impact point, varies 
considerably under different loading conditions as defined and explained in the previous study 
(Do et al., 2018a). Then, the negative bending moment at the column top together with the 
positive bending moment at the intermediate section increases to its highest value at about t = 
32.5 ms because of the effect of the cap beam and the superstructures. Figure 6-8a also 
compares the bending moment diagrams of the bridge column by using the equivalent static 
force (ESF) (AASHTO, 2012) with the bending moment envelope from the dynamic 
simulation. It is clear that the ESF results in the highest bending moment at the base while the 
actual truck impact causes the large bending moment at multiple sections of the column, i.e. 
the column base, the segment joint close to the impact point, the intermediate section, and the 
column top. The ESF does not yield a negative moment along the column while the numerical 
simulation shows the magnitude of the negative moment at the intermediate section was even 
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greater than the negative moment at the base. It is, therefore, essential to note that the use of 
the ESF model might lead to an underestimation of the impact responses of the structures. 
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(b) Envelopes of the bending moment 
Figure 6-8 Column bending moment diagrams under truck impacts. 
The comparisons of the bending moment diagrams between the PCSC and RCBC against 
different truck impact conditions are also presented in Figure 6-8b. Similar to the shear force, 
when the PIF is smaller than 12,149 kN (C1 - C6), only minor difference can be found between 
the two columns because of no significant shear slippages between the concrete segments 
happens so that the PCSC under these loading conditions behaves like a RCBC. However, 
very large differences can be observed between the two columns under higher impact energy 
(C7 - C9) when the slippage between the segment 1 and segment 2 occurs, as shown in Figure 
6-8b. It is because a large amount of the impact energy is absorbed due to shear slippages and 
rocking of the segments in PCSC. Thus, the bending moment diagrams of the PCSC at the 
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four critical sections are considerably smaller than those of the RCBC. Additionally, in the 
RCBC, the bending moment at the intermediate section proportionally increases with the PIF 
while its location moves downward, which causes an uncertain parameter in the design stage. 
For the PCSC, even the PIF kept increasing, the bending moment at the intermediate section 
is nearly steady and its location is close to the segment joint due to the rocking of the segment. 
These bending moment diagrams again demonstrate that the PCSC outperforms the RCBC 
when the bridge column is subjected to high impact energy due to joint sliding and joint 
opening, which absorb a significant amount of impact energy. 
6.5.4. Failure modes 
The comparison of the PCSC and the RCBC under truck impact in terms of cracks and failure 
modes is presented in Figure 6-9. Although the impact force time histories are almost identical, 
these columns respond differently with distinguished types of column damage and failures. As 
shown in Figure 6-9a, the failure mode of the RCBC varies significantly from the flexural 
crack at the impact area to the local punching shear failure with the column damage spreading 
from the column base to its top. When the impact force was small (C1-C6), a minor concrete 
damage at the impact area and a flexural crack at the impact point and the column top are 
observed. Increasing the PIF to about 16,400 kN (C7), flexural cracks appears at the column 
mid-height due to the positive bending moment at the intermediate section while a large 
diagonal shear crack occurs in the negative side of the column top. Additionally, when the 
truck impacts on the column with the velocity of 100 km/h and the engine’s mass of 2 ton 
(C8), yielding the PIF of 18,400 kN, a diagonal shear failure is observed at the column base. 
That large PIF also yields other shear cracks at the two-third of the column. Further increasing 
the velocity to 140 km/h with the engine’s mass of 2 ton (PIF = 30,000 kN), the column 
exhibits a severe punching shear damage at the impacted area leading to the collapse of the 
RCBC (Do et al., 2018a). These simulated cracks and failure modes provide an explanation 
for the different failures of the bridge column under vehicle impacts in reality documented by 
Buth et al. (2010), which were underestimated by the equivalent static analysis. 
For the PCSC under vehicle impact, when slippage occurs at the segment joint due to the PIF, 
the relative displacement between the segments remains stable in the whole impact process 
because the contact forces from the tendon and the segments are inadequate to pull the 
segments back to their original position. This observation was reported in the previous study 
(Do et al., 2018b). Therefore, the slippage at the segment joints under the PIF, which is 
presented in Figure 6-7a, is also the residual slippage between the segments. Moreover, when 
the impact force reaches the peak, the opening also happens at the first two segments of the 
PCSC as presented in Figure 6-9b. For Cases 1-6, after the impact force phase, the opening 
between the segments closes due to the effects of the initial prestress tendon. For Cases 8-9, 
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the combined flexural-shear failure occurs at the first segment which causes the collapse of 
the column. Hence, in this study, no residual opening is obtained. 
 
Figure 6-9 Failure modes of the bridge columns under truck impacts. 
Owing to the advantages of the segment-to-segment sliding and rocking, the behaviours of the 
PCSC thus differ from the RCBC. As presented in Figure 6-9b, when the impact force was 
small (C1-C6), only local concrete damage at the impacted area is observed whereas no 
flexural crack develops along the column. Although the PIF increases considerably from 
16,086 kN (C7) to about 24,476 kN (C9), the failures of the concrete segment are similar. 
When the truck engine collides on the column, a large slip and opening between the first and 
the second segment are generated. Due to the column rocking, the concrete compressive 
damage is, therefore, produced in the compression area of the two segments. Meanwhile, the 
large shear force from the impact area also transfers to the footing through the base segment 
leading to a predominant diagonal crack of the base segment. That diagonal shear crack 
together with the flexural bending damage at the base joint causes the severe damage of the 
base segment leading to the collapse of the column. Importantly, no sliding, cracks, and 
damage of concrete are observed in the other sections of the PCSC. The failure mode of the 
PCSC in this study was consistent with that in the experimental pendulum impact tests (Hao 
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et al., 2017), which confirmed again the reliability of these numerical results. It should be 
highlighted that regardless the integrity of the upper part of the columns above the mid-height 
is continuous or discontinuous, it does not affect the response of the column at the PIF. As 
presented in Figure 6-8a, when the impact force reaches the PIF, only a part of the column 
vicinity to the impact point reacts to the impact while other parts of the column remains in the 
stationary condition. This observation was also obtained in previous studies (Pham & Hao, 
2017a, 2017b; Zhao et al., 2017; Zhao et al., 2018). If the PIF is intensive enough to cause 
failure in the PCSC and RCBC, the shear cracks immediately occur at the impact area with no 
involvement of the other parts of the column. In Cases 7-9, the flexural-shear failure of the 
PCSC and the diagonal shear or punching shear of the RCBC happen immediately when the 
impact force time histories reaches the peak. Thus, the top part of the two columns does not 
involve in resisting the PIF. After that period, the stress wave propagates from the impact point 
to the column top which causes another flexural-shear cracks in the RCBC while the PCSC 
observes the joint opening at the other segmental joints. These results proves the merits of the 
PCSC in controlling the damage and failure of the bridge column under truck impacts 
compared to the RCBC where the PCSC fails at the base segment due to the combined shear 
and bending damage while damage occurs at multiple sections of the RCBC. In general, very 
localised damage is observed in the PCSC while distributed damage occurs in the RCBC. 
6.6. Discussion and analysis investigation 
6.6.1. Energy absorption 
The energy absorption of the PCSC and the RCBC under truck impacts is presented and 
compared in Figure 6-10a. The absorbed energy of the column is defined by adding up the 
internal energy of all the column elements. The internal energy of each element is computed 
from the six directions of element stress and strain (Hallquist, 2007). In each direction, the 
energy is defined by multiplying the stress, incremental strain, and the element volume 
(Hallquist, 2007). Figure 6-10a indicates that the two columns show a similar amount of the 
energy dissipation when no shear slippages or minor joint opening occurs in the PCSC (C1-
4). When the segmental joint starts to open at the first two joints which absorbs an amount of 
the impacted energy in the C5-6, the absorbed energy by the PCSC is thus slightly higher than 
that of the RCBC. When the shear slippages between the segments due to the PIF occurs in 
the PCSC (C8-9), the absorbed energy by the PCSC (1041 kN.m-C9) is about 2.5 times higher 
than that of the RCBC (405.8 kN.m-C9). This observation indicates that owing to the opening 
and sliding at the joints between the concrete segments, the PCSC outperforms the RCBC in 
terms of the energy absorption under truck collision. 
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 (a) Comparison between the PCSC and RCBC    (b) PCSC (IKE = initial kinetic energy) 
Figure 6-10 Energy absorption of the PCSCs and RCBCs under truck impacts 
The ratio of the absorbed energy by the PCSC to the initial kinetic energy (IKE) of the vehicle 
model is also presented in Figure 6-10b. The figure shows that when quadrupling the IKE of 
the truck model from 1111 kN.m (C1, PIF = 1,981 kN) to 4444 kN.m (C6, PIF = 12,148 kN), 
the absorbed energy of the PCSC shows a moderate increase from 0.95% to about 4.07%. It is 
because in these cases the response of the column is almost in the elastic range with no cracks 
or shear slippages as previously mentioned while the truck model which is less stiff 
experiences a large deformation and absorbs most impact energy. The PIF shows a significant 
influence on the energy absorption, for example, C9 and C5 have the similar IKE but the PIF 
of C9 is greater than that of C5, the energy absorption of the PCSC in C9 is about 34.07% 
(1051.6 kN.m) of the total kinetic energy (3086.4 kN.m) while the corresponding energy 
absorption in C5 is 3.80% (57.18 kN.m). This is because of the column damage, i.e., large 
diagonal shear cracks, flexural damage, and concrete damage of the column in C9 absorbs the 
impact energy. It proves again that the PIF corresponding to the engine impact plays a crucial 
role in the performances of the structures against truck impact. 
The ratio between the energy absorption by segment 1 and the total energy absorption is also 
presented in Figure 6-10b. It is clear that the ratio proportionally increases with the PIF from 
50% (C1) to 79% (C6) when the PIF increases from 1,981 kN to 12,148 kN, respectively. That 
ratio remains nearly unchanged (80%) after the diagonal shear crack appears on the segment 
1 (C7-C9), though the PIF and the total absorbed energy still increase. It is shown that the 
impacted segment (base segment) is the key segment of the PCSC when the column is collided 
by a truck. The base segment does not only absorb a large amount of the impact energy but 
also governs the capacity of the column because the failure of the base segment leads to the 
collapse of the whole bridge structures. 
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6.6.2. Bending moment capacity 
6.6.2.1 Opening bending moment 
Under lateral impact forces, the behaviour of the segmental joint can be characterised by three 
main stages, i.e. initial stage, opening stage, and ultimate stage. The section equilibrium 
analysis at the interface between the base segment and the footing is presented in Figure 6-11. 
At the initial stage (Figure 6-11b), the column is under compression by the pre-stressing force 
and the gravity load. When the lateral force increases, the compressive stress develops on one 
side while stress on another side decreases. During this stage, the column is still under 
compression and all the segment joints remained in contact (see Figure 6-11b). From the 
prestressing force of one tendon, Po, the number of tendons, n, and the total gravity load, W, 
the initial strain, o , on a concrete section can be estimated as follows: 
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where S1, S2 are the section depth and the section width, respectively; Eo is the Young’s 

















































Figure 6-11 Segmental joint’s behaviour under impact force. 
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where d is the distance from the tendon to the origin (Figure 6-11a); P is the deformation of 
the prestressed tendon; x is the distance from the infinitesimal, dx, to the origin; ( )xf   is the 
stress of concrete corresponding to the strain, x . In this analytical method, the stress-strain 
curve of concrete proposed by Thorenfeldt et al. (1987), is employed. 
Normally, the initial stress in PCSC caused by the prestressing force and the self-weight was 
suggested from 0.2 to 0.3 '
cf (Ou, 2007), where 
'
cf  is the compressive strength of the concrete. 
In this study, the initial stress on the column is approximately 0.2 '
cf . Hence, in the opening 
stage (Figure 6-11c), the maximum stress on segment joint must be less than '2 (0.2 0.3) cf  = 
0.4-0.6 '
cf . According to Thorenfeldt et al. (1987), the change of the concrete modulus is minor 
when the stress is smaller than '0.6 cf . Thus, it is assumed that the modulus of elasticity of 
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In general, the opening moment is dependent on the section geometry, vertical force, and the 
stress increase in tendons. However, unlike the column under static or cyclic load where the 
elongation in the tendons was normally observed due to the deformation of the column during 
the loading process (Hewes & Priestley, 2002; Ou, 2007; Sideris et al., 2014), under truck 
impacts, no additional deformation of the pre-stressed tendons is recorded during the loading 
phase. This is because when the impact reached its peak, just a part of the column is activated 
and responded to the impact force with no movement at the column top (Figure 6-8a). Thus, 
the influence of the column deformation on the tendon during this period is neglected. 
Moreover, no contact between the concrete segments and the tendons during the peak impact 
force is observed since the joint sliding generally occurs after the joints opening, as shown in 
Figure 6-7. Therefore, the vibration of the pre-stressed tendon due to the interaction between 
the segments and the tendons does not happen. As a result, the change of the prestress tendon 
force before the joint opens is minimum. The opening moment thus can be approximated by 
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In this study, the total vertical load from the prestress tendons and the gravity load is 10,600 
kN. From Eq. (6-5), the opening moment is thus 2,120 kNm. This result is compared to that 
from the numerical simulation. Very good agreement is achieved, as shown in the Figure 6-
7b. 
6.6.2.2 Ultimate bending moment 
It is worth mentioning that the entire column fails if the base segment is severely damaged due 
to the combined flexural bending and the diagonal shear cracks at the PIF. This is usually 
associated with damages in the second segment due to the flexural compression while the other 
segments are still intact. These failures of the concrete segments (Segments 1 and 2) occur 
immediately when the impact force reaches the peak (C7-C9). The column response at the 
ultimate stage is presented in Figure 6-11d. The equilibrium of the axial force acting on the 
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where cult is the compressive depth at the ultimate stage; DIF is the dynamic increase factor; 
PIF  is the increase of the axial force due to the stress propagation caused by the PIF 
( 0.2289)   as shown in Figure 6-12; 
1 2,L LP P  are the elongation and the shrinkage of the 
tendons on the left side (impacted side), respectively; and 1 2,R RP P   are the shrinkage and 
the elongation of the tendons on the right side, respectively. 
As presented in Figure 6-7b, the joint opening at these two sections at the ultimate stage are 
almost similar (C8, C9), it thus leads to the magnitude of the elongation and shrinkage of the 
tendons at the impact side equal to the corresponding elongation and shrinkage of the tendons 
at the other side ( 1 2 2 1,L R L RP P P P      ). Further investigation, by examining the prestress 
load in the tendons at the ultimate stage, shows only minor difference in the tendon force at 
the two sides of the columns (less than 3%). This is the difference between the impact response 
and quasi-static response of the PCSC. In the static analysis, when the load is applied at the 
column top, the whole tendon is elongated in one side while the tendon of the other side shrinks 
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Besides, the tendon elongation and shrinkage can be achieved from the rotation at the segment, 













                                                  (6-9) 
where cult is the depth of section under compression; 
p is the plastic rotation angle; and 
1920( )pL mm  is the plastic hinge length which is recommended equalizing to segment height 
for the PCSC under truck impact. 

































Figure 6-12 Axial force versus PIF. 
In this study, the DIF of the concrete material at the ultimate strength is 1.325 corresponding 
to the strain rate of 65 s-1 (Hao & Hao, 2014). However, that DIF in each concrete element in 
the compressive area varies. Therefore, in the analytical approach, the average DIF of 1.16 is 
used for concrete material in the compressive area. As a result, the ultimate bending moment 
and the joint opening are about 6,863 kNm and 9.14 mm. The corresponding results from the 
numerical simulation are about 6,200 kNm and 10.36 mm, respectively (see Figure 6-7b). 
6.7. Conclusions 
In this study, the performance and capacity of the precast concrete segmental bridge columns 
(PCSCs) subjected to truck impacts have been investigated and compared to the monolithic 
RC bridge columns (RCBCs). The findings of the present study can be summarised as follows: 
1. Under different truck impact conditions, similar impact force time histories for PCSCs 
and RCBCs are observed because the vehicle-column interaction is mainly governed by 
the column local stiffness instead of the global stiffness. 
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2. The influences of the PIF on the induced bending moment and shear force diagrams of 
the PCSC and RCBC have been presented. The bending moment of the PCSC is 
significantly smaller than that of the RCBC under high impact force due to the shear 
slippage and opening of segmental joints in PCSC. 
3. The failure of the PCSCs mainly occurs at the two bottommost segments with the 
combined compression, shear, and flexural failure. The results also prove the advantages 
of the PCSC in localising the damage of bridge structures under truck impact compared 
to the RCBC. 
4. Under truck impact, the base segment is a crucial element of the PCSC which can absorb 
up to 80% of the total energy by the whole column. The failure of this segment may lead 
to the total collapse of the bridge structure. Thus, the capability of the base segment needs 
to be considered carefully in the design stages. 
5. The analytical method to estimate the opening bending moment and the ultimate bending 
moment of the segmental joint has been proposed. In this method, the dynamic increase 
factor (DIF) and the increase of the axial force due to the PIF have been taken into 
consideration. 
In general, PCSCs exhibit better impact resistant performance than RCBCs. The damage of 
the PCSCs is localised at the two bottommost segments so that it is recommended to strengthen 
these two segments instead of the whole column in case of RCBCs. 
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CHAPTER 7  
EFFECTS OF STEEL CONFINEMENT AND SHEAR KEYS ON 
THE IMPACT RESPONSES OF PRECAST CONCRETE 
SEGMENTAL COLUMNS 
ABSTRACT6 
The impact responses of three precast concrete segmental columns (PCSCs), i.e. a 
conventional PCSC, a PCSC with the two bottommost segments confined by steel tubes, and 
a PCSC with all the segments confined by steel tubes (PCSC-FST), are numerically 
investigated and compared in this study. The behaviours of the columns subjected to various 
impact loads at two different impact locations, i.e. at the top and at the centre of the first 
segment, are considered. It is found that the use of steel confinement does not only enhance 
the impact resistant capacity of the PCSC but also significantly change the impact behaviours 
of the PCSC. While the local failure of concrete at the impacted segment governs the response 
of the conventional PCSC, the failure of Column PCSC-FST is associated with the fracture of 
the prestress tendon. The confinement with steel tubes of the two bottommost segments shifts 
the failure mode of the PCSC from local to global failure. Steel shear keys (SSKs) are also 
integrated into the PCSC-FST to increase the column shear capacity. The numerical results 
show that the SSKs significantly reduce the lateral displacement and shear force in the tendon 
when the column response is dominated by shear slippages between segments. 
7.1. Introduction 
Precast concrete segmental columns (PCSCs) have exhibited well-known advantages over 
conventional cast-in-situ concrete columns and attracted more research interests in the recent 
years since prefabrication constructions significantly reduce construction time, minimise site 
disruption and environmental impacts, and provide better constructability and construction 
quality control (Culmo, 2011; Ou, 2007; Sideris, 2012). Many accelerated bridge construction 
projects using PCSCs have been built around the world (Ou, 2007). Although PCSCs have 
been constructed in many projects, there are very limited studies of PCSCs under impact loads 
(Hao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018) and vehicle collisions (Do et al., 2018b, 2019) in the 
                                                     
6 This work was published in Journal of Constructional Steel Research with the full bibliographic 
citation as follows: 
Do, T. V., Pham, T. M., & Hao, H. (2019). Effects of steel confinement and shear keys on the impact 




open literature. Most previous studies of dynamic responses of PCSCs focussed on seismic 
and cyclic responses (Chou & Hsu, 2008; Hewes & Priestley, 2002; Li, Hao, Zhang, et al., 
2017; Ou, 2007). Since some PCSCs during their service life might be subjected to impact 
loads from various sources such as ship/vehicle collisions or falling rocks, understanding of 
the impact response of PCSCs is therefore needed for safe and economic designs of PCSCs. 
Previous studies have revealed that flexural response usually dominates the response mode of 
PCSCs under seismic loads while they may experience different response and failure modes 
under lateral impact loads. These failure modes include the flexural, shear, and combined 
flexural-shear failure when the column is impacted by a solid impactor at the column mid-
height, the base segment, and the second segment joint, respectively (Hao et al., 2017; Zhang 
et al., 2018). Also, by conducting the vehicle collision simulations on PCSCs, Do et al. (2019) 
showed that the PCSCs experienced flexural-shear failure in the first segment and the flexural 
damage in the second segment when the vehicle collided in the vicinity of the top of the base 
segment. Under vehicle collision, failure of concrete was observed concentrating mainly at the 
impacted region, i.e., the bottom and the second from the bottom segment. Thus, the two 
bottommost segments of the PCSC are suggested to be strengthened for resisting vehicle 
impact loads (Do et al., 2019). These two segments are also the most vulnerable segments of 
the PCSC when it is subjected to seismic loads with flexural cracks and concrete damage at 
the segment edge (Ou et al., 2009; Shim et al., 2008). Therefore, strengthening methods, i.e. 
steel tubes (Li, Hao, & Bi, 2017) and concrete dual-shell steel tubes (Guerrini et al., 2014; Lee 
et al., 2018) have been employed to enhance the seismic performance of the PCSCs. However, 
so far no study on PCSCs confined by steel tubes under impact loads can be found in the open 
literature. Besides, in the previous experimental and numerical studies, the failure of PCSCs 
was always governed by the failure of concrete segments while failure of tendons has not been 
observed even when a concrete column was strengthened by FRP wraps (Hao et al., 2017). 
The previous study by Do et al. (2018b) showed that when the failure occurred in the PCSC 
due to vehicle collisions, the maximum axial force in tendons was just about 70% of its tensile 
capacity. The results also indicated the imbalance between the strength of concrete segments 
and the prestress tendon. Since the brutal damage of concrete segment may lead to the collapse 
of PCSCs, the impact resistant capacity of concrete segments in the PCSCs needs be improved. 
Furthermore, under impact loads, PCSCs commonly exhibit an excessive lateral slippage 
between the segments in the vicinity of the impact point when the local shear response governs 
the column behaviours (Do et al., 2018b; Zhang et al., 2018). Therefore, concrete shear keys, 
i.e. trapezoidal prism shear keys and domed shear keys were utilised in the PCSCs to minimise 
the lateral slippages of the concrete segments (Hao et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018). The results 
showed that the trapezoidal prism shear keys significantly diminished the relative 
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displacement between the concrete segments, but stress concentrations around the shear keys 
may result in severe damages to concrete segment under impact loads, while the domed shear 
keys reduced the stress concentration and thus mitigated the concrete damage at the key edges 
but it was less effective in mitigating the relative displacement between segments. Therefore, 
more effective shear key designs to improve the impact performance of structures are still 
required. 
As a continuation of the previous studies, this study aims to propose a strengthening method 
in PCSCs, i.e. concrete-filled steel tubes, to increase their impact-resistant capacity. It is noted 
that the effects of steel confinement on improving the dynamic capacity of a monolithic 
column under impact loads have been well investigated and discussed in many previous 
studies (Aghdamy et al., 2017; Han et al., 2014; Hu et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2013). Thus, in 
this study, numerical models of PCSCs consisting of concrete filled steel tubes are developed 
and carefully verified against experimental results from the previous studies (Wang et al., 
2013; Zhang et al., 2016). Then, the impact responses of three PCSCs including a conventional 
PCSC, a PCSC with the two bottommost segments made of concrete-filled steel tube, and a 
PCSC with all segments made of concrete filled steel tubes (PCSC-FST) are considered. Two 
different impact locations, i.e. at the top and the centre of the base segment, are considered to 
examine the response of the columns. Besides, steel shear keys (SSKs) are also utilised at the 
first two segment joints of the PCSC-FST to reduce the lateral slippage between concrete 
segments and thus minimise the shear force and prevent the shear damage of the prestress 
tendon. 
7.2. Finite element model 
7.2.1. Numerical model development 
7.2.1.1 Material models and strain rate effects 
For concrete, reinforcements, and posttensioned tendons, the material models and strain rate 
effects have been introduced in Sections 2.2.2 and 5.2.2. 
In addition, the material model, namely *Mat_Plastic_Kinematic (Mat_003), is used to model 
steel tubes and steel ducts. Five parameters of steel including the yield strength, elastic 
modulus, Poisson’s ratio, tangent modulus, and ultimate plastic strain are required in this 
material model, as given in Table 7-1. To consider the strain rate effects of steel tubes under 
impact loads, Cowper and Symonds (1957) model is adopted. The dynamic yield strength 
ydf , 
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where fys is the static yield strength of the steel tubes; p and c are the constant parameters for 
determining the strain rate effect, taken as 5 and 40.4, respectively (Yan & Yali, 2012). 
Furthermore, to generate the initial prestress load in the steel tendon and the column, a 
temperature-induced shrinkage method, which was introduced in the previous studies (Do et 
al., 2018b; Jiang et al., 2012; Nakalswamy, 2010) is employed in this study. The LS-DYNA 
material model named *Mat_Elastic_Plastic_Thermal (Mat_004) is utilised to simulate the 
steel tendons. Moreover, longitudinal and transverse reinforcements are modelled by an 
elastic-plastic material model, namely *Mat_Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity (MAT_24). The 
DIF of the tensile strength of reinforcement steel proposed by Malvar and Crawford (1998) is 
used. The solid steel impactor and anchors are simulated by an elastic material model, namely 
*Mat_Elastic (Mat_001). The input parameters of the material models are given in Table 7-1. 
7.2.1.2 Erosion criterion 
In this study, the LS-DYNA keyword named *Mat_Add_Erosion is employed to remove the 
damaged elements of concrete and tendon during the simulation. This erosion function is 
crucial in studying the impact and blast behaviours of structures since it avoids computation 
over-flow caused by large deformation of damaged elements. The reliability of this erosion 
feature has been proven in many previous studies (Do et al., 2018a, 2018b; Li & Hao, 2014). 
The maximum principal strain at failure is used in the simulation as a criterion to eliminate 
failed elements. In the present study, the value of 0.7 is used as the erosion criterion for 
concrete elements because it gives good predictions of concrete damage as compared to 
experimental tests (Do et al., 2019). For steel tendon, the maximum principal strain at failure 
(0.05) is used based on its mechanical properties (Naaman, 1982). It is noted that for steel tube 
material, damaged elements will be deleted when the maximum principal strain reaches the 
ultimate plastic strain of 0.12 (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2016), as defined in the material 
model, presented in Section 7.2.1.1 and Table 7-1. 
7.2.1.3 Numerical model and contact definitions 
In the simulation, steel tubes, steel tendons, shear keys, impactor, and all concrete elements, 
i.e. concrete segments, added mass, and footing are modelled by constant stress solid elements 
while steel reinforcements are simulated by using 3-nodes beam elements. The contact 
between the impactor and column, between segments, between steel tube and infilled concrete, 
and between concrete segment and prestress tendon are simulated by the LS-DYNA keyword 
*Contact_Automatic_Surface_to_Surface while the perfect bonded contact is assumed for the 
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steel reinforcements and their surrounding concrete. The static and dynamic friction 
coefficient of the concrete-to-concrete contact and the steel and the concrete in this study are 
taken as 0.6 and 0.5 (Abdelkarim & ElGawady, 2016; ACI, 2008; Aghdamy et al., 2015; Do 
et al., 2018b, 2019), respectively. The column is fixed at all degrees of freedom at the bottom 
face of the footing in the simulation as in the experimental tests (Zhang et al., 2016). 





Material properties Value Unit 
Concrete segments  *Mat_072R3 Compressive strength 34 MPa 
Steel tubes *Mat_003 Yield strength 298 MPa 
Elastic modulus  200 GPa 
Poission's ratio  0.3 
 
Tangent modulus  1,102 MPa 
Ultimate plastic strain  0.12 
 
Tendon *Mat_004 Tensile strength 1,860 MPa 
Elastic modulus  210 GPa 
Poission's ratio  0.3 
 




*Mat_024 Yield strength 500 MPa 
Elastic modulus  210 GPa 




*Mat_024 Yield strength 300 MPa 
Elastic modulus  210 GPa 




*Mat_001 Elastic modulus  210 GPa 
Poission's ratio  0.3   
7.2.2. Model verifications 
It is noted that currently no available impact tests on PCSC-FSTs can be found in the open 
literature. Hence, in this study, a pendulum impact test on the PCSC (Zhang et al., 2016) and 
a lateral impact test on Concrete Filled Steel Tubular (CFST) columns (Wang et al., 2013) are 
used to calibrate the proposed numerical model. 
7.2.2.1 PCSC under pendulum impact loads 
The verification of the numerical model of PCSC under pendulum impact loads has been 
presented previously, please refer to Section 5.2.3. 
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7.2.2.2 CFST columns under transverse impact loads 
The experimental tests of CFST columns under impact loads conducted by Wang et al. (2013) 
is adopted in this section to verify the accuracy of the numerical model in simulating the 
responses of concrete columns with steel tube confinement subjected to impulsive loading. In 
the experiment, two different CSFT groups, i.e. DBF and DZF, which had a length of 1,200 
mm and an outer diameter of 114 mm, were tested under a drop weight of 229.8 kg at various 
impact velocities ranging from 3.9 m/s to 11.7 m/s (see Figure 7-1a). In the DBF group, the 
thickness of the steel tube and steel tensile strength were 1.7 mm and 232 MPa, respectively, 
while those in the DZF group were 3.5 mm and 298 MPa, respectively. In the present study, 
the impact responses of these columns under three different impact velocities, i.e. 5.4 m/s 
(DBF12), 7.6 m/s (DBF11), and 11.7 m/s (DZF26) are simulated. These tests are chosen since 
they represent columns with different steel tube thicknesses and tensile strengths under a wide 
range of impact velocities. 













DBF: ts = 1.7 mm
DZF: ts = 3.5 mm
 
(a) Experimental set up [Data from Wang et al. (2013)] 
 
(b) Numerical simulation 
Figure 7-1 Experimental test and numerical model of the CFST under impact loads. 
The numerical model of these tests is shown in Figure 7-1b. In the test, axial load was applied 
to the column specimen through disc springs as shown in Figure 7-1a. This axial force is 
simulated by applying pressure on the top surface of the column in the numerical model as 
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shown in Figure 7-1b. One side of the column is fixed while the other side can move in the 
axial direction with sliding support as shown in Figure 7-1. Based on the convergence test, the 
column includes 80 meshes along the perimeter while the minimum mesh size at the column 
ends and mid-height in the longitudinal direction is 2 mm, see Figure 7-1b. It is noted that the 
mesh size at these locations is 2 mm, which is smaller than the mesh size of 10 mm at the other 
part of the column, for simulating the fracture of the steel tube as observed in the experiment. 
The material model, strain rate effects, erosion criterion, and contact definitions are the same 
as those described in Section 7.2. 
























 DBF12 - Experiment
 DBF12 - Simulation
 DZF26 - Experiment
 DZF26 - Simulation
56.1 mm
 





















 DZF26 - Experiment
 DZF26 - Simulation
409 (kN)
 
                    (a) Lateral displacement                                      (b) Impact load time histories 
 
(c) Column failure mode: DBF12 (V=5.4 m/s), DBF11 (V=7.6 m/s), and DZF26 (V=11.6 
m/s) 
Figure 7-2 Numerical verification of the CFST under impact loads. 
The comparisons between the numerical results and the experimental results in terms of 
displacement, impact force time histories, and failure mode are shown in Figure 7-2. The 
residual displacement of Columns DBF12 and DZF26 in the numerical simulation are 50.5 
mm and 81.5 mm, respectively while those in the experimental tests are 56.1 mm and 87.2 
mm, respectively (see Figure 7-2a). Also, the impact force time histories in the experiment are 
reasonably simulated by the numerical model in which the PIF in the experiment and 
simulation are 409 kN and 455 kN, respectively (see Figure 7-2b). The impact duration, the 
plateau value of the impact force and the fracture point from the experimental test are also 
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predicted by the numerical simulation, as presented in Figure 7-2b. Moreover, both the global 
deformation of the columns and the fracture of the steel tube at the column mid-height and at 
the column end are well simulated by the numerical model (see Figure 7-2c). These results 
show that the numerical model has the ability to predict the impact responses of CFST columns 
with different thicknesses and tensile strengths of the steel tube under various impact 
velocities. 
The above calibrations and comparisons confirm that the present material models, strain rate 
effects, contact definitions, and numerical techniques are able to predict well the dynamic 
responses of the PCSC and CFST columns under impact loads. 
7.3. Simulations of PCSC-FST 
7.3.1. Column configurations 
Based on the proposed modelling techniques, the numerical models and impact responses of 
three PCSC columns including a conventional PCSC without confinements (PCSC1), a PCSC 
with steel tubes confining the two bottommost segments (PCSC2), and a PCSC with steel tubes 
confining all concrete segments (PCSC3), are then built and investigated, as presented in 
Figure 7-3a. Each PCSC consists of five segments of 200-mm diameter circular cross-section. 
The column slenderness and the compressive strength of concrete are 8 and 34 MPa, 
respectively, the same as those used in the experimental tests (Zhang et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 
2018). A solid block with the mass of 10.5 ton representing the superstructures is placed on 
the top of the column. A concrete footing of dimensions of 800 mm x 800 mm x 250 mm 
(Depth x Width x Height) is also included in the model to support the column. A steel tendon 
which has a cross-section area of 150 mm2 and the tensile strength of 1,860 MPa is placed at 
the centre of each column to generate a prestress load on the PCSCs. The tendon is initially 
tensioned with the prestress level of 50% of its capacity, producing a compression load of 135 
kN on the columns. Thus, the total vertical load from the tendon and the added mass is about 
240 kN which equals 22.5% of the axial compressive strength of Column PCSC1. Moreover, 
a steel duct with an outer diameter of 30 mm and a thickness of 2 mm is placed at the centre 
of each concrete segment to reduce stress concentration on concrete segment caused by the 
contact force between column segments and the tendon when shear slippages occur (see Figure 
7-3). Furthermore, each concrete segment of Column PCSC1 is reinforced by 8-mm-diameter 
stirrups at 50 mm spacing and eight 10-mm-diameter longitudinal deformed bars evenly placed 
in the segment along the circumference with the concrete cover of 15 mm. The yield strength 
of these reinforcements is 300 MPa and 500 MPa, respectively. Meanwhile, the thickness and 
the yield strength of the steel tube which replaces the reinforcements in the first and the second 
segment of Column PCSC2 and all segments in Column PCSC3 are 2 mm and 298 MPa, 
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respectively. It should be noted that no reinforcements are used in these segments covered by 
the steel tubes. Also, the total volume of the longitudinal and transverse reinforcements in the 
concrete segment of Column PCSC1 is similar to the volume of the tube in each segment of 
Columns PCSC2 and PCSC3. The column is simply placed on the footing with the only anchor 
from the posttension tendon as shown in the figure. The design of these columns is presented 
in Figure 7-3a. In the simulation, the column is modelled with 80 meshes along the 
circumferential direction of the cross-section while the vertical mesh size is 5 mm, as shown 
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(a) Column configurations 
                                              
                Impact at the base top (BT)           Impact at the base centre (BC)     Column cross-section 
(b) Numerical simulation 
Figure 7-3 Design of the three PCSCs and impact loading locations. 
Segment 1 – S1 
Segment 2 – S2 
Segment 3 – S3 
Segment 4 – S4 











7.3.2. Loading conditions 
The steel solid impactor (300 kg) will be used in this study to impact the columns. For Columns 
PCSC1 and PCSC2, six velocities, i.e. 1.5 m/s (IP1.5), 2.0 m/s (IP2), 2.5 m/s (IP2.5), 3.0 m/s 
(IP3), 4.0 m/s (IP4) and 5.0 m/s (IP5) are used to impact the column to failure, while Column 
PCSC3 is subjected to three more impacts of velocities of 6.0 m/s (IP6), 8.0 m/s (IP8), and 
10.0 m/s (IP10) to failure. These impact velocities are selected since they generate 
distinguished failure modes on these columns from minor damage of concrete to the failure of 
the tendon or collapse of the entire column. In addition, in the design of structures under 
vehicle collisions, a bridge column is usually assumed to be impacted at about 1.5 m above 
the ground level (AASHTO, 2012). Thus, the contact point between a vehicle model and a 
bridge column in a real accident might be at the vicinity of the centre or the top of the base 
segment depending on column dimensions and vehicle models. Hence, in this study, two 
different impact locations, i.e. the top of the base segment (the base top - BT) which is close 
to the joint between Segments S1 and S2, and the centre of the base segment (the base centre 
- BC), are considered, as shown in Figure 7-3b. The initial conditions of impact loading are 
also given in Table 7-2. 
7.3.3. Impact force time histories 


































































































































































































































(a) Impacted at the base top (BT) 
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(a) Impacted at the base centre (BC) 
Figure 7-4 Impact force time histories. 
Figure 7-4 presents the impact force time histories of the three columns under various impact 
velocities when the impactor hits the PCSCs at the top and the centre of Segment 1, 
respectively. It can be seen in all the graphs that the first interaction between the column and 
impactor always generates the PIF at about 2-3 ms, followed by several PIFs with a smaller 
magnitude associated with a high-frequency vibration of the concrete segment during the 
impact force phase (Do et al., 2018b). Except for the first three impact conditions, only one 
PIF is produced due to the lower impact energy due to the low velocity of the impact load. It 
is worth mentioning that when the column is impacted at the base centre, more number of PIFs 
with a shorter time gap between these peaks (about 1.5 ms) are produced in the column as 
compared to the impact at the base top (about 6 ms). For example, under impacts IP6 and IP8, 
with the impact location at the top of the base segment, four peaks are formed in about 24 ms 
of the impact force phase (see Figure 7-4a), while there are seven PIFs in about 10.5 ms when 
the impact location is at the base centre (see Figure 7-4b). These differences can be explained 
by the change of the natural period of the segment-self vibration when varying the impact 
location. When the impactor hits the column at the top of Segment 1, the bottom segment 
reacts as a propped cantilever with the applied load at the top. Meanwhile, the segment 
responds to the impact force more like a simply supported beam in case the column is impacted 
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at the segment centre. Therefore, the stiffness of the impacted segment in the latter is much 
higher than that of the former. The higher stiffness leads to shorter vibration period of the 
segment which results in the occurrence of more PIFs. It is worth mentioning that the 
difference between the number of PIFs when changing the impact location has also been 
recorded in the previous experimental test (Zhang et al., 2018) but it has not been clearly 
discussed and explained. The numerical results show that with the similar initial impact 
energy, the variation of the impact location may change the impact force time histories in the 
PCSC owing to the dissimilar of the segment stiffness. For Column PCSC3 under IP10 in both 
impact locations, the fracture of the tendon occurs after the first PIF which significantly 
reduces the column stiffness leading to the reduction of the magnitude of the latter PIF, as 
shown in Figure 7-4. Thus, the impact force time histories under this impact velocity is 
dissimilar to the other velocities. Moreover, a slight difference can be found in the impact 
force time histories of the three columns due to the difference in the contact stiffness, see 
Figure 7-4. The PIF and impulse of these columns also increase with the impact velocity, as 
given in Figure 7-4 and Table 7-2. 
7.4. Impact responses and failure modes 
7.4.1. Impact at the top of the base segment 
7.4.1.1 Column responses and failure modes 
Figures 7-5, 7-6, and 7-7 show the progressive deformation and damage of the three columns 
under different impact velocities when the impactor strikes the columns at the base top. Since 
the first four impact velocities cause insignificant deformation and damage to concrete, the 
progressive deformation of the columns under these impact conditions are not presented herein 
but the column plastic strain and the axial force in the tendon will be discussed in the 
subsequent section. Generally, although the three columns are designed with the same amount 
of materials, these columns perform differently under impact loads and experience different 
column failure modes. The partial strengthening at the local impacted segments, i.e., the two 
bottom segments, shifts the failure of the PCSC from the local diagonal shear failure in 
Column PCSC1 to the compressive damage of the concrete segment owing to segment rocking 
response in the upper part in Column PCSC2. Meanwhile, the response of Column PCSC3 is 
significantly affected by the joint openings resulting in the fracture of tendon. Columns PCSC 
1 and PCSC2 fail under the impact velocity of 4m/s and 5 m/s, respectively; while Column 
PCSC 3 can withstand higher impact velocities up to 10 m/s. 
For Column PCSC1, when the impact velocity is 4 m/s, a diagonal shear crack appears in 
Segment 1 at t = 4 ms due to the column – impactor interaction. Then, at t = 14 ms, the previous 
shear crack in Segment 1 is further enlarged due to the later impact force leading to the collapse 
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of the column by a diagonal shear failure at t = 22 ms. Besides, a vertical crack in the upper 
segments is also observed in Column PCSC1, as presented in Figure 7-5a, because of the 
application of the large axial force in the compressive side of the column when the joint opens. 
It was previously reported that under impact loads, the axial force in the PCSC increases 
significantly due to the stress wave propagation from the impact location to the column end 
(Do et al., 2018a, 2019). In addition, the joint openings also increase the axial force in the 
tendon, producing more compression force on the column. The significant increase of the axial 
force in the compression side of the segment thus causes vertical cracks in the concrete 
segments (see Figure 7-5a). It is noted that the vertical crack in the concrete segment was also 
observed in the previous experimental tests (Zhang et al., 2018). With the impact velocity of 
5 m/s, a local diagonal shear failure directly appears in Segment 1 (at t = 6 ms) after the first 
PIF acting on the column, leading to the failure of the column at t = 10 m/s (see Figure 7-5b). 
It is worth mentioning that the diagonal shear failure of Column PCSC1 in these simulations 
is similar to the failure of the PCSC observed in the previous impact tests (Zhang et al., 2018) 
and under vehicle collisions (Do et al., 2019; Hao et al., 2018) (see Figure 7-5b), which again 
shows the reliability of the current simulation in predicting the response of the PCSC under 
impact loads. The results also demonstrate that the base segment is the most critical segment 
of the PCSC under impact loads where the diagonal shear failure of the segment governs the 
column failure mode. 
                                      
                  t = 2 ms    4ms     8 ms    14 ms     22 ms                      2ms      6ms     10 ms 
                  (a) IP4 (V = 4 m/s)                                               (b) IP5 (V = 5 m/s) 
Figure 7-5 Impact response of conventional PCSC – Column PCSC1 (BT). 
On the other hand, the impact response of Column PCSC2 is completely different from 
Column PCSC1 in which compressive damage of concrete at the segment edge leads to the 


















concrete damage at the edges of the impacted segment is observed due to the opening of the 
second joint while the other segments have no damage (see Figure 7-6a). Afterward, the joints 
in the upper part of the column start to open on the right side whilst the added mass on the top 
slightly moves to the left side. The movement of the heavy added mass on the column top 
together with the axial load in the tendon results in a large eccentric load applied on the left 
side of the segment joints. Thus, at t = 10 ms, compressive damage at the edge of Segments 3 
and 4 occurs on the left side of the column, as shown in Figure 7-6a, but the column still 
survives under this impact condition. Moreover, the increase of impact velocity to 5 m/s (IP5), 
which enlarges the joint opening and increases the eccentric load on the top, results in a huge 
stress concentration and thus severe damage of concrete at the edge of Segments 3 and 4 at t 
=8 ms (see Figure 7-6b). The column then fails because of the failure of Segment 4 at t =14 
ms. It should be noted that the diagonal shear failure in the impacted segment does not occur 
in Column PCSC2. This observation indicates that the dynamic shear capacity of concrete 
segments has been considerably increased by using the steel tube to confine the concrete 
segment as compared to the traditional transverse reinforcements. 
                                           
                    t = 2 ms   8 ms    10 ms   100 ms                             2 ms     8 ms     14 ms    40 ms 
                         (a) IP4 (V = 4 m/s)                                 (b) IP5 (V = 5 m/s) 
Figure 7-6 Impact response of PCSC with partial strengthening – Column PCSC2 (BT). 
The deformation and impact response of Column PCSC3 are shown in Figure 7-7. Under 
impact IP5 (V = 5 m/s), the column exhibits concrete damage at the edge of Segment 1 and 
some flexural cracks at the mid-height of Segments 2, 3, and 4 due to the flexural response of 
the column, but no severe failure of concrete occurs in Column PCSC3 during this impact 
event (see Figure 7-7a – IP5). The stress distribution in the steel tubes of Column PCSC3 under 
the impacts IP5 is also presented in Figure 7-7b – IP5. As can be seen that the stress in the 



















open (Stage 2), and free-vibration (Stage 3). When the impact force reaches the PIF (at t = 2 
ms), the stress is mainly concentrated in the two compression edges of Segment 1 due to the 
joint openings at the two bottommost joints while that in the other segments is less significant 
(see Figure 7-7b – Stage 1). Stress in the steel tubes of the upper segments then appears in the 
left side of the column at t = 12 ms when all the joints open caused by the global deformation 
of the column (see Figure 7-7b – Stage 2). It is noted that during this period if steel confinement 
is not provided in the upper part of the column, the compressive damage at the segment edge, 
e.g. Column PCSC2, will occur due to the stress concentration on the compression side. In 
Stage 3, stress in the steel tubes still concentrates at the edge of all the segments but becomes 
less significant. However, the residual stress remains in the top edge of Segment 1 because of 
the plastic deformation of the concrete around the impact point and segment edge (see Figure 
7-7b – Stage 3). When the impactor collides to the column with the impact velocity of 6 m/s 
(IP6), a diagonal shear crack occurs in Segment 1 at t = 12 ms while just minor compressive 
damage at the edge of Segments 3 and 4 is observed (see Figure 7-7a – IP6). In this case, the 
stress in the steel tubes is also distributed along the shear crack because of the expansion of 
the concrete segment, as presented in Figure 7-7b – IP6 – Stage 2. Although the diagonal shear 
crack appears in Segment 1, the column still stands after this impact owing to the effect from 
the steel confinement. This is the primary advantage of the PCSC-FST as compared to the 
conventional PCSC where a diagonal shear failure of the base segment causes the collapse of 
the conventional PCSC. It is worth mentioning that the stress in the steel tubes is sometimes 
higher than its static yield strength of 298 MPa, e.g. 350 MPa (IP5) and 370 MPa (IP6, IP10) 
as presented in Figure 7-7b, but no damage occurs owing to the strain rate effects. The results 
indicate that both the local strengthening at the impacted segment and the confinement in the 
upper segments can significantly enhance the impact load resistant capacity of the PCSC. 
While the use of steel tube at the base segment only protects the column from the brutal shear 
damage of concrete segment (Stage 1), it shifts the damage to the upper segments with a 
marginal increment of the impact resistant capacity of the segmental column. Confining all the 
concrete segments of the PCSC can significantly increase the impact load resistant capacity of 
the column because the compressive damage of the concrete at the segment edge due to the 
global deformation (Stage 2) can be well mitigated. Thus, strengthening all concrete segments 
of the PCSC is suggested instead of strengthening only the bottom or impacted segment. The 
deformation and response of Column PCSC3 at the impact velocity of 10 m/s is presented in 
Figure 7-7a – IP10. The first PIF from the impactor causes a severe diagonal shear crack in 
Segment 1, local concrete damage at the impact area and openings at the first and second joints 
at t = 2 ms. The opening at these joints then continues increasing due to the large impact energy 
from the impactor while the other segment joints in the upper part of the column also start to 
open. With the large joint opening and increase in the number of opened joints, the axial force 
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in the tendon reaches its maximum principal strain at t = 12 ms causing the fracture of the 
posttension tendon (see Figure 7-7a – IP10). 
                                       
                    t = 2 ms  12 ms  300 ms               2 ms     12 ms     300 ms        2 ms    12 ms    170 ms  Tendon (12 ms) 
                       IP5 (V = 5 m/s)                      IP6 (V = 6 m/s)                    IP10 (V = 10 m/s)  
(a) Concrete and tendon 
 
        t = 0 ms  2 ms  12 ms   300 ms                2 ms   12 ms   300 ms                    2 ms    12 ms    170 ms 
                 IP5 (V =5 m/s)                             IP6 (V =6 m/s)                         IP10 (V =10 m/s) 
(b) Steel tube 




















































                                 
            IP1.5    IP2   IP2.5    IP3     IP4     IP5            IP1.5   IP2   IP2.5    IP3     IP4     IP5 
                               (a) PCSC1                                                       (b) PCSC2 
                                 
                     IP1.5   IP2   IP2.5   IP3     IP4     IP5    IP6     IP8    IP10 
(c) PCSC3 
Figure 7-8 Damage to columns and its failure mode (BT). 
It is noted that in PCSCs, a tendon plays two important roles: (1) the axial force induced from 
the tendon provides the shear resistance due to friction between the segments against lateral 
loads and (2) the tendon resists the tensile stress in the PCSC when the column is under flexural 
bending. If the tendon fractures, the column loses its flexural capacity and significantly 
reduces its shear resistance since the friction-based shear resistance is now only based on the 
self-weight of the upper segments and superstructures. As a result, the segmental column is 
considered failed when tendon fracture occurs. It is worth mentioning that the failure of the 
prestress tendon has not been observed in any previous studies of PCSCs under impact loads 















material absorbs significant amount of energy and causes the column collapse. When the 
concrete segment is confined by steel tube, damage to concrete material is less severe. Impact 
force induces larger joint openings between concrete segments and large flexural response of 
the column. These increase the stress in posttensioned tendons and result in the rupture of 
tendons. The results also indicate that the dynamic capacity of the PCSC has been significantly 
increased when it is confined by steel tubes in all concrete segments. While the failure of the 
concrete segment in Column PCSC1 occurs at V = 4 m/s, Column PCSC3 survives until the 
impact velocity of 10 m/s that causes tendon fracture, instead of the significant damages to the 
concrete segment. It is noted again that the total volume of reinforcements in Column PCSC1 
is equal to the total volume of steel tube in Column PCSC3. 
The concrete damage and failure mode of the three columns under various impact loading 
conditions when impacted at the segment joint are compared in Figure 7-8. As can be seen that 
even though the conventional PCS column usually fails by local damage at the two bottommost 
segments (see Figure 7-8a), partially strengthening the two segments only marginally 
improves the impact resistant capacity of the column because it shifts the failure upwards with 
the compressive damage at the edge of the concrete segment (see Figure 7-8b). In addition, 
strengthening all the concrete segments of the column results in excellent performance. 
Although a diagonal shear crack appears at the base segment from impact IP6 (V = 6 m/s), the 
column still firmly stands until impact IP10 (V = 10 m/s) where the fracture of the tendon is 
observed (see Figure 7-8c). The use of steel tube at the base segment increases the dynamic 
shear capacity of the segment as the diagonal shear failure occurs in Column PCSC1 under the 
impact IP4 while a shear crack of Column PCSC3 appears at the impact IP6. 
7.4.1.2 Tendon force time histories 
The axial force time histories of the tendon of the three columns are presented in Figure 7-9. 
The results show that the axial force in the tendon generally increases to its peak by the 
occurrence of the openings at the two bottommost joints (at t = 5-6 ms) at the PIF before 
reducing and oscillating around its initial prestress level in the free vibration phase of the 
column, e.g. the first four impact velocities (see Figures 7-9a, b and c). When failure of 
concrete occurs in the columns, the axial force in the tendon then significantly drops from the 
peak value. For instance, under impact IP5, when the diagonal shear failure occurs in Column 
PCSC1 due to the first PIF, the axial force in the tendon plunges from its peak at 200 kN to 80 
kN just in about 6 ms (see Figure 7-9a). For Column PCSC2, after returning to the initial 
prestress level, the axial force in the tendon then considerably decreases at 14 ms due to the 
compressive damage of concrete at the joint between Segments 3 and 4 (see in Figure 7-9b). 
Different from the other two columns, after the first peak, the axial force in the tendon of 
Column PCSC3 exhibits another peak with the similar magnitude in the last four impact 
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velocities, i.e. IPs 5-10, because of the openings of all segment joints (see Figure 7-9c). After 
the first peak at about 5–6 ms, the segment joints in the upper part of Columns PCSC3 open 
due to the global deformation of the column caused by the first PIF. In the meantime, the latter 
PIF from the impactor again causes the opening at the two bottommost joints. These openings 
of the segment joints thus result in the second peak in the axial force of the tendon. After these 
two peaks, the axial force time histories in the tendon then drops and fluctuates around its 
initial prestress level except in the last impact IP10 where the tendon fractures at the second 
peak due to the large opening of all segment joints. It is noted that the tendon ruptures at the 
second peak when the strain in the tendon reaches the maximum principal strain at failure 
(0.05), as defined in Section 7.2.1.2. 
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                                (c) PCSC3                             (d) Maximum axial load level versus PIF 
Figure 7-9 Axial force in the tendon (BT). 
Furthermore, the maximum axial force level in the tendon of the three columns under various 
impact velocities is presented and compared in Figure 7-9d. The results indicate that the axial 
force in the tendon, which is associated with the joint openings, is significantly affected by the 
change of the impact velocity when the column is impacted at the top of the base segment. The 
increase of the impact velocity, which generates a higher PIF on the columns thus causes a 
higher maximum value of the axial force in the tendon. This is because the higher PIF causes 
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larger opening at the segment joints and thus a larger elongation in the tendon resulting in the 
higher maximum stress. It needs to be mentioned that the maximum values of the axial force 
in the tendon under IP4 and IP5 are almost the same because under these impact conditions, 
the column exhibits the diagonal shear failure of the impacted segment which absorbs a large 
amount of impact energy instead of the joint openings (see Figure 7-9d). The openings of the 
column at the two bottommost joints is thus almost identical, leading to the same maximum 
axial force in the tendon. Moreover, Figure 7-9d shows that the use of the steel tubes to confine 
the PCSC does not only reduce the maximum axial force in the tendon of the strengthened 
columns as compared to the conventional PCSC but also maximise the contribution of the 
tendon in controlling the impact response of the PCSC. Under the same impact velocity, the 
maximum axial force in the tendon of Column PCSC3 is slightly smaller than the others owing 
to the effect of the steel confinements (see Figure 7-9d). The use of steel tubes in Column 
PCSC3 increases the vertical stiffness of the segments and thus diminishes the vertical 
deformation in the compressive side of the concrete segment when the segment joints open. 
The smaller vertical deformation at the compression side of the column which reduces the 
width of the joint opening thus minimises the vertical elongation in the tendon. In the final 
stage, the maximum axial force in the tendon of Columns PCSC1 and PCSC2 is about 75% of 
its capacity (IP5) while that of Column PCSC3 is 100% at impact IP10 (see Figure 7-9d). 
7.4.2. Impact at the centre of the base segment 
7.4.2.1 Column responses and failure modes 
Figures 7-10, 7-11, and 7-12 present the progressive damage and responses of the three PCSCs 
when they are impacted at the centre of Segment 1. Different from the above cases of columns 
being impacted at a different location in which the joint opening commonly results in the 
collapse of the columns, when the impact location is at the base-segment centre, the columns 
exhibit an excessive lateral movement at the base with a minor joint opening. The response of 
the column is thus associated with local damage at the impacted segment, i.e. PCSC1 and 
PCSC3 while the global deformation again dominates the response of Column PCSC2 owing 
to the influence of the steel tubes at the two bottommost segments. Under the impact velocity 
of 5 m/s (IP5), Column PCSC1 exhibits a flexural crack in Segment 1 at the PIF (t = 3 ms) 
while a large relative displacement between the footing and Segment 1 occurs since the friction 
force at the segment joint is insufficient to resist the shear force. The movement of Segment 1 
is then interrupted by the contact between the steel duct and the tendon. The contact force 
between the tendon and Segment 1 together with the lateral impact force from the impactor 
thus cause an inclined shear crack in Segment 1 from the impact point toward the base segment 
joint at t = 7 ms (see Figure 7-10). Meanwhile, the opening at the second joint also results in 
a vertical crack in Segment 1. These cracks then enlarge and cause severe damage in Segment 
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1 at t =15 ms before resulting in the collapse of the entire column, as presented in Figure 7-10. 
It is worth mentioning that this failure mode of Column PCSC1 associated to the impact at the 
base segment was also observed in the previous experimental study (Zhang et al., 2018) (see 
Figure 7-10), indicating the reliability of the simulation results in this study. 
            
                               t = 3 ms 7 ms 15ms 33 ms Experiment (Zhang et al. 2018) 
Figure 7-10 Response of the conventional PCSC - Column PCSC1 under impact IP5 – V = 5 
m/s (BC). 
     
      3 ms 13 ms 20 ms 80 ms   140 ms 
Figure 7-11 Response of the PCSC with partial strengthening – PCSC2 under impact IP5 – V 
= 5 m/s (BC). 
On the other hand, the response of Column PCSC2 when impacted at the base centre is 
comparable with the previous impact condition where damage to the column is found at the 
segment joint between Segments 3 and 4 (see Figure 7-11). When the impact velocity is 5 m/s, 
Column collapses 
due to concrete 















the column exhibits a vertical crack in Segments 1, 2, and 3 and shear cracks in segments 4 
and 5 at t = 20 ms due to the joint openings and the increase of the axial force in the 
compression side of the column, as explained in the previous section as shown in Figure 7-11. 
Due to the vibration of the top mass, the high-frequency self-vibration of the concrete 
segments, and the joint openings, severe concrete damage happens at the edge of Segments 3 
and 4 at t = 80 ms. The column then fails because of the excessive damage of Segment 4 at t 
= 140 ms. 
                                                           
                      t = 3 ms    13 ms     100 ms                        t = 3 ms    13 ms      100 ms 
                                    Concrete                                                  Steel tubes 
(a) IP5 (V= 5 m/s) 
 
(a) IP10 (V= 10 m/s) 






The impact response of Column PCSC3 under the impacts IP5 and IP10 is different from the 
other two columns, as illustrated in Figure 7-12. As can be seen that although a flexural crack 
and an inclined shear crack in Segment 1 occurs at about t = 3 ms under impacts IP5, Column 
PCSC3 securely stands after the whole impact process with no visible damage at the segment 
edge in the top part of the column as compared to Column PCSC2, see Figure 7-12a. It 
demonstrates that the steel tubes at Segments 3, 4, and 5 considerably mitigate the concrete 
damage in the compressive side of the column when the joints open, thus prevents collapse of 
the column. The stress distribution in the steel tubes of Column PCSC3 under this impact load 
is also presented in Figure 7-12a. 
Similar to the column impacted at top of the bottom segment presented in the previous section, 
when impacted at the base centre, the stress in the steel tubes also includes three main stages. 
In Stage 1, the stress in the steel tube is mostly concentrated at the impact area at the PIF (t = 
3 ms) while that at the edges of Segment 1 is marginal due to the small opening at the two 
bottommost joints. The joint opening then appears in the upper part of the column after the 
impact force phase, leading to the occurrence of the stress in the edge of the steel tubes in 
Stage 2 (see Figure 7-12), but it is less significant because of smaller joint opening. In the free 
vibration stage (Stage 3), the residual stress is also observed in the base steel tube due to 
damage of concrete at the impact area and the inclined shear crack of concrete in Segment 1. 
The results indicate that when the impactor strikes the column at the base centre, the base steel 
tube plays a significant role in mitigating the inclined shear cracks in Segment 1, thus prevents 
the collapse of the whole column. However, the contribution of the steel tubes in the upper 
segments of the column in resisting the impact loads is less prominent as compared to the 
above case when the column is impacted at the base top because of the less global response of 
the column and smaller opening of the segment joints. Under impact IP6 and IP8, the impact 
responses of the column, which are not shown here for brevity, are similar to that under impact 
IP5 with more plastic deformations at the impacted segment, but no severe damage occurs. 
Under impact IP10 (V = 10 m/s), the flexural crack and the inclined shear crack occur in 
Segment 1 at t = 2.8 ms and the entire column is shifted to the right side by the large PIF and 
a lack of anchorage of the bottom segment to the foundation (see Figure 7-12b). The excessive 
movement of the column causes a huge contact force between the tendon and the impact 
segment and thus results in a large shear force in the tendon. Hence, at t = 3.6 ms, the shear 
fracture occurs in the tendon at the joint between Segment 1 and the footing and more damage 
is induced in Segment 1 (see Figure 7-12b). The entire column then continues sliding due to 
the impact force while the supported mass on top of the column starts to move to the right side 
which causes a large eccentric load on the column top. The slippage of the column together 
with the eccentric load cause severe damage at the bottom face of Segment 1 at t = 145 ms, as 
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presented in Figure 7-12b. With the damage of concrete, the compression force leads to 
buckling and thus failure in the steel tube at the base segment. The column thus fails due to 
the failure of the posttensioned tendon, concrete, and steel tube, as shown in Figure 7-12b. 
                                  
            IP1.5   IP2   IP2.5    IP3     IP4     IP5              IP1.5   IP2   IP2.5    IP3     IP4     IP5 
                             (a) PCSC1                                                          (a) PCSC2 
                                   
                 IP1.5   IP2   IP2.5     IP3     IP4      IP5       IP6    IP8     IP10 
(c) PCSC3 
Figure 7-13 Damage to columns and its failure modes (BC). 
Damage to the columns and failure mode of the three PCSCs under various impact velocities 
are compared in Figure 7-13. The figure indicates that the impact response of the PCSC is 
significantly changed by the use of steel tubes in the concrete segments. The local failure of 
Column PCSC1 at the impacted segment is altered to the global failure mode in Column 
PCSC2 where the damage at the segment edge between Segments 3 and 4 causes the collapse 













damage to concrete, steel tube, and the shear fracture of the tendon. The results also 
demonstrate that the concrete filled steel tubes provides a higher dynamic bending capacity 
for the concrete segment when the flexural crack occurs in Column PCSC1 under impact IP3 
while similar flexural cracks only occur in Column PCSC3 under impact IP5. Furthermore, 
the PCSC incorporating with steel confinement in all the segments shows a better impact 
performance than the others when it is able to resist the impact velocity of 10 m/s while the 
other columns fail when being impacted by the velocity of 5 m/s (see Figure 7-13). 
7.4.2.2 Tendon force time histories 
The shear force and axial force time histories in the tendon at the section between Segment 1 
and the footing of Column PCSC3 are presented in Figure 7-14. As can be seen that the impact 
response of the tendon in this impact condition is significantly different from that in the 
previous condition with the occurrence of the residual shear force and axial force due to the 
shear yielding of the tendon. Figure 7-14a shows that the maximum and residual shear force 
in the tendon increase with the impact velocity when large slippages at the segment joint occur, 
e.g. impacts IP5, IP6, and IP8. This is because, from the impact IP5, the PIF causes an 
excessive lateral slippage at the joint between Segment 1 and the footing, resulting in a huge 
contact force between the tendon and Segment 1. At this moment, the shear force in the tendon, 
therefore, reaches its maximum value (see Figure 7-14a). Likely, the contact force from the 
tendon is insufficient to pull the column back to its original position while the enormous 
movement of Segment 1 results in a shear yielding in the tendon (see Figure 7-14c). Hence, 
under the impacts IP5-8, after the impact force phase, the residual shear force is observed in 
the tendon while the axial force oscillates at a higher level than the initial prestress level (see 
Figures 7-14a and b). Furthermore, Figure 7-14 also shows that higher impact velocities, which 
result in more shear deformation in the tendon, cause larger residual axial force and shear force 
in the tendon. On the other hand, when the shear slippage at the joint is smaller than the gap 
between the tendon and the concrete segment, no contact between the tendon and concrete 
segments occurs during the impact force phase, e.g. the first five impact conditions (IP1.5 – 
IP4). Thus, the shear force in the tendon (under 3 kN) mostly occurs in the free vibration phase 
of the column (see Figure 7-14a) while the axial force in the tendon oscillates around its initial 
level after reaching the peak level at t = 13 ms when all the joints open (see Figure 7-14b). For 
the impact IP10, both the shear force and axial force in the tendon of Column PCSC3 suddenly 
drop to zero at t = 3.6 ms due to the shear fracture of the tendon. The results mainly show that 
when the base segment is impacted, the shear yielding and the residual shear force might occur 
in the tendon at low impact velocities before the column collapse. Thus, in the design of a 
PCSC under impact loads, the base segment should be properly anchored to the footing or 
shear keys should be provided to avoid shear yielding of the tendon. 
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(c) Deformation and stress in the tendon 
Figure 7-14 Shear force, axial force, and stress in the tendon of Column PCSC3 (BC). 
Furthermore, the maximum shear force and axial force in the tendon of the three columns are 
also compared in Figure 7-15. The figure shows that the steel confinement has an insignificant 
effect on the shear force and axial force in the tendon when the impact velocity is relatively 
small, i.e., before IP5. This is because the shear capacity at the segment joint of these columns 
is provided by the friction force between the segments and therefore is the same, hence the 
shear slippage at the segment joint under the same impact condition is also the same. 
Moreover, only minor shear slippage and joint openings occur in the columns under impact 
IP1.5 to IP4 due to the moderate impact velocities. Therefore, similar maximum shear force 
and axial force in the tendon are observed for these columns. For Column PCSC1 under impact 
IP5, the inclined shear failure in Segment 1 occurs when the tendon and the concrete segment 
come in contact. Hence, smaller shear force and axial force in the tendon are observed. For 
Column PCSC3 under impact IP10, the shear fracture occurs when the shear force reaches 
125.4 kN. Thus, the maximum axial force in the tendon in this impact velocity is only slightly 
higher than its initial prestress level before dropping to zero due to the shear fracture of the 
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tendon as shown in Figures 7-14b and c. The maximum shear force and axial force in the 
tendon of the columns are also given in Table 7-2. 




































Figure 7-15 Comparisons of the maximum shear force and axial force in the tendon. 



























                          (a) SSK design                                           (b) Numerical simulation 
Figure 7-16 Column PCSC3 with SSK at the two bottommost joints. 
The above results show that steel tube effectively mitigates the damage of concrete segments, 
and shifts the damage mode to excessive global flexural responses and large slippage between 
segments, which may lead to rupture of prestress tendons. To mitigate the large slippage 
between segments for protection of prestress tendons under impact load, adding shear keys 
between segments is suggested. To investigate the influence of shear keys, Column PCSC3 is 
integrated with steel shear keys (SSKs) at the two bottommost joints, namely Column SSK 
(see Figure 7-16). Each SSK connection includes a SSK and its joint hole, wherein the SSK is 
embedded in one segment to work as a tenon tongue while the joint hole is a steel duct which 
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is cast in another segment to serve as a mortise hole (see Figure 7-16a). This use of the SSKs 
in PCSCs to resist cyclic loads has been investigated in the previous study (Hung et al., 2017). 
The design of the SSK, which has a diameter of 16 mm and a length of 140 mm in this study, 
relies on the pure shear capacity of the steel section to sustain the impact force from impact 
events. The nominal gap between the SSK and the mortise hole is 2 mm which allows the 
concrete segment to rotate and slip before interrupting by the steel duct. The numerical model 
of Column SSK is presented in Figure 7-16b. 














































(f) Maximum axial force in the tendon(e) Maximum shear force in the tendon





































































































































(a) Peak impact force (kN)
 
Figure 7-17 Comparisons of the column responses with and without shear keys. 
The comparison of the impact responses between Columns PCSC3 and SSK under various 
impact velocities at two different locations are presented in Figure 7-17. It is noted that 
Columns SSK_BT and SSK_BC represent Column SSK impacted at different locations, i.e. at 
the base segment top and base segment centre, respectively. The results show that although 
the PIF and impulse in the two columns are comparable because of the similar contact stiffness, 
the column responses are significantly affected by the use of the SSKs (see Figure 7-17c, d 
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and e). Owing to the small gap between the SSK and its mortise hole, the lateral slippage 
between the concrete segments is obstructed when the SSK and the steel are in touch. This 
significantly reduces the maximum and residual slippage of the column (see Figure 7-17c and 
d), thus prevents the shear force and yielding in the tendon (see Figure 7-17e). The shear 
yielding in the tendon only occurs when the SSK is bent and its deformation is larger than the 
gap between the tendon and steel duct (see Figure 7-17e - IP10). It can be seen in Figure 7-
17c and d that the reduction in the maximum and residual displacement at the base segment 
joint of Column SSK is about 5 mm and 10 mm when the columns are impacted at the base 
top and the base centre, respectively. It is highlighted that the gap between the tendon and steel 
duct in Column PCSC3 is 7 mm in each side while the gap between the SSK and its joint hole 
is 2 mm in Column SSK. Since no shear yielding of the tendon and the SSKs is observed in 
the two columns when the columns are impacted at the base top, the maximum displacement 
of Columns PCSC3 and SSK (impacts IP4-IP10) is thus around 7 mm and 2 mm, respectively 
(see Figure 7-17c). On the other hand, when being impacted at the base centre, the columns 
are totally pushed to slide away by the impact force. The maximum lateral displacement of the 
columns is thus much larger than their total free gap because of the occurrence of the inclined 
cracks of concrete and the shear deformation of the tendon and the SSKs. In these cases, the 
difference of the maximum and residual displacement between these columns is also the 
difference of the total free gap (10 mm), except for impact IP10 where the tendon fractures in 
Column PCSC3. Since the impacted segment could not return to its original position after the 
impact force, the residual displacement of these columns under two impact locations is thus 
nearly the same with its maximum value, as given in Figure 7-17d. Furthermore, the smaller 
lateral displacement of Column SSK at the segment joint thus greatly reduces the maximum 
shear force in the tendon as compared to Column PCSC3 when these columns are subjected 
to impact at the base centre (see Figure 7-17e). As can be observed in the figure that the shear 
force in the tendon of Column PCSC3_BC significantly increases from the impact IP5 while 
that in Column SSK_BC just appears in the impact IP9 when the SSKs are already bent. The 
shear yielding of the tendon is thus eliminated in Column SSK_BC from IP1.5 to IP8. 
However, the influence of the SSKs in reducing the shear force in the tendon when the column 
is impacted at the top of the base segment is insignificant because the columns are dominated 
by the joint openings in this condition (see Figure 7-17e). Similarly, the axial force in the 
tendon caused by the opening of the joints is also less affected by the use of the SSKs in the 
PCSC when the similar maximum axial force in the tendon is simulated in the two columns, 
as shown in Figure 7-17f. Therefore, the posttensioned tendon of Column SSK_BT fractures 
at the same impact velocity with Column PCSC3_BT. Generally, the contributions of the SSK 
are substantial in reducing the lateral shear slippages between the segments, thus preventing 
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the shear plastic deformation of the tendon, but its contribution is less prominent when the 
joint opening dominates the column response. 
7.6. Conclusions 
This study numerically investigates the effects of the steel confinement on the behaviour of 
precast segmental columns under impact loads. The impact responses of three PCSCs 
including a conventional PCSC, a PCSC confined by steel tubes at the two bottommost 
segments, and a PCSC with all the segments made of concrete-filled steel tubes are thus 
considered and simulated. The contributions of steel shear keys in resisting the impact force 
are also examined. The conclusions of the study are as follows: 
1. The impact response of a PCSC has significantly changed by using the steel tubes to cover 
the concrete segments. While the local failure mode of the concrete segment, i.e. diagonal 
shear failure and inclined shear crack, dominates the response of the conventional PCSC, 
the failure of a PCSC with segments confined by steel tubes is associated with failure of 
the tendon and/or concrete crushing at the impacted segment. 
2. The use of steel confinement in all concrete segments does not only prevent the brutal 
damage of concrete at the impacted segment and reduce the axial force in the tendon but 
also enhance the impact capacity of the column. The PCSC-FST survives until the impact 
velocity of 10 m/s compared to 4 m/s of the conventional PCSC. 
3. The use of the steel tubes at the two bottommost segments shifts the failure of the PCSC 
from local to the global response, i.e. the failure of the concrete at the segment edge. 
4. The change of the impact location significantly affects the responses of the PCSCs. The 
shear slippage at the base segment joint governs the column response when the column 
is impacted at the centre of the base segment while the opening at the segment joint causes 
the failure of the column when it is impacted at the top of the base segment. 
5. The incorporation of the steel shear keys at the two bottommost joints in the PCSC-FST 
considerably reduces the lateral displacement of the column and shear force in the tendon, 
thus prevents the shear yielding, especially when the joint sliding dominates the column 
response. However, it is not effective in reducing the axial force in the tendon. 
The above findings showed that confining the concrete segments greatly enhanced the impact 
resistant capacity of the segmental columns, but under large impact loads the tensile stress in 
the tendon caused by the joint openings could be large and lead to tendon fracture, therefore 
the initial prestress load in the tendon of the PCSC is suggested to be smaller than 70% of its 
ultimate tensile strength to prevent the premature failure of the tendon under moderate to large 
impact loads. It is also recommended that all concrete segments should be confined instead of 
only the local impact area when a PCSC is under impact loads. The cover of all segments does 
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not only protect the column from the local failure at the impacted segment but also mitigate 
the damage at the segment edge in the upper segments caused by the global response of the 
column. Also, the impact point is suggested to be designed in the vicinity of the top of the 
bottom segment (close to the segment joint) to prevent shear yielding of the tendon and reduce 
the residual displacement of the column caused by the impact loads. 
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CHAPTER 8  
CONCLUSIONS 
8.1. Findings 
In this study, the dynamic responses of monolithic RC columns and precast concrete segmental 
columns (PCSCs) against vehicle collisions and impact loads have been numerically and 
analytically investigated. The effect of column parameters and initial impact conditions on the 
impact force time histories and dynamic performances of the columns has been systematically 
examined. Based on the numerical results and analytical derivations, the dynamic shear 
capacity of a RC column, as well as the dynamic bending moment capacity of a PCSC, were 
determined. Furthermore, PCSCs with steel confinements were studied in this research to 
address the issues arising from the local failure of concrete segments under impact loads. The 
major contributions of this study are summarised as follows: 
Part 1 Monolithic reinforced concrete columns under impact loads 
Dynamic analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) columns under vehicle collisions 
 A collision from a vehicle usually produces two peak impact forces (PIFs) on RC columns 
caused by the engine impact and cargo impact. The impact from the engine generates the 
highest PIF on the column while the cargo impact causes a smaller magnitude of PIF but 
with longer duration and hence a larger impulse. The PIF from the engine impact governs 
the maximum bending moment and shear force induced by the vehicle collision, and thus 
the column failure but it is currently ignored in design codes and provisions. The results 
imply that in the design of structures under vehicle collisions both the engine mass and 
vehicle mass have to be considered instead of only total mass of a vehicle. 
 Assuming a rigid column or using an elastic material model for bridge pier in numerical 
simulations, which neglects concrete damage at the contact area between vehicle model 
and column structure, likely causes an overestimation of the impact force, especially from 
the cargo impact. 
 The common assumption of the linear distribution of the inertia force along the column 
under vehicle collision is un-conservative in some scenarios since it ignores the stress 
wave propagation and high-modes column responses to impact load. The use of the SDOF 
in predicting the behaviour of the structures under impact loads might not yield reliable 
predictions either. 
 In the dynamic analyses and design of RC columns to resist impact loads, four critical 
sections, i.e. impact location, column base, column top, and an intermediate section, need 
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to be carefully considered and designed. Under different impact conditions, the location 
of the maximum internal bending moment at intermediate section varies from the column 
top to the impact location and from the positive side to the negative side of the column. 
 The numerical simulations in this study can produce almost all the failure modes of RC 
columns observed in real collision events. The explanation of each failure mode was 
therefore able to be given in this study. 
Design of RC columns under vehicle collisions 
 An analytical model is proposed to predict the vehicle impact loading profile on square 
RC columns corresponding to four continuous stages, i.e. bumper impact, engine impact, 
truck rail impact, and cargo impact. In this model, the influences of the initial impact 
conditions of a vehicle, column parameters, and column failures have been considered. 
Predictions from the proposed analytical model match well with the numerical 
simulations 
 Based on the shear mechanism of RC columns under impact loads, the maximum shear 
capacity of the column, , is determined by taking into consideration the strain rate 
effects and inertia resistance. 
 From the impact force profile model and dynamic shear capacity of a RC column, the 
dynamic response of the RC columns is categorised into two groups, i.e. flexural response 
( ) and shear response ( ). In the former group, damage to the 
column is related to flexural cracks at the three critical sections including the column 
base, impact location, and the intermediate section while in the latter group, diagonal 
shear failure or punching shear failure occurs at the impact area. Thus, in the design of a 
RC column under vehicle collisions, the dynamic resistance capacity of the column needs 
to be able to resist both the global damage caused by the flexural response and the local 
shear failure. 
 Empirical equations to determine the maximum shear force and bending moment at the 
critical sections are proposed for use in design analysis. The accuracies of these proposed 
analytical predictions are verified against high fidelity numerical simulations. 
 Based on the impact force profile, maximum induced bending moment and shear force, 
failure classification, and the dynamic capacity of the column, a complete procedure to 
design the RCBC against vehicle collision is proposed. The procedure can be used to 
design a wide range of column dimensions under various initial impact loading 
conditions. Meanwhile, two design examples which represent two different failure modes 
of RC columns under impact loads are also presented to illustrate the proposed design 







the column responses under impact loads but avoids detailed finite element models. The 
procedure, therefore, can be used in the design analysis of RC columns under vehicle 
collisions. 
Part 2 Precast concrete segmental columns under impact loads 
Dynamic analysis of precast concrete segmental columns 
 A detailed finite element model of a precast segmental concrete column (PCSC) under 
impact loads has been built in this study with an effective modelling technique to simulate 
the prestressing force for unbonded tendons in structures. The contact between concrete 
segments is also carefully considered. The simulation results agree well with the 
experimental results, hence are used to explain some phenomena, i.e. the occurrence of 
multiple PIFs, as observed in the experimental tests. 
 Under impact loads, the response of the PCSC contains two types of vibration, i.e. 
segment self-vibration and column vibration. The vibration of segments at the local 
contact area usually produces several PIFs which might affect the response and failure of 
the entire column. The variation of the impact location along the segment height also 
considerably influences the occurrences of multiple peaks of impact load. 
 The increase in the initial prestressing force enhances the shear resistance at segment 
joints, reduces the relative slippage between the concrete segments, and diminishes the 
lateral displacement of the column. However, the initial prestressing force does not show 
a considerable influence on the impact force. 
 Owing to the rotation and slippage of the segments under impact loads, the induced 
bending moment and shear force of a PCSC are much smaller than those of a monolithic 
RC column when these columns are subjected to the same impact conditions. Therefore, 
more energy dissipation but less damage to concrete is observed in the PCSC as compared 
to the monolithic one. 
 Under vehicle collisions, the failure of the PCSC is associated with the compressive 
damage and combined flexural-shear damage at local impacted segments while damage 
to concrete of the monolithic RC column occurs at various sections along the column 
height. The result shows the advantages of the PCSC in localising the damage of column 
structures under vehicle collisions and impact loads. 
Design of precast concrete segmental columns under impact loads 
 The initial prestressing load in post-tensioned tendons is suggested to be smaller than 
70% of their tensile strength to prevent the premature failure of the tendon under low–to-
moderate impact conditions. 
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 The height-to-depth ratio of a segment should be lower than two to avoid the flexural 
cracks at the rear surface of the segment. Meanwhile, this ratio should not be too small to 
prevent severe damage of concrete segment at the local contact area. In this study, the 
ratio of the segment height to column depth ranges from 1.4 to 1.8 is suggested. 
 Under vehicle collisions, the base segment of the PCSC is extremely important. It can 
absorb up to 80% of the total absorbed energy of the entire columns. 
 To design a PCSC against vehicle collision, the impact location is recommended to be 
close to the top of the base segment to prevent shear yielding and failure of the tendon 
and reduce the residual displacement of the column caused by the impact loads. 
 An equation to predict the bending moment that leads to the opening of segments joints 
is proposed in which the initial compressive loads and column dimensions provide the 
main contributions. 
 The ultimate bending moment capacity of the PCSC at the joint is determined where the 
dynamic increase factor and stress wave propagation caused by impact loads are taken 
into account. 
Strengthening of precast concrete segmental columns under impact loads 
 Partially strengthening a PCSC, i.e., strengthening only the impacted segments by using 
steel tubes increases the dynamic capacity of the segments, and thus the dynamic capacity 
of the entire column. Its effect, however, is insignificant since the failure of the column 
shifts to upper segments due to the global response. 
 Confining all concrete segments by steel tubes is more effective in protecting the PCSC 
under impact when both local shear failure of the impacted concrete segments and 
compressive damage at upper segments caused by global response are diminished. In this 
condition, the rupture of the posttensioned tendons occurs in the PCSC at the ultimate 
impact load. 
 The use of steel shear keys at segment joints significantly mitigates the relative slippage 
between the segments in the PCSC, which thus prevents the shear deformation and shear 
fracture of the tendon, especially when the column response is governed by joint 
slippages. However, its effect is marginal when the joint opening dominates the column 
response. 
8.2. Recommendations for future studies 
From the findings and conclusions in this study, the following recommendations are given for 
possible future studies: 
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1. This study carries out numerical and analytical analysis on the dynamic response of 
monolithic and segmental reinforced concrete (RC) columns under vehicle collisions. 
Experimental collision tests on these columns are needed to further validate the 
observation in the present study. 
2. It is well known that unbonded steel tendons in segmental columns might suffer from 
corrosion during its service life. In this case, using non-corrosive posttensioned 
tendon, e.g. FRP tendon, in segmental columns could be an effective way to protect 
tendons, and thus the column. The dynamic analysis of segmental columns with non-
corrosive tendons could be an interesting topic. Moreover, the general aging of 
construction materials which significantly affects the performance of segmental 
concrete structures needs also to be carefully considered in future works.  
3. During working conditions, the fatigue of posttensioned tendons and their connections 
might occur caused by oscillating service loads from vehicle loads on bridges. The 
failure of one or several posttensioned tendons may significantly change the static and 
dynamic responses of precast segmental columns. Therefore, this topic also requires 
further studies.   
4. Most of the current studies focus on the seismic and impact responses of segmental 
columns while studies on blast resistance capacity of the column have received limited 
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Figure 5-10 and Figure 2-6 – Experimental results (the figures are reused from the previous 
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